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By Ingrid Phaneuf
TORONTO, Ont. – To hear truck-
ing industry insiders describe it,
the current rate crunch is Darwin-
ian in scale – long, drawn out and
threatening to change the face 
of the trucking industry as we
know it.

And it’s all thanks to rate cut-
ting, a practice which, according to

A NEW APPROACH?: The proposed access road will take trucks from downtown Windsor and put them on a costly below-grade road linking Hwy. 401 with a new
border crossing. The DRIC group has the  support of industry, the province and the feds. But the City of Windsor says the proposal’s not good enough.

See our ad
page 74

905-795-2838

DRIC group puts forth plans for new border access road

trucking industry insiders,
is spreading like cancer
and causing an equivalent
amount of damage.

“A tremendous amount of 
rate cutting is happening,” says
Caravan Logistics general man-
ager Kevin Snobel. “Between
now and next year I’m predicting
at least 10% of companies now in

Report on
maintenance

See pages 49-56

By Ron Stang
WINDSOR, Ont. – The Trucking
industry’s on-board. And so are a
raft of companies that ship their
goods by truck, like the Canadian

Vehicle Manufacturers Associa-
tion, the Automotive Parts Manu-
facturers Association, and au-
tomakers like Chrysler Canada
and Ford.

All that remains for the new
proposal by a four government
consortium – known as the De-
troit River International Crossing

(DRIC) team – to build an ac-

cess road and new bridge be-
tween Hwy. 401 and Detroit is
“crossing the T’s and dotting the
I’s,” said Dave Wake, the Ontario

DO YOU KNOW THIS
GUY?: Carriers are put-
ting themselves out of

business by under-
bidding on freight

and placing un-
susta inable

pressure on
rates.

existence will
have folded.”

First comes rate
cutting, and then
comes extinction,

warn those in the
know.

“It’s devastating,
very harmful,” says 

Ray Haight, executive 
director of MacKinnon

Continued on page 8 ■

Transport and recently elected
2008-2009 chairman of the Truck-
load Carriers Association. “And
it’s a slow death. Eventually the
companies who do it go out of
business. I hear the survival of the
fittest argument – that eventually
rates will go up when consolida-
tion happens – but I don’t think a
downward pressure on rates is
good for the industry at any time.”

Haight says safety is just one of
the sacrifices carriers make in or-
der to run for less.

“What I worry about is that
smaller carriers will find a way to
survive by putting more hours on
their trucks on a daily basis than
they should legally. It creates all
sorts of problems for everyone,”
says Haight, who also worries

Are trucking companies 
facing Darwinian extinction?

Continued on page 31 ■

• Maximizing fuel mileage in 
the shop

• Rugged computers

• Better brakes

• On-board diagnostics 
– and more!
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REEFER RULES:  If you haul 

refrigerated freight into or out of

California, there are some 

impending new rules you

should know about. Or are

there?

We try to clear the air

about CARB’s latest rules,

which may or may not come

into effect.

EXCLUSIVE
Truck News sits down with executives
from Daimler Trucks North America to
discuss the Freightliner Cascadia,
DD15 engine and the company’s plans
for EPA2010.
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at the documentation you need to 
enter the US if you’ve had a run-in
with the law. What you don’t know,
could get you in trouble.
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In our second annual Report on
Maintenance, we examine timely is-
sues such as shortened stopping
distances, saving fuel from the shop
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Ontario Transport Minister Jim Bradley
teamed up with OTA chief David
Bradley at Truck World to demonstrate
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MUSHROOMS ON THE SIDE
By Karen Bowen

Taking a look at a healthy 
side dish – mushrooms.
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SAVING FUEL AT TAX TIME
Scott Taylor
Reducing your fuel bill is 

usually done on the highway. 
But your accountant may 

be able to help.
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Real Base Oil. Real Performance. Real Savings.
As the cost-effective alternative to synthetics, Delo® Gear Lubricant ESI
offers superior all-climate performance and a unique extreme-pressure
additive compound. Delo not only delivers the same or better performance
and extended warranty protection as many synthetics, but offers you the
added benefit of bottom-line savings too. 
Call 1-800-465-2772 or visit www.chevrondelo.com

A company product

Monthly total sales never climbed above the 3,000 mark last year, after doing so seven times
in the previous record-setting year. It’s highly unlikely to see such strong monthly figures
this year either. The 2,140 Class 8 trucks sold in March mark the strongest sales so far this
year and make for one of the best sales performances of the past 12-month period.

Class 8 sales after the first quarter are at 5,696, which is below last year’s less-than-impressive total, way off the record sales posted in the first quarter of 2006 and almost 2,000 units
off the five-year average. Currently, 2008 is shaping up as the fourth worst sales year in the past decade as the pre-buy strategy employed by many fleets combined with a slowing North
American economy is giving fleets second thoughts about adding capacity.

Last year International wrestled the market share lead from perennial front runner
Freightliner and International has jumped out of the starting blocks again with a lead
in the first quarter, capturing about 22% of sales. Freightliner’s share of sales has
improved since the start of the year, however, keeping hard charging Kenworth in
third place.

Canadian Class 8 sales have started off quietly, coming in below last year’s level and considerably below the record numbers 
posted in 2006 for each month in the first quarter. That’s not surprising considering the impact of the pre-buy strategy many fleets
used to avoid purchasing trucks with 2007 engines remains in play. Serious doubts about the economy on both sides of 
the border are also creating excess capacity. Still sales for March did climb above 2,000 units, avoiding the steep declines of 
2001 to 2003.

Source: Canadian Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association

Monthly Class 8 Sales - Mar 08

Class 8 Sales (YTD Mar 08) by Province and OEM

12 - Month Sales Trends Market Share Class 8 YTD

Historical Comparison - Mar 08 Sales Motor Vehicle Production to Jan 08

Historical Comparison - YTD

With the days of coping with parts and materials shortages
and record demand for new trucks nothing but a memory,
truck manufacturers instead now face continuing to bring
their operations in line with the reduced sales. They also are
preparing for the next jump in sales volumes as fleets and
owner/operators respond to the next round of engine 
emissions standards in 2010 and the anticipated rebound
of the North American economy.

OEM BC ALTA SASK MAN ONT QUE NB NS PEI NF CDA
Freightliner 107 202 54 90 560 151 40 14 0 0 1,218

International 71 168 29 45 561 311 50 18 0 17 1,270

Kenworth 124 391 50 33 175 202 0 18 0 0 993

Mack 38 42 31 28 134 66 14 16 0 0 369

Peterbilt 71 207 73 40 106 86 68 6 0 0 657

Sterling 38 68 29 14 180 95 4 10 0 2 440

Volvo 28 116 19 52 192 73 15 19 0 1 515

Western Star 61 56 10 7 45 31 5 8 0 1 224

TOTALS 538 1,250 295 309 1,953 1,015 196 109 0 21 5,686

OEM This Month Last Month

Freightliner 437 567

International 522 515

Kenworth 357 361

Mack 145 161

Peterbilt 229 287

Sterling 179 290

Volvo 178 229

Western Star 93 205

TOTALS 2,140 2,615

April May June July August September October November December January February March
2,334 2,477 2,142 1,872 1,726 1,952 2,132 1,763 1,742 1,687 1,859 2,140
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2009 GREAT DANE  53' HIGH CUBE REEFERS

2008 LANDOLL
EQUIPMENT TRAILERS

FULL DECK TILT AND TILTING TAIL MODELS IN STOCK. ALL COME WELL
EQUIPPED WITH 20,000# WINCH, WIRELESS REMOTE CONTROL, 
POWDER COATED FINISH, CENTRALIZED GREASING SYSTEM, 35-50 TON
MODELS AVAILABLE. CUSTOM SLIDING TARP KITS ALSO AVAILABLE!!

WHITBY
1025 HOPKINS RD.
(905) 430-1262

MISSISSAUGA TRUCK SHOP
5285 MAINGATE DR.
(905) 625-8441

PUTNAM
3378 PUTNAM RD.
1-888-452-7826

ALLISTON
4917 C.W. LEITCH RD.

(705) 434-1423

®

POWERFUL CUMMINS ENGINES, AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSIONS, 100,000#
HYDRAULIC FIFTHWHEELS, AUTO GREASERS, DOT ROAD LEGAL AND OFF
ROAD MODELS IN STOCK. CALL TODAY TO LEARN ABOUT OUR NEW, 
EXCITING DESIGN CHANGES!!!

1999 STOUGHTON 53' TRIDEM VANS
53', Tandem Air Ride,
22.5 Tires, Aluminum
Wheels, Stainless Steel
Front & Rear, Duct Floor,
ThermoGuard Interior
Lining, Cargo Tracking,
Broker Spec LED Light
Package, Carrier XTC
w/Stealth (5,100 hrs.)
Excellent Condition.

2007 GREAT DANE 53' HIGH CUBE REEFER

31', Single Axle Air
Ride,  22.5 Tires, S/S
Swing Rear Doors,
Curbside Door, Rear
Walkramp & Side 
Work Platform, Carrier
Multi-Temp Reefer.
Ideal Local Delivery
Trailers.

2006 GREAT DANE 53' HIGH CUBE REEFER

1998 GREAT DANE 31' MULTI-TEMP REEFERS

53', Tandem Air Ride,
22.5 Tires, Alum. Wheels,
Stainless Swing Doors,
Heavy Duty Interior
Lining, Cargo Track, 
105-109" Inside Height,
Led Light Package,
Thermo King SB-210
(3,900 hrs.)

(10) 2000 STOUGHTON 53' DRY VANS

53', Tandem Air Ride,
22.5 Tires, Swing 
Rear Doors, Logistic
Posts, 12" Hardwood
Scuff Liner, Aluminum
Roof w/plywood Liner,
110" Inside Height,
Fleet Maintained,
Current Safeties.

2006 UTILITY 53' HIGH CUBE REEFER
53' Heavy Duty Tandem
Air Ride, 22.5 Tires, Alum.
Wheels, Stainless Front 
& Rear, Armor-Tuff Lining
w/Cargo Track, Exterior
Rubrail, Duct Floor, 108"-
110" I.H., Thermo King
SB-210 w/1,500 hours.

53', Tridem Air Ride
w/72"/72" Axle Spreads,
22.5 Tires, Silver Sides,
Swing Rear Doors,
Plywood Lined Interior,
110" I.H., Insulated
Interior, Heater Unit 
can be installed. New
Safety Cetification

53', Tandem Air Ride,
Alum. Outer Wheels,
Stainless Front & Rear,
Aluminum Duct Floor,
Kemlite Lined Interior,
Thermo King SB III
Whisper. Certified
w/New Brakes and
Drums.

2002 GREAT DANE 53' AIR RIDE REEFER

48' (1) Quad Axle 
(1) Tridem, 11R22.5
Tires, Alum. Wheels,
Silver Sides, Insulated
Interior, Hardwood
Scuff Liner, S/S Rear
Frames. 
New Safeties!!

1997 MOND 48' MULTI-AXLE VANS

Phone: (905) 625-5843   • www.glasvangreatdane.com    •    email: mhignett@glasvangreatdane.com

53' TANDEM AIR RIDE, STAINLESS FRONT & REAR, ALUMINUM WHEELS,
HIGH CUBE INTERIOR, LED LIGHT PACKAGES, “THERMOGUARD” LINING
AND “PUNCTUREGUARD” SCUFFS AVAILABLE, FLAT OR DUCT FLOORS, 
SWING OR ROLL UP DOORS, TRIDEMS ALSO AVAILABLE.

★★★ EXPANDED SERVICE CENTRES ★★★★★★ EXPANDED SERVICE CENTRES ★★★

NEW CHAPARRAL ALUMINUM FLATDECKS

48' FRONT AXLE SLIDE STEPDECK, 48' FIXED SPREAD STRAIGHT
FRAME AND 53' TRIDEM STEPDECK IN STOCK. ALL WITH AIR RIDE,
HEAVY HAUL PACKAGE, LED LIGHTS, MICHELIN TIRES, LIGHTWEIGHT
ALUMINUM DESIGN. COMBO FLATS AND STEPS ALSO IN STOCK.

2009 GREAT DANE HIGH SPEC VANS

Call MIKE HIGNETT (905) 625-5843

SEE OUR 
CAPACITY AD

PAGE 45

53', VANTRAXX AIR RIDE WITH QUIK-DRAW AIR PINS, 22.5 ALUMINUM 
OUTER WHEELS, S/S FRONT & REAR, COMPOSITE SWING DOORS, LOGISTIC
POST INTERIOR, ETR FIBERGLASS ROOF, BROKER LED LIGHT PACKAGE.

48', Tandem Air Ride
w/ 10'1" Axle Spread,
24.5 Tires (80%+),
Alum. Wheels, White
Sides, Stainless Front
& Rear, Interior Cargo
Track, 98.5" Inside
Width, Thermo King
Super II, New Brakes.

2002 TRAILMOBILE 53' DRY VAN
53', Tandem Air Ride,
22.5 Tires, Swing Rear
Doors, Galvanized
Door Frame, Logistic
Posts, Aluminum 
Roof, 110" Inside
Height,  New
Certification.

2006 TRANSCRAFT 51' TRIDEM STEPDECK
51', Tridem Air Ride,
Low Profile 22.5 Tires,
Aluminum Wheels,
Steel/Aluminum
Combo, Floor Chain Tie
Downs, Load Levelers,
Winches, Straps & Tool
Box, Wide Load Lights,
Fully Loaded!!

2000-2006 CAPACITY TJ5000 SHUNT TRUCKS
High Powered Cummins
Engines, Allison 
Auto Transmissions, 
100,000# Hydraulic 
5th Wheel, Auto 
Greasing System, 
DOT Road Legal, 
Some have Fresh Paint, 
Well Maintained!!!

2009 GREAT DANE COMPOSITE PLATE VANS

53', TANDEM AIR RIDE, 110" INSIDE HEIGHT, 101" INSIDE WIDTH, 
COMPOSITE SWING DOORS, STAINLESS STEEL REAR DOOR FRAME,
HEAVY DUTY FRONT WALL, “LONGLIFE” LED LIGHTS.

USED EQUIPMENT SALES
1998 UTILITY 48' SPREAD AXLE REEFER

BRAND NEW CAPACITY
SINGLE & TANDEM AXLE

SHUNT TRUCKS
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When the Ontario Trucking
Association (OTA) first an-
nounced its intent to usher in a law
that would require the use of
speed limiters, editorial director
Lou Smyrlis and I couldn’t agree
on the merits of the idea. Here we
are two and a half years later, and
we are still unable to take a united
stand on the subject.

Personally, I question the need
for the proposed law. I question the
time and resources that has been
poured into this initiative. I don’t
consider speeding trucks to be a
major problem on our highways,
and as it’s written, the law will only
really affect speeding on 400-series
highways. Dump trucks barreling
through yellow lights on secondary
highways, in my opinion a more se-
rious threat to road safety, will not
be affected.

I also question the potential ben-
efits of the law. I think the environ-
mental impact has been grossly
overstated. They are based on the
premise that most trucks are run-
ning at speeds well over 100 km/h.
That’s simply not the case anymore.

To be fair, there will be some fuel
savings once the proposal becomes
law. Slowing down obviously saves

fuel and even if the law causes a
small percentage of the trucks on
the road to slow down from speeds
above 105 km/h, fuel and emissions
savings will be achieved. I just don’t
think those savings will be as signif-
icant as the numbers being touted
by OTA and other proponents of
the law.

I will also concede that there may
be a modest improvement in over-
all road safety. While I don’t think
the number of truck crashes will be
noticeably reduced as a result of the
legislation, there’s a chance the
severity of some crashes will be
lessened. But it’ll be nearly impos-
sible to measure this.

While I don’t think the speed 
limiter legislation is needed, and I
question the real benefits of the
proposed rule, I also don’t sub-
scribe to the doomsday scenarios
that are feared by many owner/
operators and others who continue

to resist the proposed law.
I don’t think the rule will cause 

a mass exodus of drivers from the
industry. I also don’t think roads
will become less safe.

I empathize with owner/opera-
tors and drivers who are convinced,
rightly or wrongly, that their pro-
ductivity and financial success will
be threatened by the law.

There are a lot of drivers who 
feel this way, and their inability to
make fundamental decisions on
how to operate their
own business is under-
standably frustrating.

When the OTA first
floated its proposal
back in 05, I admitted-
ly didn’t think it would
get to this point.

But the OTA has
pursued this doggedly
and has seen it
through. It looks like
the law will become a
reality in Ontario.
There’s still time to
fight it in other juris-
dictions.

Having said all that,
it’s not the first major
regulatory change to

As you can tell from James
Menzies’ editorial running above
mine, the divisiveness over
Ontario’s proposed speed limiter
legislation extends to our news-
room. When the Ontario Trucking
Association (OTA) first an-
nounced its intent to push for a
law that would require the use of
speed limiters I, unlike James, did
see the need for such legislation.

I still do.
The reasons speed limiters

make a lot of sense to me have to
do with both safety and the envi-
ronment.

And specifically, the govern-
ment and public’s perception of
our industry’s willingness to take
the lead in being be a positive
force on both those fronts.

According to the OTA, speed
limiting trucks to 105 km/h will 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions
by as much as 280 kilotonnes per
year.

Now I haven’t done the math

myself. I don’t know if that figure
is bang on or way overinflated.
But let’s just assume that it’s over-
inflated and that greenhouse gas
emissions will only be reduced by
half that amount.

Keep in mind that transporta-
tion activities generate more than
one quarter of Canada’s green-
house gas emissions and, just as
important, the transportation sec-
tor is the fastest-growing source of
greenhouse gas emissions.

And that trucking is the largest
emitter among the commercial
modes.

Does it make sense for the in-
dustry to walk away from a plan
that helps reduce greenhouse gas

emissions – to whatever degree –
when that’s a challenge all indus-
tries are expected to help in over-
coming? 

How does it look to politicians
and the public when it’s reported
that truckers don’t want to limit
their speeds to five kilometres
above the speed limit on our
largest highways even though
they know this will help the envi-
ronment?

I realize I’m grossly oversimpli-
fying the issue, but that’s exactly
how the public will see it.

And let’s be honest with our-
selves, although they may be a mi-
nority, there are still enough
trucks out there zipping by at 130
km/h to give the industry a black
eye it can do without.

Proponents of speed limiters
also say it will improve highway
safety.

Again, I’m not sure how much
of an effect it would actually have
because our highways are already

Why speed limiters really are necessary

Speed limiters: Are they really necessary?
Editorial
Comment
James
Menzies

– James Menzies can be reached by
phone at (416) 510-6896 or by 
e-mail at jmenzies@trucknews.com.

– Lou Smyrlis can be reached by
phone at (416) 510-6881 or by e-mail
at lou@TransportationMedia.ca.

Viewpoint

Lou Smyrlis
Editorial Director

impact the industry and it most 
certainly won’t be the last. Success
is still possible in a post-speed lim-
iter world.

If the law goes through as expect-
ed, it may be time to accept 
the change, however begrudgingly,
alter your business operations as 
required and move forward. ■■

among the safest in North
America. But if it can stop the 
crazies running at 130 km/h (and
at the same time complaining
about diesel prices), then why not
have speed limiter legislation? 

Would it be better for an acci-
dent to occur involving a truck
operating at an excessive speed
and to have the general media 
report the industry was opposed
to policing its speed through
speed limiters?

When issues become politicized
and polarized, it’s often at the cost
of losing perspective.

I think it’s important not to lose
sight of the reality that trucking is
just one industry among many
competing for attention, funding
and favourable treatment.

Its perception among govern-
ment and the public as a good 
corporate citizen is not only 
important but will determine how
it’s dealt with in the future. ■■

Did you know?
How fleets are
dealing with fuel
price volatility
Coping with continuing volatility 
in fuel pricing requires sound fuel
purchasing strategies. Not only must
the industry learn to reduce its fuel
use and improve its efficiency now,
it must consider long-term solutions
to these issues. Research recently
published by Eyefortransport de-
tails the measures implemented by
North American carriers to lower
their fuel costs and streamline their
purchasing procedures.

Respondents were senior fleet 
executives from trucking and deliv-

ery fleets and from private fleets
within retailers and manufacturers
responsible for fuel purchasing,
management and IT.

The research, released earlier this
year, found that so far the more 

“traditional” measures remain the
most popular among fleets. More
than a quarter of survey respondents
cited “negotiating with suppliers” as
their primary solution. The next
most popular move, cited by 17% of

the managers included in the 
survey, cited “utilizing and negotiat-
ing with fuel card companies.” The
third most common move by carri-
ers dealing with skyrocketing fuel
prices was “creating and implement-
ing a fuel buying plan,” cited by 
14% of the sample. More involved 
options such as “appointing a fuel
manager,” “implementing the latest
price gathering technology” and 
using “hedging strategies”were cho-
sen by less than 10% of the sample.

About a fifth of the respondents
were from for-hire TL fleets; 15%
from for-hire LTL fleets; about a
quarter from private fleets;8% from
postal, courier or express fleets, 3%
from HazMat/tank carriers, and 3%
from high-value carriers. ■■

Other

Using Hedging Strategies

Negotiating with Suppliers

Negotiating with Fuel Card Companies

Implementing Price Gathering Technology

Setting up Limited Network

Appointing Fuel Manager

Creating/Implementing Fuel Buying Plan

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%

26%

17%

8%

9%

9%

7%

10%

Steps Implemented to Lower Fuel Purchasing Costs

14%
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Transportation Ministry official
who heads up the province’s plan-
ning office on the new border ac-
cess route. But officials from On-
tario, the federal government,
Michigan and Washington, also
shouldn’t underestimate one other
player – the City of Windsor.

While virtually all industry
groups lauded the latest version of
the roughly 10-kilometre road un-
veiled in Windsor May 1, Windsor
Mayor Eddie Francis called the 
so-called Windsor-Essex Parkway,
a six-lane sunken freeway with 1.8
km of extended tunnels providing
for more than 240 acres of park-
land on top, not good enough and
accused senior levels of govern-
ment of building the road “on the
cheap.”

While government officials said
the $1.6 billion route (at $168 
million a kilometre) would be 
the most expensive roadway in
Ontario’s history, the mayor said
the latest incarnation of the plan
fails to address several proposals
the city had earlier made through
its so-called GreenLink plan for
more extensive tunneling in a bid
to protect adjacent neighbour-
hoods from noise and exhaust
fumes from the international
trucks that will use the freeway.

In fact, the mayor said, the
length of seven of the overpasses
will not change at all from DRIC’s

last proposal made in 2007. Of the
other overpasses, one will be re-
duced by 50 metres, two gain 180
metres and a new tunnel will add
220 metres, for a total of 1,880 me-
tres of tunnels, the equivalent of
the lengths of three CN Towers.
But the city’s GreenLink – drawn
up with assistance from world-
renowned experts such as Sam
Schwartz, the former traffic com-
missioner of New York City who
now has an international traffic
consulting firm, and Parsons
Brinckerhof, a world leader in tun-
nel design – would create substan-
tially longer tunnels, some 1,220
and 1,020 metres in length, for a to-
tal of 3,830 metres.

DRIC officials said the plan is
virtually complete and it expects to
call tenders later this year for a
construction start late in 2009. But
DRIC officials also said an envi-
ronmental assessment process
continues and they are open to re-
ceiving citizen input “to help us re-
fine” the concept even further.

That led mayor Francis in sever-

al interviews and on open line 
radio to say “the campaign contin-
ues” to oppose DRIC’s plan. The
city is waging a multi-media effort
to have residents send postcards to
senior government officials and
push for a road that more resem-
bles GreenLink.“No real change!”
and “It’s not too late to support
GreenLink” proclaimed a double
page ad in The Windsor Star two
days after the DRIC news confer-
ence.

In front of the Holiday Inn
where the DRIC announcement
was made were some 150 construc-
tion workers, along with pieces of
heavy equipment, there to back
the DRIC proposal.

Jim Lyons, president of the
Heavy Construction Association
of Windsor, said his group had
been given a  “heads up” about the
announcement and rallied the
group of contractors and workers.
But the mayor said the announce-
ment essentially amounted to an
“ultimatum” to paint the City of
Windsor as “us against them, us

against industry.”
Nevertheless, Francis said, he

was representing the citizens of
Windsor “to fix the mistake that
was made 50 years ago” when a
truck route was created through
the heart of the city’s west end 
on surface streets to the existing
Ambassador Bridge, affecting resi-
dents’ way of life and in particular
their health.

He noted that medical authori-
ties “have made the link” between
truck emissions and health ail-
ments like lung and heart disease.
“We’ve got kids going to school
with backpacks with air testing
equipment in them,” he said, refer-
ring to an ongoing survey of the re-
gion’s air quality.Windsor is reput-
ed to have one of the worst
pollution problems in the country.

But DRIC’s Wake suggested the
greater use of tunnels by Green-
Link would really not improve air
quality. He said his study team
went further and measured end-to-
end tunneling and “found very,
very minor improvements in air
quality for a very small number of
people immediately adjacent to
the corridor.”

While the city and senior gov-
ernments are at odds on these is-
sues, industry almost universally
backs DRIC’s position.

Lyons of the construction associ-
ation said the plan does in fact 
incorporate some of the city’s
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City of Windsor threatens to block new border route
■ Continued from page 1

“I don’t see how anybody could not be
completely pleased and ecstatic over this, and

if someone isn’t completely pleased and
ecstatic than they’re being extremely greedy.”

– Gerry Fedchun, Automotive Parts Manufacturers Association

By James Menzies
WINDSOR, Ont. – For the first
time since 9/11, there has been a
‘leveling off’ of new security pro-
grams at the border, presenting
carriers with a good opportunity
to evaluate and improve their
border crossing procedures, ac-
cording to Debbie Dent director
of compliance and Customs with
the Panalpina Group.

She made the remarks during
the second stop of the Driving for
Profit seminar series, hosted by
NAL Insurance and KRTS Trans-
portation Specialists and spon-
sored by SelecTrucks.

“We are in a holding pattern,”
Dent said, of the seemingly con-
stant influx of new border security
programs that have been put in
place since 9/11. “This is a prime
time to look at how you’re doing
business and how you should be
doing business (at the border). It’s
time to start taking challenges and
turning them into opportunities.”

For starters, Dent said carriers
that are FAST-approved should
be pressuring their customers to
take part in the program.

While driver and carrier in-
volvement in FAST has been
high, there’s still a reluctance
among shippers to become FAST-
approved, she noted.

“If one of those elements (driv-
er/carrier/freight) is not there, you
can’t take advantage of that dedi-
cated lane,” she pointed out.

Dent also suggested carriers en-
courage their drivers to become
FAST-approved, even if they

themselves are not a FAST carrier.
“Having a FAST card should be

as important as having a clean
CDL,” said Dent. “Insist on a
driver being FAST-approved even
if your carrier is not.”

Dent pointed out that the FAST
approval process is likely to un-
earth any skeletons a driver may
be hiding in the closet.

Carriers must also develop con-
tingency plans for drivers that
lose their FAST card, Dent sug-
gested. She recalled the story of
one driver who ‘forgot’ to declare
several bottles of booze he pur-
chased at duty-free. That’s an au-
tomatic three-year suspension of
FAST privileges, she said.

“That’s huge. Now you’ve got to
find a way to defer that driver.”

Dent also offered carriers some
tips on how to survive a Canadian
Border Services Agency (CBSA)
audit. She suggested pulling 10
random files and conducting a
self-audit to get an idea of
whether or not your fleet is in
compliance.

“Every day, we see and hear of
carriers that have issues with their
business records,” said Dent.

She suggested checking to en-
sure: Bills of Lading have been
signed; Customs cargo documen-

tation has been stamped; lists of
drivers and equipment are up to
date; and that all items acquired
outside Canada have been de-
clared – including truck repairs.

Dent said one carrier incurred
$88,000 in fines because its drivers
didn’t know to declare tire pur-
chases and emergency repairs
conducted in the US.

There’s a $100 penalty for each
repair or purchase that wasn’t de-
clared at the border, she pointed
out. Carriers that uncover prob-
lems with their record-keeping
processes may be able to file a
“voluntary disclosure” with
CBSA to buy themselves some
more time to get their house in
order.

Looking ahead, Dent said carri-
ers should prepare for the roll-out
of the Advanced Commercial In-
formation (ACI) program – Cana-
da’s version of ACE.

The electronic pre-clearance
program is already deployed in
marine and air modes, and road
transport is next, Dent said. It’s
expected ACI will be rolled out
next summer and phased-in grad-
ually right up until 2012.

Under the program e-Manifests
will have to be submitted one
hour before a Canadian-bound

load arrives at the border. Only
carriers presenting under the Cus-
toms Self Assessment (CSA) re-
lease option will be exempted
from the program.

Like ACE, the Canadian pro-
gram will feature a Web portal –
but it will not be the same portal
used by ACE. Dent said carriers
should embrace the new program.

“It’s going to happen, we might
as well accept it,” she said, adding
there’s still time for fleets to offer
feedback and suggestions.

To make the transition to ACI
easier, she suggested companies
submit their load information be-
fore they arrive within an hour of
the border.

“Carriers have to start from the
time they leave the shipper’s loca-
tion. Don’t wait until they’re one
hour from the border,” she ad-
vised.

She also urged them to accu-
rately declare their arrival time.
“Brokers use that information to
manage their time. When I see a
fax coming in from California that
says it’s going to be here in an
hour, that doesn’t help us.”

Outside the implementation of
ACI and changes to Partners in
Protection (PIP) (see pg. 11),
Dent said cross-border carriers
can take some solace in the fact
we appear to be in a holding pat-
tern when it comes to new border
security initiatives.

“Whatever they change now
will be to improve efficiency and
tweak systems,” she predicted. ■■

@ARTICLECATEGORY:3361;

It’s a good time to evaluate border crossing procedures
‘Having a FAST card should be as 
important as having a clean CDL.’

Debbie Dent, Panalpina Group
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GreenLink plan, by adding longer
or new overpasses. He added that
after years of study and various
earlier proposals – which originally
included a surface expressway –
it’s time to start construction.

“This is the most significant in-
frastructure proposal that we have
ever seen in Ontario,” he said.With
construction activity down in
Windsor owing to a slump in the
auto industry and one of the high-
est unemployment rates in Cana-
da, Lyons said “obviously we’re
thrilled” by the fact 12,000 jobs will
be created over the four years of
construction.

One of those construction work-
ers in front of the Holiday Inn was
Judy Saunders of Windsor, who
drives for Di Cesare Trucking. She
said the Parkway “should be a go
because it’s going to create a lot of
work for everybody.”

Noting she hauls asphalt, Saun-
ders said not only will the access
road create jobs but there will be
work on new roads that cross it
and other infrastructure such as
the new park system that will be on
top of the expressway.

The Ontario Trucking Associa-
tion didn’t issue an immediate en-
dorsement, probably because sen-
ior officials were away on business.
But Wake said the OTA has sup-
ported previous incarnations of
the route.

“We certainly have backing from
the OTA,” he said.

Steve Ondejko, president of On-
freight Logistics in Tecumseh, out-
side Windsor, with a fleet of 50

trucks shipping a variety of com-
modities, called the announce-
ment, “welcome news to get this
thing moving.”

Ondejko said he appreciated the
city’s fight for a better roadway but
“what’s the best they possibly can
(get) and what the economics are,
are probably two different things”
and suggested the city wasn’t living
in the real world.“Understand that
that’s the way the business world is
today, it’s tough out there, and
you’re not going to get everything
you want, so understand and move
on.”

Gary Hillier, senior business an-
alyst with Cole International –
Ambassador Brokerage, said that
he backed the Parkway.

“From what I’ve heard so far I’m
in favour of it.” He said a state-of-
the-art access road and crossing
will complement the electronic
data filing implemented over the
past half-decade. “This crossing
has been on the cutting edge with
the electronics, with all the new ini-
tiatives (by government Customs
authorities) and the brokers have
been behind it all the way.”

Gerry Fedchun, president of the
Automotive Parts Manufacturers
Association, called the Parkway
“great, absolutely wonderful” not-
ing the large financial investment.
“I don’t see how anybody could
not be completely pleased and ec-
static over this, and if someone is-
n’t completely pleased and ecstatic
than they’re being extremely
greedy.” ■■
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By James Menzies
WASHINGTON, D.C. – A study
by the US Federal Motor Carrier
Safety Administration (FMCSA)
has shed new light on the causes of
truck/car collisions, and some of
the findings are startling.

Conventional wisdom in truck-
ing circles is that the driver of the

car is almost always to blame when
there’s an accident involving both
a heavy-duty truck and a passen-
ger vehicle. According to the FM-
CSA’s Large Truck Crash Causa-
tion Study, however, the truck
driver is to blame in 55% of all
truck crashes while the trucker is
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Why trucks crash
FMCSA study yields some surprising
findings on why trucks crash with cars

Continued on page10 ■
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at fault in 44% of two-vehicle
crashes involving a truck and a
passenger vehicle. The study ar-
rived at those numbers after ana-
lyzing more than 1,000 truck/car
collisions in the US between 2001
and 2003.

“There’s plenty of blame for
large trucks and passenger vehicles
in crashes between the two types
of vehicles,” Ralph Craft, senior
transportation specialist with the
FMCSA said during a recent We-
binar. “Trucks and passenger vehi-
cles have plenty of mistakes to go
around.”

To reach its conclusion, the FM-
CSA determined a ‘critical event’
in each crash – the event that made
the crash unavoidable (ie. travel-
ling too fast; other vehicle stopped
in the lane; wrongfully driving
through an intersection). It also 
assigned a ‘critical reason’ – the
reason the crash took place (ie.
inattention, weather, vehicle fail-
ure, medical condition). One vehi-
cle in each crash was assigned
blame for the critical reason.

Craft revealed that 87% of the
time when the truck was assigned
the critical reason, it was related to
its driver’s actions.

The study also listed ‘associated
factors’ which were coded to
trucks involved in collisions with
cars. In some cases, multiple asso-
ciated factors were tallied for each
accident. These are factors that
may have been present when the
crash occurred, but didn’t neces-
sarily cause the accident. For in-
stance, 27% of the trucks involved
in accidents covered by the study
had a brake problem – but that
ranged from a single brake out of
adjustment right through to total
brake failure. Most often, the
brake problem was not the cause
of the accident, Craft explained.
The number one factor that was
present for both truck drivers and
four-wheelers was the presence of
legal, over-the-counter drugs, how-

ever the FMCSA did not find the
presence of legal drugs to be a 
major issue either.

“We’re all on drugs these days,”
joked Craft, adding the legal drugs
were rarely to blame for the acci-
dent.

The FMCSA conducted a ‘rele-
vant risk analysis’ to find out
which factors were most often to
blame for the accident.

Researchers developed a formu-
la to determine which factors were
most often directly linked to the
cause of the crash.The result was a
list of ‘causative factors’ – the most
dangerous factors and the most
likely to cause an accident.

For truckers, overweight loads
proved to be the most dangerous
item on the list.

“When a truck is overweight, it
makes them more likely to roll
over and more unstable. That
shows up as the number one
causative factor for trucks,”

Craft said.
In addition to overweight loads,

brake failure proved to be the only
other equipment-related causative
factor in the top 10 – all others
were laid at the hands of the driv-
er. They included: making an ille-
gal maneuver; inadequate surveil-
lance; travelling too fast;
inattention; following too closely;
misjudging speed or distance; fail-
ing to notice a required stop; and
being distracted by external fac-
tors.

The FMCSA’s major finding was
that most causative factors are the
driver’s responsibility. Surprisingly,
the study also found that truck
drivers are “in better physical
shape for driving than the general
driving population.”

While that revelation may raise
some eyebrows, Craft pointed out
most professional drivers are get-
ting more sleep than regular mo-
torists and they are less likely to be

taking illegal drugs or drinking 
alcohol. The study also concluded
that truck drivers are more likely
to make mistakes than four-wheel-
ers, but Craft added “they are very
skilled drivers but they are driving
a very large vehicle which is more
difficult to control and not as 
maneuverable.”

The most alarming finding, how-
ever, was that eight of the top 10
causative factors in truck/car colli-
sions were driver-related. The FM-
CSA has set out to find solutions
to the problem, but so far that is
proving to be a challenge, Craft 
admitted.

“It’s very difficult to outlaw
these (problems). Can we make it
a crime if they don’t pay attention
or they misjudge somebody else’s
speed? A lot of these things seem
to be beyond the ability of Con-
gress to legislate or FMCSA to
regulate,” he said.

“We may need more research
into basic human behaviour to
learn how to convince human be-
ings how to be safe and do safe
things, above and beyond what we
can legislate.”

The Administration came to the
conclusion that more focus must
be placed on driver training. The
FMCSA is likely to place a greater
emphasis on driver safety during
compliance reviews and may even
develop a rating system for drivers.

“We have a system that rates
every motor carrier in the country
and gives them a score – we need
to develop that kind of system to
rate drivers,” Craft suggested. He
also said more research into hu-
man behaviour is required.

“We don’t know a lot about the
ability of the brain to concentrate
for hours on end on a particular
task,” said Craft.

Finally, he said the FMCSA 
and other enforcement agencies
should focus their equipment-
related inspection efforts on areas
that pose the highest risks, such as
brakes, lighting and tires. ■■
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Inside the Numbers
The following are some of the more interesting findings from the 
FMCSA’s Large Truck Crash Causation Study:

• Each year in the US, there are 50,000 accidents involving a truck and
a single passenger vehicle that result in an injury or fatality (about 3,000
are fatal);

• Critical events (an event that makes the crash unavoidable) involved
in truck crashes include: Running out of travel lane (24%); other vehicle
stopped in lane (24%); crossing through an intersection (12%); travelling
too fast (7%); and travelling the same direction while slowing (10%);

• The critical reason (the reason for the event, assigned to one vehicle
in each collision) was the fault of the truck driver in 55% of all truck ac-
cidents included in the study and 44% of two-vehicle accidents including
one truck and one passenger vehicle;

• 87% of the time a truck is assigned the critical reason, it’s driver-
related;

• Truck equipment failures are to blame for just 8% of accidents in
which the truck was assigned the critical reason;

• Driver fatigue was identified as a factor with the motorist 15% of the
time there was a car/truck collision; the trucker was found to be fatigued
in only 7% of these accidents;

• Illegal drugs were involved 7% of the time with the car driver and
only 0.4% of the time among truckers involved in the collisions;

• Alcohol was a factor 9% of the time a motorist was involved in a
car/truck collision; alcohol was found to be an issue with the trucker in
only 0.3% of the accidents. ■■

Driver error the most likely cause of truck crashes: FMCSA
BORDER

■ Continued from page 9
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Across
1. Unmarked police cars (5,8)

8. Circular-rubber sealing device (1,4)

9. Interstate-patrolling state cop

10. “Dukes of Hazzard” tow-truck driver

11. Ohio city called The Rubber

13. See “The Last Frontier” plates here

15. Trip with frequent stops, ____ run

18. Adjusted the headlights

20. Truck-tire type

23. City known as Windy

24. “Nothing runs like a ____,” ad slogan

25. Truck-stop dessert offerings

26. Word on Manitoba plates

1. Seasonal truck equipment in the Snowbelt

2. Home of “Grand Canyon State” plates

3. Dark time

4. Disc-brake-system components

5. Backyard BBQ fuel

6. A bunk-heater brand

7. Dodge- and Freightliner-branded cargo van

12. Kojak with a Kodak, in other words (5,3)

14. Medium-duty Chevrolet model

16. One-way-out street (4,3)

17. Truck line headquartered in Moncton

19. State with “Vacationland” plates

21. Brand on ’70s Bighorn conventional

22. The V in truck-for-sale ad’s VGC
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By James Menzies
WINDSOR, Ont. – The Partners in
Protection (PIP) border security
program is being refined to bring it
in line with its US equivalent, the
Customs-Trade Partnership Against
Terrorism (C-TPAT) program.

Ron Flowers, intelligence officer
with the Canada Border Services
Agency (CBSA) was on-hand at a
recent Driving for Profit seminar
(hosted by KRTS Transportation
Specialists and NAL Insurance and
sponsored by SelecTrucks) to offer
some suggestions on how carriers
can prepare for the impending
changes.

The changes, which will align PIP
with C-TPAT and provide mutual
recognition on both sides of the
border, will be implemented in the
coming months, with applications
to the revamped program accepted
beginning June 30.The goal is to se-
cure the supply chain and prevent
the use of trucks in transporting
drugs, weapons, tools of terrorism
and dirty money.

“Big dope comes in big trucks,”
Flowers told the audience, noting
that drug busts at the border are 
on the rise. “In my 23 years (with

CBSA), I’ve never seen as many
cocaine seizures as we have over
the last few years.”

He said recent drug busts at the
border included a 230 kg shipment
that was housed in the cab of a
truck.

“You don’t put that in a Neon,
you put it in a tractor-trailer.”

There’s an active drug trade be-
tween Canada and the US, which
mostly sees marijuana and ecstasy
headed south and cocaine, guns
and currency returning to Canada.
Usually, smugglers transport the
contraband inside false walls or
trailer floors, Flowers said.

Upgrades to PIP will involve
equipping inspection officers with
new tools to detect illegal ship-
ments. They will also heighten the
qualification requirements for par-
ticipating carriers and members
can be suspended from the pro-
gram if their trucks are involved in
seizures.

One of the goals of the new pro-
gram is to minimize the driver’s in-
volvement with the load. Flowers
said the shipper should be sealing
the trailer and new seal standards
are on the way.

“We don’t want the drivers put-
ting the seals on,” he said. “Ninety
per cent of the time there’s drugs,
it’s because the driver put them
there.”

Flowers said shippers should in-
spect the trailer for false bottoms
and walls and should use a high-
tech seal to secure the load. The
new seal requirement is still being
developed for PIP (one already ex-
ists under C-TPAT).

Under the new program, compa-
ny owners and directors will be re-
quired to provide their date of
birth for potential background
checks.

“We want to know if the owner
of ABC Company used to be the
president of the Hell’s Angels,”
said Flowers.

Despite the increased scrutiny
PIP members will face, there are
benefits, stressed Flowers. Under
the new program, participating 
carriers will be identifiable at the

border, meaning they should face
less scrutiny.

“Right now, there’s no mecha-
nism in place to tell our officers if
you’re approved,” he pointed out.
Members of the new PIP program
will also qualify for C-TPAT more
easily, and will require only one site
visit for both programs once har-
monization is achieved.

Also, members of PIP will be
back in business sooner in the
event of another terrorist attack.
And members of PIP (and
Customs Self Assessment) will 
automatically qualify for the FAST
program.

Carriers interested in taking part
in the revised PIP program should
begin their preparations now,
Flowers advised.

“Start the application process
sooner than later, because come
June, it’s going to be crazy,” he
said. ■■
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Tips for PIP:
So you want to take part in the revamped Partners in Protection (PIP)
program? Here are some tips from Ron Flowers, intelligence officer with
Canada Border Service Agency (CBSA) on how to – and not to – go
about gaining acceptance into the program:

Don’t lie on the application form: “If you say you have security cameras
when you don’t, that would be a lie,” said Flowers. “If you’re looking at
getting cameras down the road, say that. It’s not a deal-breaker.” Flowers
said all applicants must undergo a site visit prior to their admission into
the program, and when the details on the application form prove to be
false,“I don’t get a warm, fuzzy feeling.”

The sign says: Flowers said fleets should post signs around their facility
that show ownership. “I’m a big believer in signs,” he said. Flowers has
been known to visit carriers’ yards, walk right in and poke around their
various trailers if there was no sign warning against doing so. In one in-
stance, he walked right into a trailer and had access to a load of Corvette
engines.The keys to the trucks in the yard were also easily accessible.

Secure the premises: Flowers said a carrier’s facility “should not be made
of straw.” There should be a communication system in place so a driver
can call for help in the event of an emergency.The yard should have ade-
quate lighting and security. Fencing is not required, but it’s suggested.
Traffic in and out of the facility should be monitored and there should be
some sort of visitor’s log, which requires visitors to present identification.
Cameras should be placed at key locations, including inside the foyer.

Review security: “If I can wander right in there off the street, so can any-
body else,” Flowers pointed out. “How easy is it for someone to walk in,
grab your most important asset and walk out?” The security expert said
fleet managers should put themselves into the mind of a criminal.“Try to
think like a bad guy.” Security reviews should be scheduled regularly, he
said.

Trim the trees: Fences don’t do any good if there is overgrown brush
around the perimeter, Flowers said. He pointed out a determined crimi-
nal will not hesitate to climb an overgrown tree and hop over the fence to
gain entry to the yard.

Encourage drivers to speak out: Flowers said drivers are a great resource for
enforcement agencies, because “They see a lot, they hear a lot and some-
times they talk a lot.”He said fleets should encourage their drivers to report
suspicious activity. When a driver provides CBSA with a tip, it is noted on
the carrier’s file, which is a good thing.“If I get a tip, that carrier’s file gets a
check mark that shows they are still active in the program.” ■■

Introducing the new PIP
Changes on the way as security
program is aligned with C-TPAT
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US truck tonnage
tightens sharply
in March
ARLINGTON, Va. – US truck
tonnage has continued its pat-
tern of one step forward, two
steps back, with the latest figures
showing a 3.3% decline in
March.

The American Trucking
Associations (ATA) truck ton-
nage index showed its lowest
levels since November, 2007 in
March.

Tonnage contracted 0.2%
compared to March, 2007 – the
first time there’s been a year-
over-year decrease in the index
since October, 2007.

ATA chief economist Bob
Costello had warned fleets not
to be overly-optimistic about
higher than expected tonnage
numbers posted late last year
and early this year.

“I’ve been concerned that the
recent run-up in tonnage might
not be sustainable, and clearly
March’s figures confirmed that
apprehension,” he said, pointing
out the 3.3% drop was the
largest month-to-month con-
traction since August, 2006.

“Truck tonnage often leads
both recoveries and recessions,
and the latest contraction sug-
gests the economy and trucking
are not out of the woods yet,”
Costello added.

“Surging diesel and gasoline
prices are weighing heavily on
consumers, and since trucks haul
virtually all consumer goods at
some point in the supply chain,
the industry is going to be signif-
icantly impacted both directly
through higher diesel prices and
indirectly through lower freight
volumes.” ■■

BORDER

NAFTA surface
trade soars in
February
WASHINGTON, D.C. – Amid
speculation about the future of
NAFTA, the latest surface trade
figures were released in May,
showing a 16.3% jump in
Ferbruary compared to the same
month last year.

February’s figures were also up
6.5% compared to January.

The final NAFTA surface trade
figures totaled US$69.4 billion,
according to the US Department
of Transportation’s Bureau of
Transportation Statistics.

US-Canada surface trade to-
taled US$45 billion in February,
up 18.1% compared to February
07. The value of exports trucked
from Canada to the US was up
7.1% while the value of goods
moving by truck from the US to
Canada increased 10.2% com-
pared to last year.

Most trade occurred between
Canada and the state of Michigan –
about US$6.5 billion, to be exact.

To view all the figures, visit:
www.dot.gov/affairs/bts2008.htm. ■■
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WASHINGTON, D.C. – New legis-
lation put forth recently by two US
Senators would require US trucking
companies to pay 100% of the fuel
surcharge they collect to an own-
er/operator, or whoever actually

pays for the fuel.
The move has garnered praise

from the Owner-Operators’ In-
dependent Drivers Association
(OOIDA). Senators Olympia
Snowe (R-Maine) and Sherrod

Brown (D-Ohio) proposed the
‘Truthful Reliable Understanding of
Consumer Costs’ Act.

“This Bill will go a long way
toward helping truckers survive the
brutal cost of fuel,” responded Todd
Spencer, executive vice-president 
of OOIDA. “And it will provide

needed assurance to shippers and 
ultimately consumers that higher
shipping costs are actually because
of higher fuel prices and not gouging
by greedy middlemen.”

In Canada, there is no legislation
requiring carriers to pass 100% of
the surcharge on to O/Os. ■■

US law would ensure O/Os get fuel surcharge
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OTTAWA, Ont. – The Council of
Ministers Responsible for Trans-
portation and Highway Safety has
approved several amendments to
the MOU on Vehicle Weights and
Dimensions, including increased
weight limits for new generation
wide-base single tires.

The changes are expected to
come into effect by July 1, 2008,
according to John Pearson, secre-
tary,Task Force on VWD Policy.

The Council states in a release
that while research shows the new
wide-base single tire designs offer
improvements in fuel-efficiency, ve-
hicle roll stability and reduced tare
weight as well as reduced impacts
on pavement compared to the older
wide single tires, they still appear to
have “slightly higher impacts than
the dual tire configuration they 
replace if used at dual tire loads.”

So to improve the consistency of

weight limits applicable to use of
these tires across Canada, while
also protecting highway infrastruc-

ture, the national standards for
weight limits on single and tandem
axle groups are being increased to

the federal limits currently applica-
ble in the US.

“According to research, this
change should not have detrimen-
tal impacts on pavements in
Canada, as the impacts associated
with the wide single tires at the
new weight limits would be no
more than the impacts associated
with conventional dual tire axles at
their current weight limits,” the
Council states.

The MOU has been amended to
include the following clause that
applies to axles except steering
axles: Its axle loads, when an axle is
fitted with two single tires, each of
which has a width of 445 mm or
greater, do not exceed 7,700 kg 
for single axles and 15,400 kg for
tandem axle groups.

Three jurisdictions have regis-
tered exceptions in the MOU to the
higher weight limit for single tires:

• The Northwest Territories will
retain a weight limit of 3,000 kg for
any single tire except on steering
axles;

• In New Brunswick the weight
on a single tire (except on steering
axles) having a minimum width of
445 mm cannot exceed 3,080 kg on
highways rated as Class 3 – Gross
Vehicle Weights up to 50,000 kg and
Class 4 – Gross Vehicle Weights up
to 43,500 kg.The weight on a single
tire (except on steering axles) hav-
ing a width of less than 445 mm can-
not exceed 3,000 kg on all New
Brunswick highways;

• In Newfoundland and Lab-
rador the weight on a single tire
(except on steering axles) cannot
exceed 3,000 kg on secondary roads
within the designated route net-
work.

Replacing dual tires with the new
generation single tires on existing
trailers can result in a violation of
the minimum track width require-
ment stipulated in the MOU (2.5
m), according to the Council.

It adds that industry representa-
tives indicate that use of axle spac-
ers or rims with large offsets can
compensate for the dimensional 
deficiency, but can create other
problems due to higher stresses in
axle and wheel bearing. (This situa-
tion can be avoided with the pur-
chase of new trailers, as longer axles
can be fitted on the trailer when
single tires are to be used).

“To avoid creating potentially
unsafe situations, the minimum
track width requirement has been
relaxed for carriers who wish to
retrofit existing trailers with new
wide-base single tires,” the Council
states.

The MOU has been amended to
include the following clauses:

• It is understood that the mini-
mum track width for trailer axles
fitted with single tires must be no
less than 2.3 m for trailers built in
2007 or earlier;

• It is further understood that
the minimum track width for all
axles on trailers built in 2008 or 
later must be no less than 2.5 m.

Other changes included in the
MOU include accommodation of
aerodynamic devices installed on
the rear of trucks and trailers and
standardization of width limit al-
lowances for auxiliary equipment. ■■

CANADA

Increased weights coming for super-single tires in Canada

READY TO BUY?: The above figures show a readiness to invest in super-single
tires – eventually. Source: Transportation Media Research, 2007
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Plans to buy wide-base single tires
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Stop idling and start saving.* ComfortPro™ auxiliary

power features innovative DELTEK™ diesel-electric

technology to cut your monthly fuel bills. It generates
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By Julia Kuzeljevich
SALISBURY, N.B. – The evening
of June 7, 2006 was one that
changed truck driver Robert
Austin’s life. It’s a cautionary tale
for all drivers.

It’s a tale about how important
the driving profession is regarded
in the regulatory arena, but also
how fragile a trucker’s livelihood
can become, as it did for Austin af-
ter one really bad night behind
the wheel of his vehicle.

The events of June 7

It started innocently enough. On
the 7th of June 2006, on Route #2
near the town of Salisbury, New

Brunswick, truck driver Robert
Austin passed the westbound
weigh-in-motion scales stationed
on the route.

A company driver with 27 years
of experience, Austin had re-
ceived, nearly two months prior
on Apr. 21, a safe driving award
from his company for one full
year of accident-free driving.

As Austin passed the scales,
New Brunswick Department of
Safety Commercial Vehicle
Enforcement Officer (CVEO)
Annette Kinder reported to her
colleague Kevin Perry that a vehi-
cle had been alerted by a lit sign
to enter the scales and was by-

passing. Perry, as he noted in his
occurrence and investigation re-
port, obtained by Truck News,
went outside and observed a sin-
gle tractor-trailer unit travelling
westbound on Route #2.

The unit had been preceded by
a small pick-up truck with a load
of furniture.

Perry went with his marked pa-
trol vehicle and proceeded to in-
tercept the vehicle before it
reached the Salisbury exit. Perry
said he activated his lights and
stayed out on the left side of the
lane to ensure that the tractor-
trailer driver could see that he
wanted him to stop.

The Department of Public
Safety was in the middle of a
Road Check blitz during the time
of Austin’s travels through the
area, and a greater percentage of

vehicles was being called to the
scales.

Perry said the driver continued
along the highway and then sig-
naled before the off-ramp to
Salisbury.

Perry said he thought that the
driver was going to pull over on
the ramp but he again failed to
stop and only stopped at the stop
sign. After a brief pause, the driv-
er made a right turn and contin-
ued along the road until he
reached the driveway to the fuel
pumps for tractor-trailer units.
The driver, said Perry, only
stopped when he had pulled up to
the pumps.

In an interview with Truck
News, the way that Austin de-
scribes it, on approach to the
Salisbury scales on Route #2, in
the direction he was heading, the
signs indicating the scales were on
one side of the highway only.

“If you’re from Ontario and you
pass a line of trucks you will miss
the indication. It’s easy to miss.”

Nevertheless, Austin said he
knew the procedure well. “The
lights flash, you go in. They didn’t
flash when I went by.”

Instead, he believed that the
lights were not flashing for him,
but for the pick-up in front of him.

Austin added that upon seeing
Perry’s patrol vehicle, he did in-
tend to stop, putting his blinkers
on, but did not feel safe stopping
on the grade, at night, on pave-
ment that was somewhat wet, and
proceeded to where he felt safe to
stop, at the fuel pumps of a nearby
filling station off the Salisbury
exit. At the time, he didn’t think it
was an issue that he’d proceeded
to that point before stopping.

CVEO Perry, meanwhile, ap-
proached Austin and explained
that he had failed to report when
signaled. At this, he noted, Austin
“became upset and stated that the
lights were not for him and that
they had come on for the pick-up
in front of him.”

Perry explained about the viola-
tion for failing to stop when sig-
naled by the van lights. He or-
dered Austin’s vehicle to return to
the eastbound scale site so that in-
spection and massing of the vehi-
cle could take place.

Perry said Austin refused, was
agitated and would not listen to
his explanations.

“When Austin brushed past me
and bumped me, he turned and
told me to keep (my) hands off
him. I then returned to my vehicle
and requested from CVEO
Annette Kinder that the RCMP
or a second CVE unit attend the
scene,” wrote Perry.

A second CVE unit arrived and
parked in front of Austin’s unit.

Perry then asked Austin again
to move his vehicle to the scales
and Perry stated that Austin re-
fused and said he did not have to
report.

Two other CVE officers started
to talk to Austin and Perry said he
moved to the rear of the tractor-
trailer unit to try to de-escalate
the situation.

He returned to the front of the
tractor and that’s when the situa-
tion worsened.

Perry said he tried to explain

EAST

The weight of the law: Part 1
A bad night at the scales proves
disastrous for Maritime trucker

Continued on page 18 ■
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Austin’s alleged violations.
“He brushed past me and struck

my hand which I had raised in
front of me. Austin then accused
me of assault and said I had as-

saulted him three times.”
Austin was the one who eventu-

ally called in the RCMP, because
he said he felt threatened.

At some point, the dispatchers
at Austin’s company were contact-
ed in order that they try to com-
municate with Austin about what
he would be required to do.
Before they could do so, however,
Austin agreed to return to the
eastbound scales for massing.

Still upset, he also contacted his
operations manager and ex-
plained the situation in a voice-
mail. Following the event and his
communication, the next day
Austin received a letter of instant
dismissal.

Given that a civil suit remains
pending, Truck News has not
named the company Austin drove
for at the time of the incident.

But in the letter to Austin, his
former company’s operations
manager noted that Austin’s ac-
tions were against company policy
and procedure and in violation of
the Motor Vehicle Act, and
grounds for dismissal.

He also said that Austin had es-
sentially admitted to the infrac-
tions in a voice-mail.

In one fell swoop, Austin lost a
job that was paying him over
$50,000 a year, as well as his med-
ical, dental and other benefits.

He thought, somehow, he’d
have more of an opportunity to
explain what was, for him, a gross
misunderstanding that would only
get worse.

Calls from Truck News to
Austin’s former operations man-
ager (to discuss the June 7, 2006
incident) were not returned, but a
media rep from Austin’s former
employer told Truck News that
contracts with company drivers
and owner/operators remain con-
fidential and are set with an 
understanding of certain profes-
sional codes of conduct.

In the event that there are em-
ployee issues, there is a dispute
resolution process available to
employees through Human
Resources or broker relations, she
added.

But Austin believed he didn’t
have a chance with his company
while the New Brunswick
Department of Safety was against
him. Austin further believed that
the company was advised by the
government to terminate him. ■■

– Next month’s issue will feature
the conclusion of this story.

EAST

A CAUTIONARY TALE: Robert Austin hopes others learn from his experience.

Things go from bad to worse
■ Continued from page 16

Earning Your Wheels (EYW) means more than just 

putting in time on the road. CTHRC offers an intensive 

12 week program to prepare you for life on the highway 

and make sure you stay ahead of the curve.  

Our certificate is nationally recognized and equal to three years driving experience with leading 

insurance companies. We offer an unparalleled combination of in school and workplace 

experience. Gear up for a career by registering for EYW at any Accredited Training Institute 

today. Visit www.cthrc.com to find the Accredited Training Institute for you.

Prove You’re 
Driven

Get Certified

Prove You’re 
Driven

Get Certified

This project is funded by the 
Government of Canada’s Sector Council Program.

Our Industry. Your Council!
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• Owner Operators
• Fleets
• Cargo Insurance
• Customs Bonds
• US DOT, MC & CVOR

• Premium Financing Available
• Deductible Buydowns
• Life & Individual Health
• Employee Benefits
• Disability & Critical Illness
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EVERY PART MAKES US STRONGER.

The newest Mack® Pinnacle™ is the total package — built to conquer heavy loads, steep grades 

and long hauls. Its integrated powertrain features a high-horsepower, fuel-efficient Mack MP™ engine that 

delivers superior low-end torque. Add in our lightweight-yet-strong chassis, industry-leading electronics, 

quieter cabs, plush interiors and the intuitive Bendix® stability control system, and it’s clear we thought 

of everything to make you feel comfortable and safe on the road.

VISIT MACKCANADA.COM TO FIND OUT MORE.
©2008 Mack Trucks, Inc. Bendix Commercial Vehicle Systems LLC, 
a member of the Knorr-Bremse Group.
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By Carroll McCormick 
MONTREAL, Que. – The results
are in on the number of highway and
off-road accidents last year,declared
Road Safety Year by Transports
Quebec. The Societe de l’assurance
automobile du Quebec (SAAQ) re-
ports that the total number of vehi-
cle accidents with injuries and fatali-
ties dropped by 5%, compared to
2006.Transport trucks beat the aver-
age, with a total reduction in injuries
of 7.6% over 2006.

There were 47,940 accidents in-
volving injuries and fatalities for all
types of vehicles last year, compared
to 50,484 in 2006. Since 2001, such
accidents peaked at 52,188 in 2005.
Transport trucks accounted for 726
of them last year,a decrease of 7.6%
over the 786 transport truck acci-
dents in 2006. The worst year for
transport trucks since 2001 was 2005,

with 859 accidents involving injuries
and fatalities.

Having peaked at 26 in 2005, there
were only 10 fatal transport truck ac-
cidents in 2007, a decrease of 41.2%
from the 17 in 2006. By comparison
there was a 20.1% drop in fatal car
accidents between 2006 and 2007.

There were 50 serious heavy truck
accidents last year, a reduction of
20.6% over the 63 in 2006; the worst
year since 2001 was 2004, with 84.
Cars fared better, with a 26.8% drop
between 2006 and 2007.

There were 666 heavy truck acci-
dents with light injuries in 2006, a
5.7% drop over the 706 reported in
2006. The worst year since 2001 was
2005, with 749. Cars managed a
5.4% drop between 2006 and 2007.

Transports Quebec is continuing
its emphasis on road safety this year.
Several pieces of new legislation,

such as the Apr. 1 ban on the use of
handheld cell phones, are intended
to help. Quebec also introduced
tougher penalties for excessive
speeding on Apr. 1. SAAQ reports
that speeding kills 250 people a year
and injures 11,000 more.

SAAQ defines three categories of
excessive speeding: Exceeding the
speed limit in a 60 km/h or less zone
by 40 km/h;exceeding the speed lim-
it in a 60 km/h to 90 km/h zone by
more than 50 km/h and; exceeding
the speed limit in a 100 km/h zone by
more than 60 km/h.

SAAQ has doubled the fines and
the number of demerit points for the
first, second and third excessive
speeding offences. For example,
drivers caught going 95 km/h in a 50
km/h zone would be fined $520 and
lose six demerit points. Going 145
km/h in a 90 km/h zone would cost

$710 and 10 demerit points. Doing
180 km/h in a 100 km/h zone would
cost $1,240 and 14 demerit points.

If, within 10 years of having been
convicted of excessive speeding a re-
calcitrant driver gets caught again,
the number of demerit points will
remain doubled but the fine will
triple.

Sometime in the next few months
the government will declare in force
additional penalties for excessive
speeding: There will be an immedi-
ate seven-day driver’s licence sus-
pension for a first offence.
Somewhat vaguer is a promise to
immediately suspend a speeder’s
driver’s licence for 30 or 60 days for
excessive speeding within 10 years
of having been convicted some un-
specified number of times before.
The speeder’s vehicle would also im-
mediately be seized and impounded
for 30 days.

Drinking and driving was also
supposed to be rewarded with
tougher penalties: a 90-day suspen-
sion instead of the current 60, with
repeat offenders having their vehi-
cles impounded for 30 days.

Word from SAAQ is that it has
still not set up its planned 15 photo
radar sites and the government has
not yet declared in force the 105
km/h speed limiter legislation for
trucks, part of an Apr. 1 law. The
Transport Commission, as part of its
2006-2009 strategic plan, wants to
develop a process for evaluating the
behaviour of truck drivers and own-
ers by 2009. ■■
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QUEBEC

Border crossing
expansion announced
LACOLLE, Que. – The federal
government has announced it will
spend $10 million to expand the
Canada Border Services Agency
facilities at the Lacolle-Champlain
border crossing.

Details are still sketchy, as con-
struction on the project will not
even begin until 2010 or 2011, with
a 24- to 30-month construction
time, but the goal is to improve the
processing and throughput of com-
mercial trucks and buses.

On a related note, SAAQ is still
in shakedown mode for its new
truck inspection station just north
of Lacolle. It uses Intelligent
Transportation Systems technology
to automatically capture each
truck’s plate number, call up the
carrier dossier and pick up its
transponder ID. Trucks also cross
over a Weigh-in-Motion scale, and
more equipment measures truck
height, axle spacing and deter-
mines each truck’s weight category.

Trucks that inspectors determine
need a hands-on inspection are no-
tified by electronic signboards,
which are currently functioning, to
swing in to the station. ■■

Road Safety Year lives up to its name

INTELLIGENT BORDER: Electronic
signboards inform a driver to report in
for inspection.

NEW PETROLEUM B-TRAIN

2008 HUTCHINSON
63,000 litres, aluminum, 6 compartments, 3 Comp’t Pup, double heads, baffles, bottom
load, vapour recovery, LED Lights, Hendrickson Intrax air ride suspension, B-train.

• Transport Canada TC 406 Specifications in accordance with C.S.A. Standard B620-
2003 Highway Tanks and Portable Tanks for the transportation of dangerous goods.

• ASME “U” Stamp quality control standards  
• Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards
• Provincial Highway Weight Regulations
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NOW OFFERING A FULL LINE OF

PETROLEUM TANK TRAILERS
Improved and User Friendly Website Coming Soon!

NOW OFFERING A FULL LINE OF

PETROLEUM TANK TRAILERS
Improved and User Friendly Website Coming Soon!

1 FOR JUNE!1 FOR JUNE!

NEW HUTCHINSON
DOT-406 Alum., 13,400 USG, 5 compartment,
Openable adapters, bottom load, Skully, Two

VR Systems, 6 axle, Michigan Spec,
Petroleum, Tank Trailers.

Call for price!

Unit 7629 – NEW POLISHED
2008 HUTCHINSON

TC-406, 57,000 litres, 6 compart-
ments, Openable Adapters, Flotech
sensors, Brake interlocks, Vapour
Recovery, Lanyard Cables, Intraax
Suspension, SPIF Quad, 72-72-100,
c/w aluminum wheels, LED lights,
Spare Tire Carrier, Petroleum Tanker
Trailer.This unit was on display at the
Toronto Truck Show.

Call for pricing!

UNIT P1071 – 2004 REMTEC
Aluminum, 57,000 litre, 6 compartments,
bottom load, vapour recovery, SPIF Quad

Axle, Petroleum Tank Trailer.
Price: $106,000.

NEW 2007 TREMCAR
38,000 litre, 2 comp’t, SPIF, Quad Axle FPU 

c/w pump/motor.
Call for pricing.

QTY. 4 STOCK!!QTY. 4 STOCK!!

UNIT 6092 
– “FOR PURCHASE OR LEASE”

New 2007 Tremcar , Alum, 1850 cu/ft,
4 hoppers, 1 comp’t, 3 manway, aeration,
6” discharge valves, top and bottom air,

intraax 72-72-99 inverted drop axles, SPIF
Quad, pneumatic for dry bulk.

UNIT S1033 – 2000 TREMCAR
All stainless, insulated, sanitary, 23,000

litres, 2 compartments, equal split, air ride,
tandem axle, FPU c/w 2" pump and motor.

Price $38,000.

Unit 1073 – 1997 WALKER
40,000 litres, Stainless, Insulated, Sanitary,
1 compartment, plumbed to rear, Quad Axle

(first axle lifts) Transport, Tank Trailer.
Mechanical safety due.

Call for details.

UNIT P1068 
– 1994 REMTEC

Aluminum, insulated, 45,000 litres, one 
compartment w/baffles, heat, air ride, quad

axle, asphalt, tank trailer.
Price: $42,000.

NEW 2008 TREMCAR
Stainless, insulated, 407, 7200 USG, one 

compartment, intransit heat, Air Ride,
Tandem axle tank trailer. Stock in Toronto.

Also: 1 Show Tandem In Stock.

QTY. 4 AVAILABLE NOW!
QTY. 4 AVAILABLE NOW!

UNIT S1010 – 2000 TREMCAR
DOT-407 stainless, insulated, 5800 usg,

1 compartment, stainless to the ground, special
heat system, c/w aluminum rims, Intraax 

suspension, tandem axle. FOR LEASE.
Been in Sanitary Service since new.

QTY. 2 IN HAMILTON!
QTY. 2 IN HAMILTON!

UNIT 5731
– 2007 TREMCAR

DOT-407, one compartment, stainless,
insulated, Intransit heat, air ride,

Hendrickson suspension, SPIF, quad axle 
tank trailer.

NEW 2007 WATER TANKS
16,000 litre (3500 IG) and 19,000 litre,

stainless, insulated, sanitary, one 
compartment, 2 baffles, stainless to the

ground.

2 IN STOCK!!2 IN STOCK!!

Consignments Welcome!

UNIT P1066 – 1990 WESTANK
TC-306 Alum, 60,000 litres, 3 comp’t lead,

3 compartment pup, spring ride, Bottom load
with skully,Vapour Recovery, Petroleum,

Ontario B-Train. Currently working on fuel.
All tests current.Available Now!

Price: $51,000.

Consignments Welcome!
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NUMBERS ALONE

DON’T TELL HOW

FAR YOU CAN GO.

There’s only so much you can learn from assets, liabilities, ratios and balance sheets.

At CIT, we know there’s more to what you do. So when it comes to getting operators and 

customers into the trucks they need, we look beyond numbers and focus on the people and

potential that drive a company. We see the value of ideas and sweat. And we understand the

twists and turns that your business goes through. It’s why we partner closely with our clients

so that we can design customized leasing and financing solutions to put you on the road today,

and ensure your success over the long haul.

To learn how we can help you get where you want to go,

visit cit.ca or call us at 877.590.7356.

HEALTHCARE      EQUIPMENT FINANCE      CORPORATE FINANCE      VENDOR FINANCE      ENERGY AND INFRASTRUCTURE     REAL ESTATE

© 2008 CIT Group Inc., the CIT logo and “Capital Redefined” are service marks or registered service marks of CIT Group Inc.
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TORONTO, Ont. – Ontario
Trucking Association (OTA) chief
David Bradley and Ontario
Transport Minister Jim Bradley (no
relation) held a demonstration at
Truck World to show how easy it is
to set a truck’s speed limiter.

The demo was mostly for the ben-
efit for the mainstream press, which
showed up in force.

“There’s been some uninformed
debate around the question (of how
easy it is to set a speed limiter),”
David Bradley said.“We would like
to briefly demonstrate that to you.”

Adam Whitney of Cummins
helped the Minister set a truck’s
speed limiter to 105 km/h using a
laptop connected to the truck’s
ECM.

Minister Bradley then fielded
some questions from the press and
voiced his optimism that the Bill
would be passed by the Legislature.

He was cautious not to appear over-
ly-optimistic, for fear of being found
in contempt of the Legislature. He
also suggested Quebec may soon
join Ontario in finally enacting its

own speed limiter law, which is 
already on the books but not yet 
enforced.

“We are working with Quebec
with the hope of being able to insti-

tute this provision at the same time,
coordinating our efforts so that the
same day these provisions come into
effect in Ontario, they’d come into
effect in Quebec,” the Minister said.

He said all three political parties
in Ontario have voiced their support
for the legislation.

When asked by Truck News how
the province plans to enforce the
law and ensure the system is tamper-
proof, Bradley said: “MTO person-
nel will be trained in how to detect
anyone who’s been tampering, as
will police services – the OPP. That
training will take place and any
equipment they need will be pur-
chased so they can detect any tam-
pering. And of course, there will be
significant penalties that would go
with that.” ■■

ONTARIO

NAL Insurance
grants more
wishes
TORONTO, Ont. – NAL
Insurance continues to raise 
money for the Make-A-Wish
Foundation through its Trucking
for Wishes campaign.

The most recent fundraising ef-
forts took place at Truck World,
where NAL Insurance helped
raise more than $10,000 for the
organization, which grants the
wishes of children with life-
threatening illnesses.

Trucking for Wishes was found-
ed by Aaron Lindsay, fleet servic-
es manager with NAL Insurance.
The company has used its pres-
ence at industry events to raise
money for the organization.

“Our expectations for the event
were tempered due to rumblings
in the economy. What ended up
happening was a flood of support
from our partners in the industry,
as well as enormous support from
the owner/operator and driver
community,” Lindsay said follow-
ing Truck World.

“This just reinforces my belief
that we work in the best industry
on the planet.”

In addition to raising over
$10,000,NAL also collected more
sponsors for the program, which
will enable the company to ex-
pand the program as it attends
other industry events this 
summer.

Lindsay hinted the group may
also roll the program out south of
the border as well.

Visitors to NAL Insurance’s
booth at Truck World had numer-
ous options for participation.
They could purchase t-shirts, en-
ter a 50/50 draw, take part in a
silent auction for a set of Michelin
tires (donated by Michelin) or
contribute $10 to the “money
booth” which gave them a shot at
winning over $600. Updates are
provided on the Web site:
www.truckingforwishes.com.

To host the special Trucking for
Wishes trailer at an event, contact
Lindsay at 800-265-1657, ext.
3004. ■■

Bradley and Bradley team up at Truck World for speed limiter demo

HOW IT’S DONE: Transport Minister Jim Bradley (left), Cummins rep Adam
Whitney (middle) and OTA chief David Bradley, set a speed limiter at Truck World.

Visit our website for detailed contact info. on our members across Canada. www.truckpro.ca.
A network accessible all the way
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Border Fleet Services Ltd.
edafcgihjk
Abbotsford, BC, 604-857-7939
Glasvan Trailers Inc.
abcdefghiljk
Alliston, ON, 705-434-1423
Simcoe Truck & Trailer Ltd.
abcdefgijk
Barrie, ON, 705-728-8222
Ressorts Rive-Sud ltée 
adbcfik
Boucherville, QC, 450-641-1304
RCB Truck & Trailer Repair 
acdefghiljk
Brandon, MB, 204-729-9172
Pyett Spring Service Ltd.
abcdeij
Caistor Centre, ON, 905-957-7033
Centre du Camion Pro-Cam 
Saguenay inc.
abcdefghiljk
Chicoutimi, QC, 418-693-0123
Lickman Truck & Trailer 
Parts & Service Ltd.
abcdefghilj
Chilliwack, BC, 604-793-9660
Ocean Truck Equipment Ltd.
acdefgiljk
Dartmouth, NS, 902-468-2555
Fleetline Parts & Service Ltd.
acdefghiljk
Digby, NS, 902-245-5833
Tubby's Truck & Trailer
abcdefghiljk
Dorchester (London), ON,
519-455-3000
North Keele Auto Truck 
& Car Repair Center Ltd.
abcdefghiljk
Downsview, ON, 416-638-5963
Voth Sales & Services Inc.
abcdefghij
Eden, ON, 519-866-3459

The Real McCoy Service Centres  
abcdeghi
Edmonton, AB, 780-453-8706
The Real McCoy Service Centres  
abcdeghijk
Edmonton, AB, 780-468-1471
Ken Lapain & Sons Ltd.
abcdefgiljk
Essex, ON, 519-776-6473
Zanchin Truck & Trailer Inc.
acdefghiljk
Fort Erie, ON, 905-991-0001
CHR-ACK Parts & Repairs
acdefgij
Fort Nelson, BC, 250-774-3273
Goulais River Truck & Tractor Ltd.
acdefghiljk
Goulais River, ON, 705-649-4788
Bradvin Trailer Sales Ltd.
acdeilk
Grande Prairie, AB, 780-539-6260
Barton Truck Centre Ltd.
acdefghilj
Hamilton, ON, 905-544-2626
HWY 4 Truck Service Ltd.
acdefghilj
Hanover, ON, 519-369-5052
Serge G & D Repair
abcdefghilj
Hearst, ON, 705-362-5633
High Prairie Truck & Trailer Ltd.
abcdefghiljk
High Prairie, AB, 780-523-4777
T.C.Trailer & Welding Service Ltd.
abcdefgiljk
Jacksonville, NB, 506-325-1280
Parent Mechanical
abcdefgijk
Kapuskasing, ON, 705-335-3617
Ressorts Lasalle inc.
abcdefk
LaSalle, QC, 514-365-8176

Les freins NBL inc.
acdefgiljk
Laval, QC, 450-973-7700
Ressorts Industriels inc. C.T. CAM
abcdefijk
Laval, QC, 450-661-5157
Truck Zone Inc.
abcdefgiljk
Lloydminster, AB, 780-875-7712
Ray & Doris Truck Parts
abcdefghiljk
Longlac, ON, 807-876-2687
Hydraco Industries Ltd.
abcdefgiljk
Medicine Hat, AB, 403-526-2244
Glasvan Trailers Inc.
abcdilk
Mississauga, ON, 905-625-8441
Glasvan Trailers Inc.
abcefghiljk
Mississauga, ON, 905-625-8441
Fleet Partner Truck & Trailer Center 
abcdefghiljk
Moncton, NB, 506-383-1212
CVL Montmagny inc.
abcdefghiljk
Montmagny, QC, 418-248-0612
Ressorts Montréal-Nord ltée
abcdik
Montréal, QC, 514-643-1121
Ressorts Universel inc.
abcdef
Montréal, QC, 514-648-0820
Tim's Truck & Equipment 
Service Inc.
cdefghiljk
Napanee, ON, 613-354-8467
Pioneer Spring & Alignment Ltd.
abcdefghijk
New Liskeard, ON, 705-647-8707
K.I.D.Truck & Trailer Service  
abcdefghiljk
Oakville, ON, 905-842-2942

Ottawa Trailer Repair Inc.
abcdefgiljk
Ottawa, ON, 613-741-0878
Peace Truck & Trailer Ltd.
abcdefghijk
Peace River, AB, 780-624-8655
Drolet Ressorts inc.
abcdegiljk
Québec, QC, 418-687-5222
Edgar Blondeau inc.
abcdegik
Québec, QC, 418-651-6880
Suspension Illimitée inc.
abcfik
Québec, QC, 418-681-2226
The Real McCoy Service Centres  
abcdeghi
Red Deer, AB, 403-343-8771
A-Line Frame 
& Alignment Services Ltd.
abcdefik
Saskatoon, SK, 306-931-6612
Kal Tire Sedgewick
abcdefgilk
Sedgewick, AB, 780-384-3665
Garage Alain Bernier
abcdefgljk
Senneterre, QC, 819-737-4275
Smithers Parts and 
Service (2005) Ltd.
Smithers, BC, 250-847-4287
abcdefgiljk

Mécanique Générale MPC 
Rive-Sud inc.
abcdefghiljk
Sorel-Tracy, QC, 450-742-2764
Garage Benoit Trudeau
acdefgiljk
St-André-Avelin, QC, 819-983-1260
L.C.D. Entreprise ltée 
abcdegiljk
St-Jacques, NB, 506-736-6310

Ressorts Mirabel inc.
abcde
St-Janvier, QC, 450-434-4111
St-Laurent Suspensions inc.
abcdf
St-Laurent, QC, 514-336-1910
Ressorts d’auto et camion Rock inc.
abcdfgik
St-Romuald, QC, 418-834-1010
Sudbury Truck & Trailer Centre Inc.
abcdefghijk
Sudbury, ON, 705-673-3613
Partco Truck Parts & Service
abcdefghiljk
Sundre, AB, 403-638-3414
McGibbon Diesel Ltd.
acdefghiljk
Sussex, NB, 506-433-4814
Oldtime Truck Wrenching Ltd.
acdefgijk
Topley, BC, 250-696-3222
Boudreau Développement 2000 ltée
abcdefgiljk
Tracadie-Sheila, NB, 506-394-2000
Mobile Mechanical Services
acdefghiljk
Verner, ON, 705-594-1319
Agri-Manic inc.
acdefgijk 
Victoriaville, QC, 819-751-0099
Glasvan Trailers Inc.
abcdeilk
Whitby, ON, 905-430-1262

1 2Purchase and have installed a 
Truck-Lite product, and

 get a chance to win 
a stadium kit1

Trust your work to 
TruckPro,2 and get 
a chance to win a

$500
1

RONA Gift Card3

a chance to win a

$

Offer valid from May 15 to June 30, 2008.
1. One draw for each prize per participating TruckPro service centre.
2. This promotion is offered exclusively at participating TruckPro service centres.

3. Use the RONA Gift Card up to its total value to pay for your purchases at participating
RONA stores and its other banners.

2
 product, and TruckPro 2

2 winners at every 
TruckPro1 service centre

Drawing on July 4th 2008

6164 TruckPro - Promo TruckLite - TruckNews HR.pdf   01/05/08   11:18:14
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Big names to
headline Fergus
Truck Show
FERGUS, Ont. – The Fergus Truck
Show has announced its entertain-
ment lineup for this year’s show,
with some very recognizable names
taking to the stage over the course of
the event. On Friday July 25, April
Wine, Kim Mitchell and David
Wilcox will all perform. Truck News
will also take to the stage Friday, to
present its annual Owner/Operator
of the Year Award.

The Dixie Flyers and Jessie Farrell
will add a bluegrass and country
flavour to the festivities on the after-
noon of Saturday, July 26.

On Saturday evening, Castrol
Lubricants presents Juno-nominat-
ed country music star Gord
Bamford, whose hit ‘Stayed til Two’
has been played frequently on the
airwaves.Also performing Saturday
night is well-known country musi-
cian Aaron Pritchett,best known for
his single ‘Hold my Beer.’

Alex J.Robinson and Aaron Lines
will take to the stage on Sunday. Of
course, the real stars of the Fergus
Truck Show will be the trucks them-
selves. Show organizers say more
than 200 competitors will participate
in the tractor pull, which pits
Canadians against Americans. More
than $75,000 in prizes is up for grabs
during the tractor pull. There will
also be a demolition derby at this
year’s show,featuring vehicles in five
different classes. It will be held on
Sunday afternoon.

Another highlight will naturally
be the Show and Shine, which is
expected to feature more than 500
trucks. For more info, visit
www.fergustruckshow.com or call
519-843-3412. ■■

ONTARIO

New shows
announced for
Indian truckers
BRAMPTON, Ont. – The Indian
Trucking Association will be host-
ing its first truck show Aug. 16. The
Indian Truck Show will take place
from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. at the
Powerade Centre in Brampton.

The event is set to showcase the
tastes and sounds of Punjab, with
exotic food service and entertain-
ment from traditional Punjabi
Bhangra dancers. The show will
also provide the networking oppor-
tunities for industry professionals
and host free trucking-related sem-
inars throughout the day.

For more information call 905-
672-1374 or visit www.indiantruck-
show.com.

Meanwhile, Road Today, a truck-
ing magazine which focuses on the
South Asian community, will be
launching the Road Today Truck
Show in May 2009. The event will
be organized at the Powerade
Centre in Brampton May 30-31.

The event, which will take place
during South Asian Heritage
Month, will be a “true reflection of
the changing face of the trucking in-
dustry with an ideal blend of cultural
extravaganza,”according to organiz-
ers. For more information visit
www.roadtodaytruckshow.com. ■■

With other plans, every month that goes by that you don’t have a
claim means your hard-earned premium payments are gone forever!!!

Join the thousands of Owner Operators who have discovered the better way.

The “Personal Accident Compensation Plan”
underwritten by The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company

pays you a monthly income if you can’t work due to an injury or illness
and the Return of Premiums benefits guarantees to return 100% of the

premiums you have paid, in claims or cash, tax-free!

You Can Have Your Cake and Eat It Too. Don’t Wait . . . Call Today!

Toll-Free: 1-800-265-4275
www.innovativeinsurance.ca

Toll-Free: 1-800-265-4275
www.innovativeinsurance.ca

Are You Tired of Throwing Your
Disability Insurance Premiums Out The Windows?

INNOVATIVE INSURANCE AGENCIESINNOVATIVE INSURANCE AGENCIES

Event: Hosted by Natural Resources Canada’s ecoENERGY for Fleets (FleetSmart) and the US Environmental
Protection Agency’s (EPA) SmartWay Transport Partnership.

Purpose: Same Roads – New Challenges -  This forum will provide an opportunity for transportation 
industry professionals to explore and discover practical solutions to today’s challenge to go GREEN; 
managing the issue of energy efficiency in today’s on-road fleets.

The Forum Program: Focusing on the Return on Investment; developing education, training, and technologies for success
in a GREEN world.  
Day 1: Focus will be on calculating the return on investment in corporate operations, driver training
and technologies.  
Day 2: Focus will be on building a GREEN plan, overcoming barriers, and managing, measuring and
encouraging success. Industry experts will share their stories and show delegates how to do their
own calculations.

Target Audience: This forum is critical to Fleet Executives and Managers, Supervisors, Driver Trainers, Labour
Representatives, Training Schools, Carriers and Shippers, Government Officials and consultants
serving the on-road transportation industry. This is a fantastic opportunity for the trucking, bus,
transit, municipal, utility and urban fleet employees to network.

Where: Westin Bristol Place Hotel,
950 Dixon Rd., Toronto, Ontario,
M9W 5N4 
Tel:  (416) 675-9444 or 1-800-837-5184
Room Rates:  $155.00  Reference: FleetSmart Forum  

When: September 30, 2008 (Registration only)
October 1 & 2, 2008.  

Registration: Delegate fees (All prices quoted are Cdn. + GST):
Early bird special $525.00 per person for registrations prior to August 29th
All sessions thereafter $595.00  
Single day purchases are also available at $325.00 

Details and registration forms are available by contacting Leah Quelch:
Email: leah.quelch@antian.ca
Phone: 613-233-6464
Toll free: 1-888-758-1122
Web: Antian.ca

Our Partners: The Canadian Trucking Alliance, The Canadian Urban Transit Association, The Motor Carrier
Passenger Council of Canada, The Canadian Trucking Human Resources Council, Motor Coach
Canada, FP Solutions Inc and the U.S. EPA’s SmartWay Transport Partnership. 

SAME ROADS – NEW CHALLENGES
October 1 & 2, 2008 

Westin Bristol Place Hotel, 950 Dixon Rd., Toronto, ON

SAME ROADS – NEW CHALLENGES
October 1 & 2, 2008 

Westin Bristol Place Hotel, 950 Dixon Rd., Toronto, ON
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IT’S MORE THAN JUST OIL. IT’S LIQUID ENGINEERING.
TM

TM

BECAUSE 
KING OF THE 
SERVICE BAY
JUST DOESN’T 
SOUND RIGHT.

Fleets are built to run, and run, and run. Problem 
is, they’re often running into the service bay. That’s
why Hypuron S is uniquely engineered with a high
Total Base Number and low ash content. So you 
can safely extend your fleet’s drains beyond normal 
intervals, keeping profits high and costs low. It’s time 
to make your regularly scheduled oil drains less 
regular. Call 1-888-CASTROL for more info. Or check
out castrol.com/hypuronad
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By Jan Westell
BANFF, Alta. – While Ontario and
Quebec forge ahead with speed lim-
iter legislation in their respective
provinces, Alberta has no plans to
follow suit, Luke Ouellette, Minister
of Transportation said at the Alberta
Motor Transport Association
(AMTA) management conference.

Ouellette has not changed his
stance on speed limiters, which goes
against the Canadian Trucking
Alliance’s stance, to restrict trucks to
105 km/h on provincial highways.
While Ontario and Quebec have an-
nounced an intention to implement
a regulation requiring all trucks over
11,000 kg to be equipped with speed
limiters, Alberta Transportation is
not interested.

“I know there are economic and
environmental reasons for consider-
ing mandatory speed limiters, but I
also know it would be very difficult
to enforce.”

Infrastructure funding

During his keynote address,
Ouellette pointed out Alberta’s
Ministry of Transportation will dou-
ble provincial investment in high-
way repaving and bridge repair over
the next three years, however, he
also warned about delays that will
likely result from this work this year.

“Highway work will be in full
swing throughout the province,
including restoring older roads that
are nearing the end of their surface
life spans,” said Ouellette.

Some of those projects include:
construction of a five-lane bridge
across the Athabasca River in Fort
McMurray; continued twinning of
Hwy. 63 near Fort McMurray; (con-
tinue) twinning eight km of Hwy. 4
at Milk River; (continue) twinning
of Hwy. 21 east of Sherwood Park;
extensive construction of Calgary
ring road; and construction of the
first phase of the Grand Prairie 
bypass.

Other new Alberta highway 
projects mentioned by the minister
include: continued construction of
Dunvegan suspension bridge on
Hwy. 2 (oversized vehicles or wide
loads are not permitted and will be
redirected); replacing the Smoky
River bridge on Hwy. 49; (begin) 
reconstruction of Hwy 625, near
Nisku; and (complete) construction
of the North Innisfail interchange on
Hwy 2 (this fall), and the Hwy. 1 and
9 interchange near Chestermere (by
September 2008).

The minister announced plans to
add more rest areas along provincial
highways, which are intended to
benefit truckers. The project is ex-
pected to cost approximately $100
million over a seven-year period,but
is still in financial limbo.

“We’ve identified the locations for
additional rest areas throughout the
province, with a particular focus on
areas with logging or other resource
traffic,” said Ouellette. “Now, we’re
working on getting the additional
budget dollars for construction.This
is one of our priorities.”

Use it or lose it

Ouellete also warned about a lack 
of interest for Alberta’s “ground
breaking” professional driver 
certification program, which was 

developed by the Alberta Ministry
of Transportation, and Alberta
Advanced Education,and offered at
Red Deer College.

“I remind you that this is a pilot
program, and if it’s not supported –
as the saying goes – use it or lose it.
Let’s make sure that doesn’t hap-
pen. I encourage you to send your
prospective drivers to this program.”

Edmonton as an 
inland trade hub

The minister praised a $1.5 million
federal contribution to help launch
Edmonton’s Port Alberta project,
which is aimed at developing that
city as a major inland trade and
transportation hub, linking Asia and
North America through the port of
Prince Rupert. Ouellette said that
Edmonton is considered to be well
positioned to take advantage of “sig-

nificant trade” coming from China
to North America, with the airport a
potential cargo processing centre for
multiple modes of transportation.

“It will be a designated trans-ship-
ment zone, so imported goods can
move to export without traditional
tariffs. On-site warehousing and 
logistics facilities will service North
America’s growing trade through
NAFTA, and with Asia and Europe.
This promises to have positive eco-
nomic spin-offs for intermodal
trucking in the years ahead.”

The Alberta government is enthu-
siastic about the Trade Investment
and Labour Mobility Agreement
(TILMA), which was signed by
Alberta and B.C. two years ago.
Alberta recently introduced Bill 1 to
fully implement the trade deal with
B.C.on cross-boundary business and
employment issues, said the minis-

ter, who noted the agreement will
benefit trucking firms through the
standardization of regulations in the
two provinces.

Non-committal on HoS

Ouellette also addressed hours-of-
service, but the minister offered no
firm regulatory commitment, and
mentioned political concerns on a
national level, although he noted
that Alberta Transportation is seek-
ing more input from stakeholders.

“I’m a firm believer in the need
for effective highway safety pro-
gramming, but I want to balance
all our regulations with the need
to enhance industry productivity. I
also want to ensure we’re doing
the right thing for drivers – not
just big corporations, but also for
the smaller one- and two-truck
operators.” ■■

WEST

Alberta Transport Minister not interested in speed limiters

INTERNET:  www.heavytrux.com
NEW TRUCKS

KEVIN SHEEHAN
MURRAY EVANS
FRANK SAVOY

EUGENE PETRENKO
VOYTEK SPOLITAKIEWICZ

TONY BRATSCHITSCH
JOHN MURPHY (Sales Mgr.)

NEW & USED TRUCKS

Mon. – Thurs. 8:30 AM to 7 PM
Friday 8:30 AM to 6 PM
Saturday 9 AM to 2 PM

■■ Sales✓
FREE DELIVERY

Mon. – Fri. 7:00 AM to 1 AM
Saturday 8:00 AM to 3:00 PM

■■ Parts✓
24 HOUR EMERGENCY

Mon. – Fri. 7:00 AM to 1 AM
Saturday 8:00 AM to 3:00 PM

■■ Service✓

USED TRUCKS
DENNIS SHEEHAN

(Used Truck Mgr.)

ADAM CZIRAKI • PAUL REPAR
MIKE MURPHY

email: sales@sheehanstruck.com

WE BUY TRUCKS!
EUGENE PETRENKO SPEAKS RUSSIAN, POLISH & UKRAINIAN

VOYTEK SPOLITAKIEWICZ SPEAKS POLISH

Factory Licensed Technicians • 26 Bays • Fast Lube Pit • Alignment Rack • Emission Testing

OVER 50 1995-2007 USED VOLVO FLATTOPS, MIDROOFS 
AND CONDOS Cat, Cummins, Detroit & Volvo Power,

O/O & Fleet Specs. From $6,950.

(15) 1999-2007 INTERNATIONAL 9200/9400 and 9900I
Day Cabs, 51" and 72" Prosleepers, 350 to 525 HP Cummins, Cat and
Detroit power, 10, 13 and 18 spds., 40 rears, air ride,A/C, all in stock.

Call for complete details. Also available in heavy spec!

(18) 2000-2006 W-STAR, KW, PETE AND FREIGHTLINER 
HIGHWAY TRACTORS

Cat, Cummins and Detroit power, 430-515 HP, 13 and 18 spds.,
40 rears, loaded owner op specs. Call For Details. From $13,950.

Over 30 1992-2006 STRAIGHT TRUCKS, F/LINER, 
INTERNATIONAL, GMC, HINO, FORD & STERLING

Cab and chassis or 16-30 ft. van bodies and flat decks, auto or std.
trans., hydraulic or air brakes, single axles and tandems.

Call for details.

(6) 2005 VOLVOVNL64T-610
W/61" Midroof Sleepers, 450 HP Cummins ISX, Jake, 10 Spd.,

40 Rears, air ride,A/C, alum. wheels, full fairings,
565,000-788,000 km’s, warranty. From $45,950. Ea.

(9) 2004-2005 VOLVO DAY CABS VNL or VNM
365-565 HP Volvo and Cummins power, Jakes, 10, 13 and 18 spds.,

40,000 and 46,000 lb. rears, air ride, nice clean trucks with very 
low miles and warranty.

6
AVAILABLE!

6
AVAILABLE!

OVER 130 CLEAN USED TRUCKS!

4320 HARVESTER RD., BURLINGTON, ONTARIO

LARGE INVENTORY OF VN MODEL TRACTORS

NUMEROUS VHD UNITS
AVAILABLE FOR 

SPRING DELIVERY!

• 465 H.P.
• 18 Speed
• 20 & 46 Axles
• HN suspension
• Heavy double frame

• All aluminum wheels
• Loaded with options
• 201⁄2' High tensile Bibeau

box, heated air tarp,
air gate

* GMC *
MEDIUM DUTY

TOPKICK
• C4500
• C5500 
• C6500
• C7500 
• C8500

W-SERIES
• W3500
• W4500
• W5500

SHEEHAN’S
TRUCK CENTRE INC.

SHEEHAN’S
TRUCK CENTRE INC.

905-632-0300
1-800-254-2859
905-632-0300

Fax: 905-632-4557

Accredited Test Facility
*An official mark of the Province

of Ontario used under licence

*
MEDIUM

DUTY

SHEEHAN’S LEASING LTD.
SHORT TERM & 

LONG TERM LEASES 
ON  VOLVO DAYCABS AND

SLEEPER CABS

SHEEHAN’S LEASING LTD.
SHORT TERM & 

LONG TERM LEASES 
ON  VOLVO DAYCABS AND

SLEEPER CABS

NUMEROUS VHD UNITS
AVAILABLE FOR 

SPRING DELIVERY!

OVER 130 CLEAN USED TRUCKS!

"2009 
MODEL YEAR

VOLVO TRACTORS
ON GROUND

NOW "

"2009 
MODEL YEAR

VOLVO TRACTORS
ON GROUND

NOW!"

We have more used Volvo’s than anyone!

UP TO $6500
FACTORY DOWN PAYMENT

CONTRIBUTED ON SELECTED 2008 MODELS!

LARGE INVENTORY OF VN MODEL TRACTORS
Cummins and Volvo Power

Many Colours To Choose From.

UP TO $6500
FACTORY DOWN PAYMENT

CONTRIBUTED ON SELECTED 2008 MODELS!

We have more used Volvo’s than anyone!
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A question that I have been asked a
lot lately by both carriers and own-
er/operators is:What are the associa-
tions doing about the high price of
diesel fuel? Or more specifically:
Are we lobbying government to do
something?

Short of trying to convince NATO
to send the tanks into Saudi Arabia
and taking control of the oilfields,
what can the associations do? 

Seriously, I understand full well
the impact escalating fuel costs are
having on carriers and owner/opera-
tors. But, In terms of fuel pricing,
there is really nothing to lobby 
government on.

If there was, we would.And, once
we solved that we’d move onto 
correcting the Canadian dollar and
reinvigorating the US economy.
Fuel prices are set on the world mar-
ket. OPEC is a cartel.They have the
oil and if they want to control supply
to keep prices at a certain level they
have the power to do it. There have
been countless investigations into
price fixing by the oil producers in
North America, none of which have
amounted to anything.Making huge
profits is not against the law.

Canada has oil,but it too is sold on
the world market. You may recall
the National Energy Program from
about 25 years ago which was de-
signed to allow Canadians access to

“our” oil at cheaper than market
prices. The program was a political
(Let the eastern bastards freeze!)
and economic disaster for the coun-
try. No government, or party hoping
to become a government, would
contemplate such a policy again.

Some provinces have regulation
over fuel pricing. It doesn’t mean
that fuel is any cheaper, but it is sup-
posed to smooth out the daily price
swings.The reality is it accomplishes
little and can mean it takes longer
for price decreases to show up at the
pumps.Taxes are part of the price of
fuel, and we do lobby for reduced
taxation on diesel fuel at both the
provincial and federal level either
through elimination of all or part of
the taxes or through harmonization
with the GST so truckers would get
a tax credit.

However, governments don’t like
to give up revenue. The best I can
say is that we have not had an 
increase in the Ontario fuel tax, for
example, in 17 years and the federal
excise tax has not changed in about
two decades. Even if we were 
successful in eliminating or reducing
these taxes, some argue the oil 
producers could just fill the gap by
raising prices anyway.

Also, be aware that more govern-
ments have or are considering 
increasing the taxes on fuel by intro-
ducing carbon taxes. Quebec did
that last year and the new tax has
flowed through to prices. B.C. just
announced in its recent budget that
it too is introducing a carbon tax.

The federal Liberals are openly
talking about a national carbon tax.

We need to look at other solu-
tions. The industry still has a very
useful tool in fuel surcharges. And,
while these have come under some
pressure lately, they are here to stay.

The other increasingly important
and unavoidable solution is conser-
vation and improved fuel-efficiency.
For carriers and owner/operators
the challenge exists today – become
more fuel-efficient or add risk your
business.

It’s as simple as that. The associa-
tions are also active on this front,
and not only by supporting the acti-
vation of speed limiters. Our
enviroTruck initiative (which is real-
ly all about getting incentives for
fleets and owner/operators to invest
in fuel efficiency devices) is starting
to get some traction, as they say.

I hope this gives us all something
to think about. Again, price –
whether freight rates or fuel prices –
is market-driven. It’s all about 
controlling costs in a soft market. ■■

@ARTICLECATEGORY:3361; 863;

@COMPANYINARTICLE:024640270;

INDUSTRY

Industry 
Issues

David
Bradley

– David Bradley is president of the
Ontario Trucking Association and
chief executive officer of the
Canadian Trucking Alliance.

Carrier survival tips: Part 2
What to do about high diesel fuel prices

Eastern Ontario

888-657-3329

Central & 
Western Ontario

888-690-0010

Other Provinces

800-939-7757

T R U C K I N G
I N S U R A N C E

B U R R O W E S
I N S U R A N C E B R O K E R S

Our commitment follows you
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PETERBILT
PRE-OWNED TRUCK NETWORK

7 AM - 12 AM
Monday - Friday 
Saturday/Sunday 
7 AM - 7:30 PM

7:00 AM - Midnight
Monday - Friday

Shanly Road
Cardinal, Ontario
K0E 1E0

• MIKE RAYMOND

36 Rutherford Rd. S. 
Brampton, Ontario
L6W 3J5
• DON HARBIN
• GARY KELLY
• BILL MADILL      
• RAY GILMOUR
• RICK GOLFETTO
• KEN CLARKE

905-451-4700

1311 Hopkins Street
Whitby, Ontario
L1N 2C2

• SEAN BRADY

• ANDY GABER 

www.premierpete.com

613-657-1300

Direct Parts Line

(905) 451-4545 • 1-877-571-4545

905-665-8888

“Hiring
Technicians”

for Brampton Location

KATHIE CHRYSLER
Financial Services Manager

HARVEY BUTCHER
Used Truck Manager

7:30 AM- Midnight
Monday - Friday

7:30 AM - 4:00 PM
Saturday

PLEASE SEE OUR WEBSITE FOR
CURRENT JOB POSTINGS!

2005 PETERBILT 387 PREMIUM C15 475
HP, 10 Autoshift transmission, 12 x 40
axles, 72" Walk-In sleeper c/w upper
bunk. Stock #U-2243

2006 PETERBILT 379-127 Cat 475 HP,
13 speed O/D, 12 x 40 axles, 63" raised
roof sleeper w/upper bunk, only 378,482
kms. Stock #U-2221

2005 PETERBILT 379-127 Cat C-15 475
HP, 18 O/D, 12 x 40 axles, 63" raised roof
sleeper w/upper bunk, Platinum Interior,
balance of Cat engine warranty.

Stock #U-2253

2005 PETERBILT 379-127 Cat C-15 475
HP, 13 speed O/D, 12 x 40 axles, 63"
raised roof sleeper w/upper bunk.

Stock #U-2241

2005 PETERBILT 379-127 Cat C-15 475
HP, 18 O/D, 12 x 40 axles, 70" Platinum
Interior. Stock #U-2245 

PRE-OWNED CLASS

4 In Stock! 2 In Stock!

Priced To Move!
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1988 Volvo Fire Truck 6-71 TA
500 hrs., MT654 trans., 23000

Rockwell rear, super clean, no brand.

1998 GMC Topkick
For Parts.

www.morgan-diesel.com

CASH OR 
BANK DRAFT

MONDAY TO FRIDAY 8 A.M.-5 P.M.
CLOSED SATURDAY & SUNDAY

1248 McAdoo’s Lane 
R.R.1 Glenburnie (Kingston) ON  K0H 1S0

CREDIT CARD PURCHASES ARE 
SUBJECT TO A 3% PRICE INCREASE

(613) 546-0431 
Fax: (613) 546-4206 

E-Mail: james@morgan-diesel.com

WE BUY 
TRUCKS

Ask for
JAMES or RON

2006 IH 7500 
HT-570 engine, 13 spd., 46 rears, 
V-Hopper sanding unit. For Parts.

2005 John Deere Back Hoe 410G
1500 hours, needs to be repaired

1995 Trackless
Whole or Parts.

Cat C-15 Engines, 
low kms., 435-550 h.p.

2003 C15 Engine 
475 h.p., 2050 torque, 663,000 kms.

Call for Price.

E7 Mack Engines 
In Stock.

2005 MBE 4000 Engine
500 kms., New drop in.

2006 John Deere Back Hoe 410G,
needs cab to fix, only 19 hrs., 

Must See.

2004 KW T600 
C15-475 h.p., 16913 trans., 12/40,

600,000 kms. Whole or Parts.

2006 Series 60 
515 h.p., 150,000 kms.

2005 KW T800 Cab
Wired for Cummins.

ISX Engines 
low kms., 400-565 h.p., EGR.

2000 International 9100 Cab 
ISM engine wired, clean.

$8500.

Headache Racks 
Various Makes and Models.

1998 Western Star 4964 
For Parts.

2001 KW T800 
Cummins ISX-450 h.p., RTLO 16913A

trans., 12/40 on Neway. 
For Parts.

2007 IH 9400
C15-435 h.p., Fuller Autoshift 10 spd.,

12/40, 246,000 kms. No Brand.

2007 Freightliner Columbia 
Detroit 60 14L 515, 13 spd.

Roadranger, 12/40, brand salvage.

JLG Manlift
Good condition.

2006 IH 9400i 
C15 475 h.p. Cat, 18 spd., 46 rears,

For Parts or Whole.

TIRES
Priced from $100 to $300

2001 Volvo VNL 770 
Cummins ISX-475 h.p., Fuller Auto 10
spd., 12/40, burnt in the cab. For Parts.

2003 KW T800 
ISX-475 h.p., 1850 torque, RTLO
18913A, 12/40. Whole or Parts.

1997 Peterbilt 379L 
Series 60, 500 h.p., 13 spd., 

12/40, Wetline.

1997 KW W900L
3406E-475 h.p., 13 spd., 12/40.

For Parts.

DIESEL TRUCK PARTS INC.
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downward spiraling rates will drive
truck speeds up.

“Speed limiting
legislation would
level the playing
field of course,”
he says, adding
the trucks in his
fleet have been
105 km/h on the
pedal and 102
km/h on cruise for
as long as he can
remember.

Snobel, meanwhile, is concerned
about the long-term effects of rate
cutting, namely the amount of time
it will take for the industry to recov-
er the gain it made a few years ago.

“If I’m carrying freight that’s
worth $1,000 for $850 how long will
it take me to get back to the rate I
should be charging? With a few per-
centage points increase per year it’ll
take five to seven years just to get
back to where I need to be in the
first place.”

Consolidation isn’t the answer,
says Snobel.

“When consolidation happens,
service suffers. The customer needs
to understand that,” he says.

But who’s undercutting their rates
and why? While Haight says it could
be just about anyone, Snobel lays
the blame squarely on inexperi-
enced players.

“The type of carrier who cuts rates
could be any carrier hauling a trail-
er,” says Haight, “except maybe the
niche carriers, like temperature con-
trol and tank carriers who are inso-
lated a bit from the overall crunch.”

“So many people hang out a shin-
gle and just don’t know how to run a
business,” says Snobel. “Bad busi-
ness is the main culprit – just be-
cause you own two or three trucks it
doesn’t make you a smart business
person.”

So what’s the solution? Are low
rates here to stay or will the industry
recover, one small step at a time?
And how? Charging more for back-
hauls coming from the States is one
way cross-border carriers can recov-
er lost revenues, says Snobel.

“Rates are higher coming home
now, than going out, which is the op-
posite of what it used to be in the
past, with customers paying more
for a headhaul,”says Snobel,who in-
sists the so-called capacity is over-
stated.

“The industry is overreacting by
undercutting rates unnecessarily,”he
says. “There’s plenty of reason for
cross-border rates to stay up. It still
costs money to cross the border,
what with ACE and PIP and all the
driver training you have to do. And
driver shortages and retention are
still an issue. Not to mention how
much money it takes to keep good
drivers happy.”

Parking trucks is an option that
carriers should seriously consider,
says Haight. “We trim back where
we have to,” he says. Avoiding buy-
ing new equipment is another op-
tion. Diversifying so as not to be re-
liant on one kind of load is still

another, he adds. Not to mention
keeping a close eye on expenses,
says Haight.

“At the Truck-
load Carriers
Association, we
benchmark ex-
penses so we can
keep track of
what fuel, re-
pairs and main-
tenance cost,” he
says. “About 40-
50 carriers’ ex-
penses are now

being benchmarked. It’s a cheaper,
better way to share knowledge and
increase productivity.” ■■
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RATES

■ Continued from page 1

‘Bad business is the main culprit’

‘The type of carrier
who cuts rates

could be any carrier
hauling a trailer.’

Ray Haight

Now is the Time
... Today is the Day

Increase Fuel Economy

Increase Horsepower

Decrease Emissions

Tel: 877-526-7728

AVAILABLE at
Fort Garry Industries

& Peterbilt Stores

Now is the Time
... Today is the Day

AVAILABLE at
Fort Garry Industries

& Peterbilt Stores

Give Yourself
a Fuel

$urcharge

2 Dedicated Express Lanes run by Dedicated Technicians.
You just Relax and Drive Thru!

★★

K
ipling A

ve

Airport Rd.

Dixon Rd

Bethridge Rd.427

407

409

401

400

27

AND
WE DO TIRES!
FULL SALES & SER-
VICE FOR 
ANY TRUCK!

1976 Kipling Ave  
S. W. corner of Bethridge & Kipling
South of Rexdale Blvd. North of 401/409 416-747-8005

YOU PICK YOUR 
FAVOURITE OIL!
YOU PICK YOUR 
FAVOURITE OIL!

MINIMUM 
DOWNTIME
MINIMUM 
DOWNTIME

BIG OR SMALL
WE HANDLE IT ALL!

MAXIMUM 
RELIABILITY!
MAXIMUM 

RELIABILITY!

ANY BRAND 
FOR ANY 
TRUCK!

ANY BRAND 
FOR ANY 
TRUCK!

One truck or 
your entire fleet -

we’ll manage your
maintenance 

schedule 

One truck or 
your entire fleet -

we’ll manage your
maintenance 

schedule 

Visit our “C.L.C.” 
Lube Bay
• Change Oil & Filters!
• Lube all Points!
• Check all Lights, Filters, 

Wipers & Levels (Drive Line too) 
…and a full visual inspection 

before you head out!

Visit our “C.L.C.” 
Lube Bay
• Change Oil & Filters!
• Lube all Points!
• Check all Lights, Filters, 

Wipers & Levels (Drive Line too) 
…and a full visual inspection 

before you head out!

Castrol Tection Extra – Early Bird 
Summer Special - May/June 2008

Special 

Extended 

by Popular 

Demand!

Visit us
Las Vegas

Booth
#910
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In addition to a ring fit for a champion, 
2008’s honouree will also receive $3,000 CASH

and a VACATION FOR TWO up to $2,500! 

Name:

Address:

Town/City:

Home phone:

Email:

Number of years in trucking/commodity hauled:

Primary truck and engine:

Number of vehicles:

Contracted to (if applicable):

How do you maximize fuel efficiency?:

My choice is based on:

Prov:

Bus. phone:

Postal code:

Safe driving record ❍ Industry/community involvement ❍ Heroism ❍ Going "Green" Initiatives ❍

Explain:

Nominated by: Phone:

Mail completed forms to “AWARD” Truck News/Truck West, Attn: Kathy Penner
12 Concorde Place, Suite 800, Toronto, Ontario M3C 4J2

Nominations must be received by June 1, 2008

(Include additional information on separate paper if insufficient space)

Co-founding sponsors 
of this award…

Our 
15th annual search for

EXCELLENCE has begun.

The Owner/Operator of the Year should be…

FORM MUST BE FILLED IN COMPLETELY AND NOMINEE MUST HAVE CLEAN DRIVER'S ABSTRACT

TRUCK NEWS and TRUCK WEST are proud to 
honour Canada’s top Owner/Operator every year.

We know Owner/Operators are at the heart of the trucking industry, 
investing both personally and financially in their businesses. 

We’re proud to take this opportunity to recognize the best among them.

If you know an Owner/Operator who exemplifies professionalism while
also demonstrating a clean driving record, a commitment to safety and 

a track record of community involvement, nominate them for this 
prestigious award by completing the application form below or 

by going online to www.trucknews.com.

LASTCHANCE!
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By Eric Berard
MONTREAL, Que. – It’s a sad
reality in the trucking industry,
but many carriers don’t really
know their exact operating costs.
The result is that some trucking
companies out there actually lose
money operating their vehicles,
because they accepted contracts
that don’t even cover their ex-
penses. Moreover, by doing so
they are putting pressure on
prices that can negatively affect
those who know how to count.

According to expert in pricing
Frederik Francois, the key is to
break down a fleet’s expenses as
much as possible in different cate-
gories, in accordance to the context
where these expenses are made.

President of VISA Concept, a
consulting company in the trucking
industry, Francois was one of the
speakers at an educational seminar
organized by the Markel Insurance
Company in Montreal.

“Pretty much everybody calcu-
lates their operating costs. The dif-
ference is that some do it more pre-
cisely than others,” he said, adding
that the most common mistake
made by carriers, regardless of
their size, is to assume that pricing
is “costing + X%”.

The customers you serve have
different requirements. The equip-
ment you use for each differs, as
well as the kind of roads your vehi-
cles travel on to get their shipments
to their destination. This means
that each customer has a different
impact on your fuel costs (flat
roads vs hills), city routes represent
costs that differ from long-haul, a
day cab costs less to finance than a
big tractor with a sleeper and the
context in which each truck is used
has a direct impact on its unique
maintenance costs.

In a nutshell, if you establish that
your average operating costs are
“X” and that you add a percentage
of “Y” to make a profit, you put
yourself in a position where you
are charging too much to certain
customers (and your competition
might take them away from you)
and not enough for others, actually
losing money instead of making a
profit.

There is a lot of number crunch-
ing to be done, but in the end it is
worth doing it, insists Francois,
adding that a fleet needs to take
into account all of its costs when es-
tablishing rates, not only the ones
generated by the operations. “Al-
ways remember to take into ac-
count all your administration costs,
such as vehicle registration, per-
mits purchase, drug and alcohol
testing, etc. Also, when calculating
your operating costs, make sure to
involve all the departments of the
company, not only accounting, be-
cause many factors can have an 
effect on costs.”

He gives a simple example: “The
cost of a driver is more than his pay
and benefits. When he or she is on

vacation, you have to replace him
or her, and there are costs associat-
ed with that.”

He also advises to verify how
many empty runs you make and in
what geographic area they occur.
An empty trailer on a flat surface
doesn’t cost the same as an empty
truck in a hilly area. Of course,
spec’ing your trucks right for your
application will help to lower the
costs. This is why it is so important
to know and understand every as-
pect of your operations.

Waiting time and the time it
takes to load and unload the trucks

TRUCK NEWS Page 33June 2008

RATES

Making sense of rates
Are you charging too much?
Not enough? Or both?

Continued on page 34 ■

1-888-5-HARPER WWW.HARPEROTC.COM
800 GANA COURT, MISSISSAUGA  • 720 WILSON RD. S., OSHAWA  • 8270 LAWSON RD., MILTON

PETER MINGAY • GREG PARR • STEVE PETCH • RICK SIMPSON • IAN TINGEY • TONY CONTI
• BLAKE CLARKE (OSHAWA) • ALISON PREST - F & I • RYAN NELLIGAN - SALES MGR.
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are also an important source of e
xpenses. Yet, they differ from one
customer to another.

This is why it is important to 
calculate these and establish your
rate accordingly.

Customers with effective dock
crews should not be paying for
lousy shippers.

When calculating your operation
costs, include those generated by
driver turnover.

Replacing a driver costs an aver-
age of $10,000. Besides, it will take
a while before the new hire is as
productive as the experienced driv-
er who left. This also represents a
cost.

In the end, the process is quite
simple. Yes, it does take time and a
lot of math.

But having the most effective
method of establishing rates for
different customers will allow you
to offer the most competitive
prices to the customers who de-
serve it, and maybe abandon others
that actually make you lose time
and money, allowing your sales
team to better focus on potential
new markets that offer better busi-
ness opportunities. ■■
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Five rules for
maintaining
profitability 
Here are some tips provided by
Frederik Francois, cost managing
expert:

• Target the kind of customers
and volume you really want.

• Stay away from customers who
seem to be only interested in bar-
gaining rates.

• Before offering a rate to a new
customer, verify if there are any
special procedures involved in
serving them that could have an
effect on your costs.

• When you propose a rate to a
customer, make sure the docu-
ment states the major factors that
motivated that price. Then, in-
stead of just comparing your rate
to another carrier’s, the customer
will see that your rate is based on
serious homework.

• After two weeks of serving a
new customer, do an internal fol-
low-up to verify to what extent
your cost calculations reflect what
it actually costs your company to
serve that customer. Keep doing
it on a quarterly basis afterwards
and adjust as necessary. ■■

Worth Repeating:
The following are some comments on rates, made recently during Decisions
2008, our annual Shipper-Carrier Roundtable. Video of the entire 
discussion can be viewed on our Web site, trucknews.com. Just enter the
multimedia section of the site and select the video of your choice.

“Contracts in a lot of cases don’t seem to be worth the paper they are written
on. No sooner do you sign it than you find there is rate action taking place
and you are back revisiting the customer. Probably in 85% of the RFPs that
we’ve responded to the incumbent carrier that had the business re-secures the
business but what the shipper has been able to do is rationalize the rates to a
market level. From a carrier’s standpoint, also, I don’t know why anyone
would sign an agreement based on the volatility of currency and crude.”

– Scott Johnston, former president and COO, Yanke Group
Shipper-Carrier Roundtable Series, Transportation Media

“You don’t do yourself any favours if your suppliers are losing money. The
smart shippers understand it isn’t just about price. It’s about price and service.”

– Robert Ballantyne, president, Canadian Industrial 
Transportation Association

Shipper-Carrier Roundtable Series, Transportation Media

“I think trucking by nature always has had fairly low barriers to entry and
there have been commodity providers that don’t know the implications of
their pricing and that creates a ‘buyer beware’ situation. I think the purchasing
model sometimes is difficult because it often is not an enterprise function that
considers the whole business. You have someone in a corner office that is
judged by how low they can get the rates and often at risk to the business.”

– Scott Smith, president, J.D. Smith & Sons
Shipper-Carrier Roundtable Series, Transportation Media

“I think it would be nice if carriers and shippers could work cooperatively to
deal with improving efficiencies rather than to drive down rates to below cost,
which is what happens typically in such situations.When times get tough it seems
it’s every man for himself and shippers look to wherever they can get rate relief
because they are under cost pressure themselves within their own organization.”

– Doug Munro, president, M-O Freightworks
Shipper-Carrier Roundtable Series, Transportation Media ■■
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Calculate all
costs before
setting a rate
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Your “ONE STOP TANK SHOP” Since 1952 – Check Us Out At: www.robicatank.com

TANKERS + TANKERS + TANKERS + TANKERS

www.robicatank.com rftinfo@robicatank.com

St. Marys Mfg & Sales # 1-800-387-9247

London Parts & Service # 1-866-676-2422

ISO 9001-2000 B620/DOT/MTO/Weights & Measures

Family owned and operated;Bob, Monica, Dan& James Nothof

Family owned and operated;Bob, Monica, Dan& James Nothof
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KITCHENER
519.578-0810

Dan
905.570.6431

KITCHENER
519.578-0810
Dan Dalimonte

HAMILTON
905.578.2211
Martin Dick
Dave Gordon

HAMILTON
905.578.2211
Martin Dick
Dave Gordon

CAMBRIDGE
519.650.1804
Joe Mitchell
519.729.5239

BURLINGTON
905.681.6500

Pat Calandrella
416.738-8785

BURLINGTON
905.681.6500

Pat Calandrella
416.738-8785

Celebrating
30 Years!
Celebrating
30 Years!

CAMBRIDGE
519.650.1804
Joe Mitchell
519.729.5239

www.altruck.com®

TRUCK 
SOLUTIONS 

FOR TODAY’S
WORLD!

TRUCK 
SOLUTIONS 

FOR TODAY’S 
WORLD!

• Large new truck inventory priced to keep you
rolling

• Monthly $1,000.00 Altruck Coupon (parts, service
and accessories) Draw during June and July

• Weekly $250.00 Altruck Premium Driver Package
Draw through June and July

• See your closest Altruck International Truck Centre
location for details, some conditions apply.

Maximum
Performance!

Multiple Stock
Unit Purchase

Incentives!

New Advanced
Classic!

1 Pr. of Cowboy Boots
for every order 

in 2008.

Long Nosed
Classic

Performers!

Proven
Performance
and Value!

As Hard Working
As You Are!

Excellent
Maneuverability
and Minimum
Operation Cost

EVENT FINANCING 
STARTING AT

4.99% OAC4.99% OAC
Subject to applicable conditions.

YOU DELIVER GOODS ... WE DELIVER SOLUTIONS!!YOU DELIVER GOODS ... WE DELIVER SOLUTIONS!!

Best In Class
Fuel Economy and

Comfort

JUNE FEATURE!JUNE FEATURE!
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By Ingrid Phaneuf
TORONTO, Ont. – When it
comes to rate benchmarking,
many carriers are understandably
reluctant to share this kind of sen-
sitive information, and even more
reluctant to do so for fear of being
accused of collusion.

But a new third-party service,
claiming to be Canada’s first 
Web-based freight rate bench-
marking tool, may be just the 
ticket to tracking just how low
rates will go.

Trans-Lucent Markets an-
nounced the launch of its
AccuFreight Index (AFI),
Canada’s first Web-based freight
rate benchmarking tool this
spring.

Effective Apr. 2, 2008, shippers,
carriers and third-party logistics
companies (3PLs) that subscribed
to the service have been able to

research freight rates for shipping
lanes within Canada, and between
Canada and the US.

Freight rates have been submit-
ted voluntarily by carriers who
subscribe.

“We feel that this type of system
is something that the transporta-
tion industry in Canada has been
demanding for some time,” says
Trans-Lucent president Shelina
Lalani.

“Our strength currently is
truckload rates however, unlike
other rate management systems,
we have been able to make a mas-
sive amount of less-than-truck-
load rate data available within
AFI. We are especially proud of
the ease and speed with which a
member can, from their desktop,
sign-in, describe a type of ship-
ment, and receive valuable data
on current market freight rates

for that shipment – it all happens
intuitively and results are re-
turned literally within seconds.”

Once subscribed, members can
define their searches by origin
and destination, and can refine
their search criteria by adding
container size (for truckload
searches), service level, freight
class (for US-bound shipments),
and “charge-by” method.

Details about equipment type
and extra charges, such as fuel 
surcharges, can also be added to
each search.

“The pool of rates we can draw
on is growing daily, with more
lanes and more shipment types
available to be benchmarked 
using AFI,” says Lalani, adding
there are currently over 90,000
lanes of rates entered and 
verified.

“We feel that this will bring a

new sense of standardization and
market-driven competitiveness to
the transportation industry in
North America.”

“It’s not about price fixing,”
adds Lalani, explaining the serv-
ice grew out of a demand from
shippers and manufacturers to
find out average freight rates.

“But it could be used by carriers
to determine what the market
rates are. Basically, participating
carriers provide their information
and members who are doing a
search on a specific lane get the
average price for that lane as well
as the five lowest prices for the
same lane.”

Shippers can also contact these
carriers via the site.

Feedback from carriers so far
has been good, says Lalani.

“Shippers and carriers both like
it, because making calls to ship-
pers and/or getting them from
carriers is time-consuming,” says
Lalani, who admits the bench-
marking system won’t, however,
prevent rate undercutting from
happening

Depending on participation,
however, it will give a pretty accu-
rate picture of exactly what’s hap-
pening to the industry.

And plans to expand the service
to include service ratings of carri-
ers (by shippers) are in the works,
Lalani adds.

So far, 140 Canadian carriers
have subscribed and submitted
their rate information to Trans-
Lucent, says Lalani.

For more information visit
www.trans-lucent.com. ■■
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New Canadian freight rate benchmarking service launched

Want more info
on rates?
Want more information on rates
and shipper/carrier contracts?
Check out a series of blogs writ-
ten by editorial director Lou
Smyrlis on the subject. They 
include:

• Cost increases are becoming a
worrisome and long-lasting
trend;

• Living on the edge of healthy
profit margins;

• Dealing with rates: You reap
what you sow;

• Transportation now on the
wrong side of the growth hump.

Each of the blog entries, as well
as others, can be viewed at
www.trucknews.com.

You can also check out some
video segments on the subject,
from our annual Shipper/Carrier
Roundtable – Decisions 2008.
Part 2 focuses on rates and Part
3 on contracts.

The videos feature some of
the industry’s most prominent
shippers and carriers.

They can be viewed by visiting
‘Video Picks,’ the multimedia
section of trucknews.com. ■■

A brand new 33,000 square feet 
facility covering 9 acres of land. Our new

facility has 8-100 foot service bays, 
2 wash bays, 2 detailing bays .

Sunoco Commercial Cardlock-Fleet Fuels

TRUCK & TRAILER REPAIR LTD.
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• Custom aluminum wheel refinishing
• Michelin Tires & BF Goodrich Tires
• On road tire service
• On-line surveillance system
• Restaurant  • Showers

NEW • NOUVEAU • NEW
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Millions of dollars are spent every
year by trucking companies in find-
ing ways to retain good drivers.
There is no one simple rule of thumb
to follow in order to keep our trucks
filled with good drivers,but there are
many simple ways of retaining these
drivers without spending a lot of
money. Carriers begin retaining
their drivers by providing their
wages and health benefits,providing
a good weekly minimum amount of
miles and other bonuses.

Many carriers provide a
Christmas party which allows them
to bring their spouse and gives
everyone a night out with all the
trims and fixins’ – a gorgeous meal
and desserts.

During the warmer months you
can have a barbecue and a golf tour-
nament, but it seems many of these
small acts of kindness are slowly dis-
appearing. Why? It costs too much
money to put them on.But retention
doesn’t have to cost a lot of money.

Here are only a few ideas that 
I have tried and found to be very
successful:

First, come up with a list. A list of
‘small acts of kindness’ can be end-
less if enough time is put into think-
ing of them. You can then separate
them into two categories. The first
category consists of the smaller ones,
the everyday acts, followed by the
second category – the ‘Holy cow!’
acts of kindness, used to divert a 
major crisis. The art of retention is

best achieved when small acts of
kindness are occurring every single
day at every single opportunity. The 
solution to the problem of retention
is not trying to solve all the retention
problems all at once but keeping the
smaller acts of kindness occurring
on a consistent, regular basis.

Carriers and safety departments
strive to keep their safety ratings the
best they can be and keep their
turnover rates as low as possible.

All good carriers and their re-
cruiters exhaust their idea list in
finding ways to keep their good driv-
ers. How much does a handshake
cost or 10 seconds of conversation in
the driver’s room by upper manage-
ment?  It seems like the higher the
turnover rate, the more work it takes
the carrier to retain their good driv-
ers. This didn’t have to happen if
small acts of kindness were demon-
strated on a day-to-day basis.

Small acts of kindness show ap-
preciation for a job well-done.Many
carriers don’t do this or don’t do this
enough. I know myself that when
someone tells me I’ve done a good
job or says ‘Thank-you,’ I feel fantas-
tic.When I go home at night and see

my wife the evening at home starts
off on a positive note and it contin-
ues that way for the rest of the night.
When you work with people, as I do,
you can’t help but bring your job
home with you. It’s an extension of
you and I think that is a good thing.
Don’t let it turn into a bad thing.

I am always looking in the truck-
ing magazines and newspapers to
see what other carriers are doing to
attract and retain drivers.

In my opinion the best thing for
retention is honesty. It pays no mat-
ter what way you slice it because if
you are honest with your employees
and your new hires, the return will
result in more money for everyone.
If you are not honest with your peo-

ple then you lose money.You lose it
with driver turnover, the loss of con-
tracts, the damage of your image and
reputation and finally your self-
respect.Think about how you would
like to be treated and then follow
through. Think about nice things to
say and then say them.

Think about feelings you would
like to feel and then express them.
This is easy to do and – it is free. Let
me know if it doesn’t work and I’ll
give you a couple of ideas. ■■

–  David Brown is the recruiting
manager for the Rosedale Group.
He is also the president of Carriers
Coach Solutions.You can reach him
by visiting  www.carrierscoach.com.

OPINION

Acts of kindness
The Simple
Truth
David
Brown

FLEET UPDATE 2006 Peterbilt 379 
70" Sleeper, C-15 475 hp
Caterpillar, 18 speed 
manual transmission with 
auto shifter.

Top of the line trucks 
very well maintained.

Between 700 and 800
thousand kilometers.

$85,000.00

Call Doug Fisher

519-821-0400

TMTankmart International

Unit 8021 – 1995 IH 4900 S/A Tank Truck DT-466
engine, 6 spd. trans., c/w 11,500L MC-306 alum. 1 
compartment tank, single hose reel & meter, new safety
and B-620. Excellent refueller.

New 2008 Aluminum Pneumatic (cement) 1850 c.f.
quad axle tank, Intraax susp., alum. wheels, Michelin tires.

Unit 7003 – 2001 Tremcar 7000 I.G. DOT-407 S/S 1
compartment tank. Stainless to the ground, has new safety,
HM-183, Intraxx susp., very good overall condition. Call

New 2008 Tremcar 7000 I.G. insulated DOT-407 S/S
RTAC tridem, has air ride, alum. wheels, Michelin tires.

Unit 7576 - 1985 Westank 50,000L 5 compt. MC-306
petroleum tri. Has vapour recovery, bottom loading, very
clean unit. Has recent B-620 and safety. In Oakville.

www.tankmart.com

Unit 7503 – 1999 International 4900 19,000L 
aluminum 1 compt. aircraft re-fueller. DT-466 engine, Allison
automatic, over and under wing fuelling/defuelling capacity,
low hours, excellent overall condition, new paint. Call

Unit 8154 – 1988 Remtec 41,000L aluminum 4 compart-
ment, MC-306, air ride tridem (72"x72" spread). Has bottom 
loading, new safety and B-620, very clean unit. Call 

Unit C213 – 2004 Remtec 57,000L 6 compartment,
DOT-406, bottom loading, vapour recovery, current tests,
unpainted alum., very clean. Call

New 2008 Remtec 61000L 6 compartment DOT-406 
petroleum RTAC B Train. Fully loaded. Call for specs and pricing.

New Tankcon 5400 USG, DOT-412 FRP tandem axle
chemical tank, air ride, alum. Budds. Available in June

On Order

In Stock
In Stock

New 2008 Tremcar 9000 I.G. DOT 407 insulated S/S
RTAC B Train, stainless to the ground, air ride, aluminum
wheels, etc. 

New 2008 Remtec 57,000L 6 compartment DOT-406
petroleum quad. Has all options. 

On Order

OAKVILLE BRANCH
Call Kevin Brown, Tony Jelicic

1-800-268-1456
(905) 465-1355
Fax: 905-465-3780

MONTREAL BRANCH
Call Ron Laberge, Bob Kavanagh, 

Camille Pettinato
1-800-363-2262
(514) 323-5510

Rental Units and Service 
at both Branches

CANADA’S LARGEST TANK TRAILER DEALER – Over 200 New & Used Tank Trailers for Sale, Lease or Rent

Unit 7904 – Fruehauf 47,000L 1 compt. aluminum sludge
tank. Has 10" knife valve at rear, new safety. In Oakville. Call

Feature Unit of the Month

On Order

Unit 8083 – 2003 Tremcar 9000 I.G. DOT-407 insulated
S/S Michigan spread quad axle chemical tank. Intraxx 
suspension, new HM-183 and safety. In Oakville. Hurry!!

Distributors for REMTEC, TREMCAR, J&L TANK INC.  SALES – SERVICE – PARTS
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. – A new truck, a
new engine and a new technology in
North America.There was plenty to
discuss with Daimler Trucks North
America officials at this year’s Mid-
America Trucking Show.

Executive editor James Menzies
sat down with: Melissa Kellogg,
director of product marketing 
for Freightliner Trucks; David Siler,
director of marketing for Detroit
Diesel; and Christoph Hofmann,
director of product strategy with
Freightliner, to learn more about the
Freightliner Cascadia, the DD15
and Daimler Group’s intent to use
SCR technology in 2010.

•

TN: Last year around this time,
you introduced the aerodynamic
Cascadia highway tractor. How has
it been received?

Kellogg: The truck has been very
well-received. A lot of the initial
comments around the vehicle were
based on the expected fuel econo-
my, the interior, the finish and the
quality of the product. We launched
it last May, and there was a lot of 
excitement about it, not only at the
press launch but also at our dealer
meetings. Our dealers have really
embraced it, they’ve stocked quite a
few of them.

Now we have the DD15 and those
first production combination vehi-
cles are coming out this month and I
think the excitement around the two
is building.

TN: Is the interest in Canada as
strong as in the US?

Kellogg: Dealers have stocked the
trucks and a lot of them did go up to
Canada, in fact our number one
dealer that took stock of them was a
Canadian dealer, so they are selling
up there as well.

Hofmann: It has been an ab-
solutely flawless launch as far as reli-
ability is concerned. Most often with
a new product, people experience
some reliability issues in the first pe-
riod of time and there was nothing
we have seen or heard from the cus-
tomers. We hit the ground running
with this truck as far as reliability is
concerned and that’s something
we’re really proud of.

TN: Freightliner has been quite
active on the hybrid truck scene.
How big a role do you think hybrids
will play in the heavy-duty, long-haul
segment?

Kellogg: I see a place for them,but
I honestly think it’s more of a medi-
um-duty application just based on
the stops and starts of the vehicle.
Medium-duty applications such as
pickup-and-delivery, utility, and mu-
nicipal get more of a stop-and-start
kind of benefit, so I really think it’s
going to be more successful in medi-
um-duty than heavy-duty in the
long-term.

I’m not saying that there won’t be
heavy-duty sales, but I think the fo-
cus will be more on medium-duty.

Hofmann: It’s not that there is no

EXECUTIVE INTERVIEW
Daimler Trucks
North America on
SCR, hybrids and
the fuel challenge

Manwin Enterprises
Waterloo ON

(888) 823-7611

Wilson Instruments
Eastern Ontario
(877) 467-4440

PKS Truck Centre 
Mississauga ON
(905) 949-2800

T.A.G. Inc.
Niagara Falls ON
(905)262-5852

NO
IDLE

AFFORDABLE
AIR CONDITIONING

Distributed 
By (877) 322-7283

See us at the CFMS
Booth 100 - May 26-29 

and the 
Stirling Truck Show 

Booth 37 - June 13-16

Reduce Idling – Save Fuel Eliminate Emissions – Stay Legal

NO
IDLE

STARTING 
UNDER
$4000.

See Dealer for 
Details

12/24V Air Conditioning No-Idle System

AFFORDABLE
AIR CONDITIONING

AUTO-SHIFT DAY CAB

www.currietruckcentre.com for our complete inventory

COLUMBIA

CENTURYCLASSICCORONADO

Truck Sales (BARRIE) 1-800-461-5611
Glen Sage: glens@currietruckcentre.com

Martin Thiffault: martint@currietruckcentre.com
Cell: 705-309-1500

Parts/Service (ALLISTON)
1-866-435-1953

Mon.-Fri. 8am to 5pm
Saturday 8am to 12 noon

Truck Sales Hours
Mon.-Fri. 8am to 5pm
Sat. 8am to 12 noon

Parts/Service Hours
Mon. -  Thurs. 8am to Midnight

Fri./Sat./Sun. 7am to 7pm

SALES • PARTS • SERVICEPARTS • SERVICE

(BARRIE)

CLASSICCORONADO

AUTO-SHIFT DAY CAB

CENTURY

COLUMBIA

Cascadias for 
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!! 

Now in Stock
M-B and Detroit power

All Units 

Priced to 

Clear!

All Units 

Priced to 

Clear!

72" 

Raised Roof

4 Available

Day Cab

M-B Power

1 Only!

No Payments

for 
90 Days!

No Payments

for 
90 Days!

O.A.C.
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fuel efficiency to gain in heavy-duty
applications, but if you look at the
overall business case for the cus-
tomer, you make them pay quite a
bit up-front which they will recuper-
ate very quickly in a medium-duty
stop-and-go application.

But in heavy-duty long-haul appli-
cations where you rarely stop,
there’s not a whole lot of recupera-
tion of energy and the fuel economy
gains are much lower and usually
the payback is not there to justify
the up-front cost. So for the time be-
ing, we’re somewhat cautious on
that front.

TN: As an OEM, how concerned
are you about another pre-buy in
2009? Is it inevitable?

Kellogg: I think a lot of our largest
customers in 2006 purchased a lot of
vehicles in advance and got out of
their trade cycles, and I think that
they’ve realized maybe the benefit
wasn’t there for them. I think in
2009, we’re going to see a ramp-up
but it’s not going to be nearly as sub-
stantial as it was in 2006 and also
therefore the decline in 2010 will be
a lot less drastic than in 07.

TN: There’s been a lot of talk late-
ly about the cost of fuel. What’s an
OEM’s role in helping its customers
cope with the challenge of record
fuel prices?

Siler: The number one place to
save fuel would be engine consump-
tion. I think we covered aerodynam-
ics with the Cascadia. On the DD15
design, we’re going to bring strong
fuel savings even before 2010.
Typically, the DD15, is 2-4% more
fuel efficient than a current Series 60
engine, which is already at or near
top of fuel efficiency food chain in
North America.

The DD15 is going to take us fur-
ther and by 2010 when we adopt
SCR technology, there’s another 3-
5% fuel savings.You add all these on
top of each other with the Cascadia’s
aerodynamics, and you’re getting a
lot of fuel savings – real dollars and
the paybacks are pretty darn fast.

TN: With so much focus on 
fuel-efficiency, do you think we’ll
eventually see the extinction of the
classic-styled, flat-nosed truck?

Kellogg: I think there will always
be a segment of the market, like in
vocational applications, that isn’t as
focused on fuel economy because
their daily business doesn’t really 
allow them to be fuel-efficient.

They’re doing a lot of starts and
stops, a lot of inner-city deliveries or
construction, and I think that part of
the market will always be a fit for
more traditional vehicles.

I think long-term, we’re going to
see more of a push for aerodynam-
ics, especially with the fleets because
of the cost of fuel but even then,
we’re going to always have
owner/operators that want the 

traditional fit and finish of a classic-
styled vehicle.

I think it might shrink over time
but I think there will always be some
demand.

TN: Looking ahead, which seg-
ments of the industry do you feel
present the best growth opportuni-
ties for Freightliner?

Kellogg: Medium-duty for sure.
The smaller-sized fleets and own-
er/operators – there’s a lot of growth
opportunities in those segments.

Melissa Kellogg David Siler Christoph Hofmann

Continued on page 40 ■

If you have a criminal record or U.S. immigration 
problems, we can help.

Glenn Matthews of Siskinds LLP is a licensed
U.S. lawyer with 14 years of experience in
U.S. immigration issues. We process U.S. waiver
applications, waiver appeals and other U.S.
immigration cases.

Trust your case to the experts. Reasonable fees.
Free consultation.

Glenn E. Matthews, B.A. J.D.
Licensed in Ontario and Illinois
Tel. 519-660-7854   Fax: 519-660-7855
glenn.matthews@siskinds.com

WE TAKE 
TRADES!

(5) 9900
Cat or Cummins, Loaded Eagles,

w/Diamond Spec Warranty.

(7) 2008 CF600
w/14', 16' or 18' van body.

(2) 2009 CF500
For 16' or 18' van body. 200 HP Automatic.

(15) 2008 4000 
*7% Fuel Gain In First Year

Guaranteed! 

3 YEAR CHASSIS
WARRANTY!

3 YEAR CHASSIS
WARRANTY!

SEE THE NEW 
SkyRise PROSTAR

NOW IN STOCK!

SEE THE NEW 
SkyRise PROSTAR

NOW IN STOCK!

FALL
DELIVERY!

2008 PROSTAR
(6) 56" & (6) 73" SLEEPERS,

CAT & CUMMINS POWER
PRICED TO GO!

2008 PROSTAR
(6) 56" & (6) 73" SLEEPERS,

CAT & CUMMINS POWER
PRICED TO GO!

®

(3) 2008 5600 ISX
485 H.P., 1850 Torque.

(4) 2008 5900 SBA
ISX or C15, 485 H.P., 1850 Torque.

FALL
DELIVERY!

TAKE THE FUEL
ECONOMY

CHALLENGE!
Call For Details!

TAKE THE FUEL
ECONOMY

CHALLENGE!
Call For Details!

*Call Dealer For Details
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There are only so many large fleets
out there and we have them all cov-
ered, so there’s not a lot of growth
opportunities for us in that segment
right now.

TN: On the engine side, you’ve
had some time to evaluate the per-
formance of your EPA07 engines 
in the real-world. How are they 
performing?

Siler: Overall, very well. The fuel
economy degradation, by Detroit
Diesel’s estimates, have been pretty
much non-existent:about minus one
per cent to one per cent. So there’s
really been almost a negligible
change. There were some spotted 
issues of ultra low-sulfur diesel
(ULSD) availability, but that’s been
pretty limited. That disaster that
many thought would happen, never
really occurred.

As far as regeneration intervals
and the aftertreatment devices,
there have been no major problems
there at all.

TN: As we look ahead to 2010,
there’s some divisiveness in the 
industry between those engine man-
ufacturers opting for enhanced
EGR and those, like yourselves, that
are going with Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR). What message

would you like to convey to cus-
tomers about your decision to go
with SCR?

Siler: The message would be: SCR
is absolutely a proven technology,
there’s really no debate there.
Everyone we have dealt with in
Europe and everyone we’ve inter-
viewed in the North American mar-
ket all understand the performance
advantages are there. The biggest
question is urea infrastructure and
how to handle urea.

Urea is not a toxic substance, it’s
not a dangerous material. We’re 
already starting to work closely with
not only our dealer network, but
also truck stop chains so there is in-
frastructure in place.What we would
ask our customers to do is, when
they’re negotiating fuel contracts
and discussing fuel options for the
future, they need to be asking ques-
tions of their truck stop. ‘Do you
plan on having urea available and if
not, why not? Because I plan on us-
ing an SCR engine because it’s going
to get me better fuel economy and a
quick payback.’

Those are some of the things we
need to have our customers starting
to do. We want truck stops to have
bulk pumping stations and that is
where the investment starts to climb
pretty rapidly, but if they see a
chance to make money on it, they’re
going to do it. And we intend to
show them how quickly they can pay
that back. We plan on building a lot
of engines with SCR starting in 2010.

TN: What about the claim that
SCR increases CO2 emissions?

Siler: That’s a great question, I
know we’ve done a lot of research
on that. CO2 emissions are reduced
drastically through the use of SCR.
A small amount of CO2 happens to
be created during urea synthesis,but
by more than a factor of 20:1 this
same amount is saved because of
less diesel fuel being consumed.

CO2 is created from the combus-
tion of diesel fuel, and if you’re 
going to combust 3-5% less diesel
fuel, then you’re going to create that
much less CO2.

TN: Have you tested SCR in cold
climates, such as Canada?

Siler: Yes, we have tested it in
Northern Canada. The urea would
freeze, but it takes very little time to
thaw it.

Hofmann: We have a heating ele-
ment in the urea tank.With the start
of the engine, it starts heating the
urea and in a quick time liquifies it.

Siler: The bulk storage tanks at 
the truck stops obviously wouldn’t
freeze if they’re below ground.

But if they’re above ground, there
are electric heating grids on the out-
side of the tanks to keep them from
reaching that 12 F freezing point.

When it gets really hot, some of
the ammonia separates out, but it
doesn’t go into the atmosphere
and it can be recirculated back
into the fluid. It’s not nearly as
troublesome as some would have
you believe. ■■
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‘We plan on building a lot
of engines with SCR’

■ Continued from page 39

PAUL VANDENBERG

FLAT BED EQUIPMENT

1-866-948-27771-866-948-2777
130 Copernicus Blvd.

Brantford, ON
N3P 1L9

519-720-9464
Fax: 519-720-9468

NEW  INSTALLATIONSSIDE ROLLS

TARPS! TARP SYSTEMS! FLATBED EQUIPMENT!

• Bevelled wood
• Corner protectors for chain and straps
• 2", 3" and 4" cargo straps
• Rubber straps – Various lengths
• Winch bars
• Aluminum storage boxes

• Aluminum cab guards
• Aluminum bulk heads
• Grade 70 transport chain
• Ratchet binders
• Regular binders
• Coil bunks

NEW  INSTALLATIONSSIDE ROLLS

TARPS! TARP SYSTEMS! FLATBED EQUIPMENT!

FLAT BED EQUIPMENTRACK KITSRACK KITS

CANADIAN MADE TARPS RIGHT HERE IN BRANTFORD!
TARP REPAIRS

DROP-OFF
SERVICE

OR WHILE YOU
WAIT!

CANADIAN MADE TARPS RIGHT HERE IN BRANTFORD!

www.trisontarps.ca

Inc.
WHERE CUSTOMER SERVICE EXCELS

• DRIVE THRU BAYS 
• LARGE LOTS 

• EASY ACCESS

• DRIVE THRU BAYS 
• LARGE LOTS 

• EASY ACCESS

Trison Tarps would like 
to thank all our loyal customers.

Celebrating our 3rd Anniversary!Celebrating our 3rd Anniversary!

CHROME SYSTEMS & TOPPERS IN STOCK – 6", 7" & 8"
• Turbo Pipes
• Extension Pipes
• Y Pipes
• Muffler Pipes

CUSTOM
MANUFACTURED OR
ALTERED CATALYTIC

MUFFLERS

For All Makes & Models

NORTH AMERICAN TOLL-FREE

1-800-461-2495
Local (905) 578-4303

Fax (905) 578-4318
480 GRAYS RD., HAMILTON

E-mail exhaustman@aaexhaust

Rad Coolant 
Pipes Available in

Aluminized or
Stainless Steel

IN HOUSE
MANDREL
BENDING

11⁄2" To 6"

7" OR 8" PETERBILT 389
CHROME EXHAUST.

DESIGNED FOR DPF TRUCKS.
IN STOCK NOW!

2007 W900L 7" AND 8"
EXHAUST FOR DPF TRUCKS

ORDER YOURS TODAY!

EXTREMELY LARGE INVENTORY!

IN HOUSE
MANDREL
BENDING

11⁄2" To 6"

www.aaexhaust.com
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By Lou Smyrlis
NEW YORK, N.Y. – Ten months af-
ter its blockbuster purchase of the
privately-held Bandag retread fran-
chising business and a few weeks af-
ter the official merging of its truck
tire and retreading operations,
Bridgestone unveiled its newly
named Bridgestone Bandag Tire
Solutions (BBTS) business unit to
dealers, distributors and press gath-
ered here for the annual BizCon
meeting.The public unveiling of the
new tire powerhouse included the
introduction of the new president
for the business, its new home and its
strategy for going to market.

Saul Solomon, who joined
Bridgestone/Firestone in 1993 
as general counsel rising to vice-
president and general counsel of
Bridgestone Americas Holding by
2000, was introduced as president of
the new group. Having previously
led a transition team during
Bridgestone Americas’ 2007 merger
with Bandag, he went on to serve as
chairman, CEO and president of
Bridgestone Bandag, LLC begin-
ning June 1, 2007.

BBTS will be operating out of the
former headquarters of Bandag in
Muscatine, Iowa, however, the sales
and marketing functions will be run
out of Bridgestone’s Nashville head-
quarters and will be headed by long-
time Bridgestone executive Singh
Alhuwalia.

He assumes the role of president,
sales and marketing for BBTS.
Company officials stressed that the
four company brands will retain
their unique identities and continue
to be marketed under their current
mix of channels.

But the goal of the restructuring is
to be able to provide fleets with an
integrated solution that includes
both new tires and retreads for all
types of customers. There are four
types of tire buyers, according to
BBTS officials: “product buyers”
who are loyal to specific products or
brands; “price only buyers” who fo-
cus on cost; “life-cycle buyers,” who
want their tire decision to pay divi-
dends on the bottom line over both
the short- and long-term, and the
“outsourcing buyers.”

The Bridgestone brand will re-
main the premium offering with
Firestone provided as a lower-priced
option and Dayton set up to provide
an answer to the onslaught of low-
priced offshore products. Bandag

will continue with its current fran-
chise set up. Essentially, the
Bridgestone and Bandag brands will
be offered in all channels. Firestone
will be offered in the dealer, truck
stop and government channels.
Dayton will be offered in the dealer
channel.

“Our go-to-market strategy will
allow us the ability to compete in all
these areas,” said Kurt Danielson,
vice-president, North American
marketing

The integration has also changed
the way the new company will set
up its regional sales. Whereas be-
fore the integration North America
was divided into four regions –
Canada and the US northcentral,
southeast and west, it is now divid-
ed into eight regions: Canada 
(directed by Jim West) and the US
northeast, northcentral, Great
Lakes, southeast, southcentral,
southwest and northwest.

“Virtually every time we asked
our dealers what we could do to 
deliver more value, the answer was
consistently the same.We needed to
be more fleet-focused and less con-
cerned with filling our dealers’
shelves. More time with the fleets,
less time with the dealers,” said Art
Campagnoni, vice-president, North
American commercial sales for
truck and bus.“We listened.We took
action.”

Each sales region will consist of
dealer sales managers, regional fleet
sales managers, and territory sales
managers reporting to the regional
fleet sales managers.

“This structure is flatter and more
focused. It isn’t focused on just
achieving sales numbers. It is 
focused on providing bundled 
solutions to fleet customers that buy
these products and services from
you,” Campagnoni told the dealers
and distributors in attendance.

Solomon also acknowledged dur-
ing a press briefing that company ex-
ecutives struggled with the decision
to keep Canada as just one region.

“The geography is so big but the
market size is about the same as
some of our other regions.And that
region is working so well now. The
Bandag and the Bridgestone guys
are always together. But we would
consider Canada East and Canada
West regions if we found there was a
need,” he said. ■■
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• AC lines made while you wait
• Safety Inspections • Oil Changes
• HRAC and Webasto Certified Technicians
• Computerized Engine Diagnostics and Repairs
• Mechanical, Electrical and Electronic Repairs

www.pksthermodiesel.ca    sales@pksthermodiesel.ca   fax: 905-949-2801

Stop Idling Start Saving • Stop Idling Start Saving • Stop Idling Start Saving

1100 Haultain Crt. Mississauga ON  L4W 2T1  In the Kingsway/Cabano Yard
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TRUCK
& TRAILER REPAIRS

Fully Licensed Vehicle Safety
and Inspection Station

Authorized Installer 
for Kleenoil Mobile Filter 

Cart System
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Hours of Operation
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Weekend Hours Available
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TIRE
SPECIAL
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505503 ONTARIO LTD. Havelock, Ontario
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AND KEEP YOU TRUCKING”

MOST MODELS
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By Jan Westell
MONTREAL, Que. – Canadians
may be pardoned in their own 
country for crimes committed in the
past. But the US government has a
long memory, and doesn’t always
recognize the Canadian justice sys-
tem’s ability to wipe the slate clean.

Since 9/11, security has intensified
at the US border and Canadian
drivers who have a criminal record
– even if they have been pardoned
by the Canadian government – are
likely to be turned back, unless they
have the proper paperwork to gain
access. One of the most predictable
questions to be asked by US border
guards is about past drug use, even
for the most minor incident.

“Drugs are the big one,”
says Michael Ashby, founder and
communications director of the
National Pardon Centre (NPC),
which operates offices in Montreal
and Calgary.

NPC is a non-profit agency that
assists those who seek a pardon
from a crime, and/or seek tempo-
rary access to the US. In the latter
case, the candidate will require a US
entry waiver, which is granted by
the US government, and allows le-
gal access to the US – despite the
existence of a criminal record – if
the applicant qualifies.

In this line of work, Ashby has
heard plenty of horror stories about
interactions with US border guards.
One incident he recalls involved a
client who was asked by a border
guard if he had ever used drugs.
The client admitted to “smoking a
joint,” years ago, and was subse-
quently refused entry.

“It’s a bit of overkill to me,” says
Ashby, of their response to an of-
fence that the Canadian had never
been charged with or arrested for in
his own country. “To me, it’s a little
bit hysterical.”

Ashby has helped drivers whose
lucrative US long-haul careers have
been sidelined, as well as clients
whose family trip to Disneyland has
been halted because of a minor
crime, committed long ago.

“It’s sad for families on holidays,”
he says. “For truckers, it’s nasty,
because all of a sudden a career can
come to an end, right away.”

A Canadian pardon is ultimately
granted by the federal government,
which seals the entire criminal
record. All charges and all convic-
tions are removed and kept sepa-
rate from active criminal files stored
in the RCMP database. However,
Canadian pardons are not recog-
nized by the US. If the US
Department of Homeland security
or FBI (which has access to RCMP
files even before a pardon is grant-
ed) know about the crime before
the record was sealed, the US justice
agencies have this information “for-
ever,” says Ashby.Despite a pardon,
there is an expectation at the US
border to divulge past crimes. “You
are breaking American law by not
telling them,” he adds.

The application process for a US
waiver can be a costly and time-

PARDONS

Pardons and
waivers
What works when?

Full Frame & Axle StraighteningFull Frame & Axle Straightening

7405 Kimbel Street, 
Mississauga, Ontario L4T 3M6

905-671-3647 • 1-888-641-2166
FAX: 905-671-3650

• Painting  
• Fiberglass  
• 22,000 sq. ft. shop  
• 2 Downdraft Paint Booths
• Full Collision Service  
• Towing & Flat Service

SERVICES:

The Auto and Truck Body Repair
Specialists for more than 18 Years
The Auto and Truck Body Repair

Specialists for more than 18 Years

www.coupautobody.ca email: coupautorepair@on.aibn.com
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BELLEVILLE, ON
902 A & B Wallbridge
(Ten Acre Truck Stop)

Hwy 401 Exit 538

(613) 771-0707

CORNWALL, ON
1901 McConnell

(at the Fifth Wheel)
Hwy 401 Exit 792

(613) 932-9060

BROCKVILLE, ON
1000 Oxford Ave.
Hwy 401 Exit 698

(613) 342-2267

KINGSTON, ON
255 Binnington Court

Hwy 401 Exit 615

(613) 548-8228

We’re Fast... But We Don’t Rush!We’re Fast... But We Don’t Rush!
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consuming process,and if approved,
the time period for entry is limited
to a one-, three- or five-year travel
period. Yet, not all Canadians with
criminal backgrounds require a 
US waiver according to Paulette
Gauthier-Roy, of Pardons Inc.,
located in Sudbury and Toronto.
She says that if a crime was minor in
nature, and designated a “summary
conviction,” which is equivalent 
to the US “misdemeanor,” crime
classification, there should be no
problem at the border.

“Usually with one summary con-
viction, (the visitor) doesn’t need a
waiver,” says Gauthier-Roy, who
creates a “travel portfolio” for 
frequent visitors to the US, that
specifies the minor nature of the
former crime and incorporates all
supporting documentation.

“I do it for drivers who have a
problem at the US border,”she says,
of a comparably minor process that
still doesn’t offer any guarantee at
the border. “Sometimes they let
them in. Sometimes they don’t.”

Gauthier-Roy believes there has
been a misunderstanding about this
minor category of crime (not relat-
ed to drug use), on both sides of the
border. She says that even the US
Department of Homeland Security
has advised Canadian applicants,
after the application has been ap-
proved, that a US waiver is not re-
quired in the future, once the minor
nature of the crime has been ascer-
tained. On the other hand, a crime
that has been designated an “indict-
ment,” or as it is classified in the US,
a“felony,”requires a waiver without
question, says Gauthier-Roy.

Canadian Pardon Service (CPS)
based in Toronto, offers another
take on US Homeland Security reg-
ulations that determines a require-
ment for a waiver, whether it’s a
summary conviction or by indict-
ment: “It depends on whether it’s
viewed as moral turpitude,” says the
vice-president of business and mar-
keting, Peter Dimakos, who warns
that truck drivers should pay all
speeding tickets because US justice
agents may take exception to un-
paid tickets and possibly confiscate
a licence.

“It’s not revoked in Canada: It’s
revoked in the US,” says Dimakos
who had a client who was incarcer-
ated in the US for not paying a
speeding ticket in New York State,
and now has a criminal record. “It’s
imperative that they do understand
what the repercussions are,” he
adds.

CPS warns against crossing the
border without checking on the 
status of a former crime, even with a
juvenile charge – whether the latter
was an “absolute” or a “conditional
discharge” from the Canadian 
justice system.

“With a criminal record and with-
out a US waiver, you may suffer the
embarrassment of being arrested,
detained, deported, and possibly
having the vehicle you arrived at the
border with, and property in it,
seized,even if you are not the owner
or the driver,” states CPS.

For those who may require 
further legal assistance with this
type of cross-border dilemma,
Glenn Matthews of Siskinds LLP,
offers unique credentials. As a
lawyer who specializes in immigra-
tion services, he is also licensed in

the US,which gives him an intimate,
technical understanding of the legal
process to seek access to Canada’s
southern neighbour, he claims. Like
Pardons Inc., and CPS, the London,
Ont.-based lawyer advises that not
all crimes require a waiver, yet not
all US border personnel are neces-
sarily cognizant of the technical
idiosyncrasies of the US waiver 
parameters.

“In fairness to them, they are not
given that training,” says Matthews,
who notes that one particular 
exception to the US waiver require-
ment is shoplifting, which is a crime,
but one is often considered petty
theft and typically “forgiven.”

Fees for pardons with all the 
companies listed, run from $300 to
$625 and the cost for a US waiver is
$395 to $1,000. In addition, US 
application fee for a waiver is
US$545,payable to the Department
of Homeland Security. ■■
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* Everyday Great Prices, Promotions and Service *

Located at 40 Chisholm Drive, Milton, Ontario • (905) 876-3339 
OPEN MON-FRI 7:00 AM-12:00 MIDNIGHT  •  SATURDAY  8:00 AM-5:00 PM • SUNDAY 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM

REMEMBER to grease your truck between oil changes. Receive one free 
complete tractor lubrication and levels check coupon with every oil change.

VALID ANYTIME, NO EXPIRY. A $20 DOLLAR SAVINGS!

Centerline Truck Lube Inc. uses only the highest quality oils, lubricants and filters. All products guaranteed.

Use                  Delvac 1300 S 
15W40 CJ4 for your next 
oil change and receive a 

FREE MOBIL CAP!

MINIMIZE FUEL COSTS!
Change your Air Filter on a regular

basis. We stock a full line of 
AIR FILTERS AT GREAT PRICES.

www.centerlinetrucklube.com

The Original Oil Change and Lubrication Specialists since 1986

NOW OPEN SUNDAYS 
9:00 am - 4:00 pm

* ALL OIL CHANGES INCLUDE *
Oil to full, Oil filter(s), Fuel filter(s), 

Complete Grease, All Levels Checked, 
Rad PH Test.

* FLEETGUARD FILTERS USED *
Also available original Detroit, CAT, Mack,

Volvo, Mercedes Benz and Hino filters.

YOUR CHOICE OF OIL:

Use SHELL         Rotella T
Multigrade 15W40 CJ4, 

Chevron             400 15 W40 LE

or                Delvac 1300 S CJ4 

and receive a 
$10 OFF COUPON

for your next oil change. 
NO EXPIRY.

SYNTHETIC GEAR 
OIL CHANGE: $349.99 

Includes both differentials
& transmission

(filters extra if required)

Receive a FREE 
GARRITY FLASHLIGHT 

with every gear oil change.

* *
REMEMBER TO MAINTAIN 

YOUR WARRANTY!
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By James Menzies
TORONTO, Ont. – Even by
California standards, this is a
strange one. The California Air
Resources Board (CARB) has an-
nounced sweeping changes to the
emissions requirements of trailer
refrigeration units (what most of us
simply call ‘reefers’), which will im-
pact all refrigerated fleets that
cross the state line. Phase 1 of the
new regulations is slated to go into
effect Dec. 31, 2008.

As part of Phase 1, TRUs with a
model year of 2001 or older will
need to comply with the regula-
tion’s new low-emission standard.
Normally when an equipment-relat-
ed regulation is passed, existing
equipment is grandfathered – or 
exempted – from the rule. Not in 
this case. In fact, older equipment is
the principle target of CARB’s pro-
posed TRU rules.

But that’s not the only thing that’s
unusual about the rule. There’s also
a not-so-minor detail that has yet to
be ironed out.With the implementa-
tion date now just six months away,
CARB still has yet to receive the
necessary approval from its own
parent group, the Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA).
Before the impending new stan-

dards can be enforced, the federal
EPA must grant a waiver of pre-
emption under the federal Clean Air
Act. What was supposed to be a
mere formality, has now developed
into a prolonged and ongoing saga
that has thrown the future of the
rules into question.

The American Trucking
Associations (ATA) has voiced its
displeasure with the proposed rules,
arguing that the cost of compliance
is too heavy a burden for the truck-
ing industry to bear. With the ATA
threatening legal action if the
changes are approved, it appears the
federal EPA is having second
thoughts about providing the neces-
sary waiver.

“This seems to be headed 
for some kind of legal battle 

either way,” explained Ignacio
Aguerrevere, director of marketing
with TRU manufacturer, Carrier
Transicold. “The implication for
customers is that on December 31
of this year, the regulations are 
supposed to go into effect. If it’s 
denied by the EPA, then people
don’t need to do anything. But if
it’s approved by the EPA, it’s going
to be challenged, but in the mean-
time it holds water.”

If you’re a refrigerated fleet that
does business in California, sitting
idly by and waiting for the dust to
settle between CARB, the federal
EPA and the ATA is not an 
advisable compliance strategy,
Aguerrevere warned.

“Customers need to start thinking
about their replacement strategies,
regardless of what way it goes,” he
suggested.

Scott Bates, aftermarket product
manager with Thermo King, recent-
ly told Truck News “The longer the
delay, the harder it is for customers
to become compliant by the Dec. 31
deadline. If a customer is waiting
(for the EPA waiver to be granted),
they may only have a few months or
less” to get ready.

Refrigerated goods transporters
seem to have divided into two
camps: one that is already well on its
way to bringing its reefer fleet into
compliance with the pending rules;
and the other which is taking a wait-
and-see approach.

The new rules include two 
performance standards: the Low-
Emission TRU In-Use Performance
Standard (LETRU); and the more
stringent Ultra-Low Emission 
TRU In-Use Performance Standard
(ULETRU). As of Dec. 31, 2008,
all TRUs with a model year of 2001
or older must meet the LETRU
standard.

Reefers with an engine built in
2002 must comply with the LETRU
standard by Dec. 31, 2009. Those
built in 2003 will have to go straight
to ULETRU levels by Dec. 31, 2010
and all reefer motors built after 2003

REEFERS

California-compliant?
What you need to know if you
haul refrigerated freight into or
out of the Golden State

INC

866-927-8294
For more information call

Petra Voelker  

C.U.T.C.

Trucking
madeSimple

Trucking
madeSimple

• Canadian Licensing
• FMCSA (ICC Authority)
• DOT Registrations
• IFTA Registrations
• Fuel Tax Reporting
• Unified Carrier Registration
• PARS/PAPS/ACE
• Corporate Registrations
• Regulations
• IRP Registration
• Bonded Carrier Status

When business is great but you still
need cash, you can bank on me.

I help small and medium sized 
trucking companies with the cash
flow they need to grow and prosper!

Ph: 416-347-9466 • Fax: 416-222-0166
nhaley@liquidcapitalcorp.com

For excellent service and reasonable rates, contact
Nick Haley at Liquid Capital Commerce Inc.

New 

Lower 

Rates

I CAN TURN YOUR INVOICES INTO 
CASH – INSTANTLY!

FREIGHTLINER 
120 SERIES BOLT-ON
$950.00

PETERBILT 
377, 378, 379 RECORE
$995.00

KENWORTH 
T600, T800 RECORE
$995.00

REPLACEMENT RADIATORS 
AVAILABLE FOR PLASTIC 

INTERNATIONAL/FREIGHTLINER/VOLVO
PRICED UPON REQUEST

• CHARGE AIR COOLERS 
• A/C CONDENSERS
• OIL PAN REPAIRS 

• FUEL TANKS REPAIRED

MIDLAND
AUTO RADIATOR
S E R V I C E

416-751-2554
1-866-287-7704

Ask for Pat Hayes

170 Nantucket Blvd., Scarborough, Ontario M1P 4R6

Ontario’s Cooling Store
New Address • Same People
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1-800-830-4873 HAMILTON/NIAGARA

• 24/7 Emergency Service
• Local and Long Distance Recovery throughout North America
• Heavy Wreckers (4), 40 Ton Rotator, Landoll Tilt & Load
• Wreckmaster certified

STOP
Sending your collision work 

to another shop!
At Metro Collision, our reputation is built on quality. We are proud to 
offer a comprehensive approach to the repair process. From the date 
of loss to final delivery everything is completed in-house. Easily 
accessible to one of the heaviest travelled truck routes in North
America, our 42,000 sq. ft. facility boasts the best in equipment as well

as the most qualified technicians in the industry. We are in 
total control and the proof is in the end result – 

Our reputation depends on it.

STOP
Sending your collision work 

to another shop!

Hamilton/Niagara

St. Catharines St. CatharinesSt. CatharinesHamilton/Niagara Hamilton/Niagara St. Catharines St. CatharinesHamilton/Niagara Hamilton/Niagara
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have seven years from their model
year to comply with ULETRU lev-
els. The full details of the proposed
regulation can be viewed at:
www.arb.ca.gov/diesel/tru.htm.

The easiest, and possibly the most
cost-effective way, to comply with
the rules as of Dec. 31 is to adopt a
seven-year life-cycle for any reefers
that will be operated in California.
Most larger fleets already employ
shorter trade cycles, according to
Jerry Duppler, trailer product man-
ager with Thermo King.

“Historically, some of the larger
long-haul fleets have determined
that in five to seven years, there’s a
tipping point where they feel it’s ad-
vantageous to them to bring in new
equipment with new warranties,”
Duppler said, adding “those trade
cycles tend to change with economic
conditions.”

For most Canadian carriers that
haul into and out of California, that
seems the most logical approach.
Sending only newer-model TRU-
equipped trailers to the Golden
State and adopting a shorter trade-
in cycle should be enough to ensure
compliance with the impending
rules. It’s the local fleets domiciled in
California that may find the rules
the most difficult to meet, Duppler
pointed out.

“A lot of these fleets domiciled in
California are distribution fleets and
they tend to have not planned trade
cycles of less than seven years, and
this has put significant challenges in
front of them in terms of changing
their basic operating model,” he
points out.

Another option is to replace only
the engine on older TRUs.
Aguerrevere said this is a viable op-
tion if the rest of the reefer’s compo-
nents and the reefer itself remain in
good shape. However, he added “If
you run a lot of hours, you may want
to change the reefer altogether.”

Short of replacing older reefers or
their engines, the remaining compli-
ance option is to equip older units
with a CARB-approved emissions
control device, such as a diesel par-
ticulate filter.

A list of approved emission con-
trol devices is available at:
www.arb.ca.gov/diesel/verdev/verde
v.htm.

But DPFs and catalysts are costly
add-ons, which makes this option
undesirable for most fleets.

While the cost of complying with
California’s impending new TRU
emissions restrictions may be
enough to make you cringe, the cost
of non-compliance is even greater.

If you knowingly violate the rules,
fines ranging from US$1,000-
$50,000 per day – or even imprison-
ment – are possible. ■■
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WHAT TO DO?: If you want to haul
into or out of California, you may have
to run newer reefer units.

2007 INTERNATIONAL 9400i

CAT C-15, 435 H.P., FRO-15210C, 12 & 40 AXLES, AIR RIDE,
3.70 RATIO, 245 MILES, BRAND NEW, DAMAGED IN SHIP-
PING, CERTIFIED & E-TESTED. $95,000.

244" WHEELBASE, MERCEDES 460, RTLO-16913A, 12 F/A x 40
R/A, BALANCE OF MANUFACTURER’S WARRANTY, 250,000 KMS,
CERTIFIED & E-TESTED. $75,000.

WWW.PALING.COM

SALES  ~  COLLISION  ~  SALVAGE

409 Nash Road North, Hamilton, Ontario • 1 800 563 8000 - 905 561 3444 - FAX 905 561 5233

2007 FREIGHTLINER CLASSIC
DAY CAB

• We Offer Full Maintenance Lease
Packages for worry free operation

• Standard & Heavy Duty Single Axles 
and Tandem Axle Trucks In Stock

• Dedicated Truck Repair Facility 
• Fully stocked Parts Warehouse
• Mobile Repair Vehicles for Services 

& Repairs
• 5 Locations across Ontario
• Large Rental Fleet
• Good selection of Used Trucks available

SALES   SERVICE   LEASING    RENTALS1-888-G L A S V A N
www.glasvangreatdane.com

YOUR ONE-STOP SHUNT TRUCK DEALER

SARNIA TRUCK
CENTRE

402 MCGREGOR RD. AT HWY 40
SARNIA ON.

(519) 337-2613
Rob Delion

Cell: (519) 312-5332

SALES DEPT.
HOURS

• 8:30 AM - 5:30 PM Monday
thru Friday

• Saturdays & After Hours
by Appointment

Doug Wardle
(519) 319-9597

Jose Quezada
“Habla Espanol”

(519) 697-2169

Contact Elaine
@  Ext. 232

for Your
Financing Options

LONDON
4049 Eastgate Cres., London, ON

(519) 652-2100
Fax: (519) 652-0990

FLEET MAINTENANCE LTD.
GERRY’S TRUCK CENTRE
www.gerrystrucks.com

2008 VOLVO VHD84B
“DUMP TRUCK CHASSIS”

VOLVO D13 – 405 H.P., EATON 8LL TRANS., 20, 20 & 46
AXLES, 60" HENDRICKSON SUSP., 254" WB – SUITS UP TO
21' BODY, STORMY GREY METALLIC.

NEW 2008 VNL630 
HEAVY HAULER

CUMMINS ISX 500 H.P. 18 SPEED TRANSMISSION,
14.6 & 46 AXLES, 236" WHEELBASE, FULL LOCKING
DIFFS. RED IN COLOUR.

NEW 2008 VOLVO VNL 670
VOLVO D13 – 485 H.P., VOLVO I-SHIFT AUTO TRANS. OR 
13 SPEED, 12.5 & 40 AXLES,ALL ALUM.WHEELS, FULL O/O
PACKAGE, RED OR GREY IN COLOUR.

NEW 2008 VOLVO VNL 780
VOLVO D13 – 485 H.P. ENGINE, ENGINE BRAKE, I-SHIFT OR 
13 SPEED TRANSMISSION, 13.2 & 40 AXLES, 3.55, 230" WB,
VOLVO LINK SATELLITE COMMUNICATION, SILVER OR RED.

c/w
20,000 LB.
LIFT-AXLE

VOLVO D16 550 H.P., I-TORQUE 1850 LB-FT. ENGINE, VOLVO 
I-SHIFT AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION, 13.2 AND 40 AXLES,
3.42 AXLE RATIO, FULL LOCKING DIFFS., 244" W/B, (2) 150
FUEL TANKS, STAINLESS PACKAGE, LEATHER AND MUCH
MORE, (1) TEAL, (1) BLUE UNIT & (1) CHAMPAGNE IN STOCK.

NEW 2008 VOLVO VNL 730’S
CUMMINS ISX 500 H.P.,13 SPD. & VOLVO VED-13 – 485 H.P.
ENGINES, VOLVO I-SHIFT TRANS., DUAL EXHAUST, 13.2 & 40
AXLES, 3.70, 236" WB, (2) 150 GAL. TANKS, WORK STATION.

CHOICE OF COLOURS!

VOLVO
I-SHIFT!

THE “ALL NEW”
2008 VOLVO VT64T-830
77" MID-ROOF SLEEPER

VOLVO
I-SHIFT!

VOLVO
I-SHIFT!
VOLVO

I-SHIFT!UP TO $6500 SAVINGS
ON SELECTED

IN STOCK MODELS!
UNTIL MAY 31/08

UP TO $6500 SAVINGS
ON SELECTED

IN STOCK MODELS!
UNTIL MAY 31/08
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By James Menzies
TORONTO, Ont. – Trailer refriger-
ation units are becoming more ver-
satile and intelligent, arming fleets
that haul temperature-sensitive car-
go with additional tools that help im-
prove efficiency and customer serv-
ice.Truck News took a closer look at
some new developments in the re-
frigerated transport world that have
recently caught our attention:

Intelligent set points

Both Thermo King and Carrier
Transicold now have an option avail-
able with certain controllers that
provides commodity profiles, allow-
ing a driver to easily select the opti-
mum refrigeration temperature for
whatever product happens to be on-
board.Thermo King’s OptiSet + is a
new offering that will be available
this summer on units equipped with
its SR2 controller. It contains a li-
brary of nearly 500 commodities and
the ideal temperature set-point for
each of them.A driver can simply se-
lect the cargo he’s hauling from the
menu and the reefer will automati-
cally be set at the optimum tempera-
ture for that type of freight.

Jerry Duppler, trailer product
manager with Thermo King, said
“The system makes it very,very easy
to program the refrigeration unit for
optimum refrigeration and it makes
the driver’s job that much easier. It
will contribute to the elimination of
errors, and that could be a big ad-
vantage for drivers from a peace of
mind standpoint.”

Since many reefer fleets try to bal-
ance the need for optimum refriger-
ation with their quest for maximum
fuel economy, many of the profiles
built into the OptiSet+ system will
provide an acceptable temperature
range, rather than a single set-point,
Duppler explained.

“Really tight temperature control
in the trailer will cost you a little
more in terms of fuel consumption.
If you can relax the temperature re-
quirements a bit, you can save fuel,”
Duppler said. “A lot of our profiles
will give an acceptable range and
then our customer and the shipper
can decide the desired set-point for
that particular shipper. Customers
may start by using our profile in the
library and then modify that for a
specific shipper. You can change
profiles any way you want and can

create profiles from scratch.”
This summer, OptiSet+ will be

available for single-temperature
TRUs,with a multi-temp version ex-
pected to be released in the future.
Software updates will be available
for older SR2 controllers, so fleets
with existing Thermo King reefers
can visit their dealer to receive the
upgrade for their existing units.

Carrier Transicold has been offer-
ing an intelligent controller of its
own for several years. Dubbed
IntelliSet, the feature is an option on
Carrier TRUs with the company’s
Advanced controller.

Ignacio Aguerrevere, director of
marketing with Carrier Transicold,
said the system was first launched to
help fleets cope with rising driver
turnover rates. It made the training
process for new hires simpler and
also made life easier for the driver.

“We wanted the driver focused on
driving, not focused on the reefer,”
Aguerrevere explained.

He likens the system to the inter-
face found on most microwave
ovens, which allow you to simply se-
lect the item you’re cooking rather
than manually entering the time re-
quired to cook it. Once you click the
popcorn button on the microwave, it
knows exactly how long to cook the
item based on its internal settings.

TRUs equipped with IntelliSet
operate in much the same way,
Aguerrevere explained.

“You can have 100 drivers, and all
of them will be hauling lettuce exact-
ly the same way, with no errors, and
getting the best possible fuel con-
sumption,” he said.

Plugging it in

With record fuel prices placing enor-
mous cost pressures on fleets, com-
panies are taking a closer look at
ways to reduce their fuel consump-
tion. Fortunately for refrigerated
fleets, significant fuel savings can be
achieved by choosing a reefer with
electric standby capabilities.

Carrier’s Vector 1800MT TRU
features the company’s Deltek
diesel-electric technology, which al-
lows the operator to plug into a
shore power supply when the truck
is parked. Many companies in the
food distribution business load their
trailers overnight and then leave the
reefer running in the yard until the
driver shows up in the morning to

REEFERS

Cool new ideas for reefer fleets
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deliver the load.
Based on $4/gallon diesel and cur-

rent electricity prices, the cost of
running a typical reefer unit in elec-
tric mode is about 66% cheaper than
running the diesel engine,
Aguerrevere said. But when doing a
quick conversion to Canadian fig-
ures (where diesel costs more and
electricity can be cheaper), the sav-
ings are even greater than promised
in the US.The reefer engine typical-
ly consumes 1.1 gallon/hr (4.16
litres/hr), meaning it will cost about
$39.60 in Canuck bucks to keep the
load cool for eight hours while run-
ning the diesel engine, based on
$1.19/litre diesel. By comparison, it
takes 15.23 kilowatts per hour to
keep a typical load refrigerated in
electric mode, or 90 cents/hr at to-
day’s electricity rates in Ontario, to-
taling just $7.20 for an eight-hour
wait.That’s an 82% reduction.

Thermo King has also noted in-
creased interest in electric standby
availability on its own reefers.

“It has gained in popularity re-
cently and we expect it to continue,”
said Duppler. “We’ve seen a signifi-
cant increase in orders of units with
electric standby and inquiries about
the costs of operation.”

Duppler wouldn’t be coaxed into
providing a payback estimate for
electric standby, since there are too
many variables to consider.
However, he did say that a payback
can be achieved fairly quickly, espe-
cially if the reefer can be switched to
electric mode during loading and
unloading. All that’s needed is a
power source.

If the power cord should become
disconnected when a reefer is oper-
ating on electric standby, it senses
the loss of power and restarts the
diesel engine. Duppler notes there
are maintenance savings available 
as well.

When operating in electric mode,
hoses, belts and other components
connected to the reefer’s diesel en-
gine are at rest.

Keeping it clean

A nifty new product for refrigerated
trailers caught my eye at this year’s

Mid-America Trucking Show.
Thermo King’s parent company,
Ingersoll-Rand has developed an
environmental management system
(EMS), which can be mounted in-
side a refrigerated trailer to provide
continuous air purification.

The trailer version of the product,
which is already widely used in
warehouses and cold storage facili-
ties, is about the size of a shoe box,
Wayne Benson, director of sales and
marketing for the EMS product with
Ingersoll-Rand, told Truck News.

“We create a non-thermal plasma
field, and take air from inside the
(trailer) and run it across this plas-
ma,” Benson explained. “When air
from the (trailer) runs across the
plasma, the oxygen in the air is bro-
ken down into reactive oxygen
species.”

It sounds complex – and it is – but
what’s important is that pure air
comes out the other side of the unit.
Also exiting the unit are some more
of these ‘reactive oxygen species,’
which seek and destroy bacteria 
and viruses throughout the entire
trailer,effectively providing “surface
sanitation.”

The end result is a much cleaner
trailer interior which can noticeably
extend the shelf life of perishable
cargo, Benson said.

“It slows the ripening process of
fruits and vegetables,” he explained,
noting a truckload of berries from
California will arrive in Canada
looking fresher and ready to enjoy a
longer shelf life.

But is it really necessary?
Startlingly, Benson said refrigerated
trailers are often home to some pret-
ty nasty stuff. A reefer’s evaporator
coil, for instance, provides a cool,
damp surface that’s a perfect breed-
ing ground for bacteria.

“We’ve done some testing of coils
and air sampling in trailers and
found very high colony-forming
units per cubic metre in reefer trail-
ers,” Benson noted.

“One particular reefer trailer had
the number of colony-forming units
per cubic metre that was near that of
a killing floor at a beef plant. It can
be fairly bad.” ■■
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CALGARY, Alta. – The Canadian
Petroleum Products Institute
(CPPI) has recognized five trans-
portation companies that completed
the delivery of petroleum products
in a safe manner during 2007, at an
awards ceremony in Calgary.

The carrier safety awards recog-
nize western division contracted 
carriers for: reduction in incident
frequencies versus the pervious cal-
endar year; overall safety perform-
ance with related responsibilities;
and the promotion of driver and
fleet safety within the transportation
industry.

“Our industry is safety-conscious
and always tries to find ways to 
reduce incidences that cost time,
resources, and money,” said Ted
Stoner, vice-president of CPPI, after
the awards ceremony, who added
that the industry has enjoyed steady
improvement with a reduction in the

number of unsafe incidents over 
the years.

The top award went to Denwill
Enterprises of Burnaby, B.C., for
“best overall carrier that excelled in
all safety performance areas,” which
was presented to the company’s gen-
eral manager Jeff Salmon. He said
he considered the industry recogni-
tion a “prestigious” honour, and
credited the entire company, from
dispatch to delivery, especially two
driver-trainers who promote the
company’s safety philosophy, with
the company’s positive results.

“It takes a lot of coordination to
orchestrate these loads, and to en-
sure that they’re loaded in the safest
manner to each site,” said Salmon.

The other awards presented at
the CPPI luncheon included: an
“improvement award for reduced
product mixes” which was present-
ed to Wheeler Transport of Port
Moody, B.C.; an “improvement
award for reduced product spills”
was awarded to Mantei’s Transport
of Calgary, Alta.; an “improvement
award for reduced vehicle acci-
dents” went to Paul’s Hauling of
Winnipeg, Man.; and an “improve-
ment award for reduced personal
injuries” went to Bridgeway
Transport, of Nanaimo, B.C.

Collectively, these carriers made
over 82,007 deliveries in 2007 on be-
half of CPPI member companies in
Western Canada, according to the
association. ■■
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By John G. Smith
Anyone who ever forgot to tighten
the gas cap on their family car 
will recognize the look of a
Malfunction Indicator Light
(MIL). The cryptic warning may
not tell a driver the exact nature of
a problem, but it certainly identi-
fies trouble with the equipment
that is used to keep exhaust levels
in check. In the case of a loose gas
cap, the pressure has dropped in
the system used to control evapo-
rative emissions. But who knows?
Something else may be wrong.

Truckers better prepare them-
selves for lights of their own.

Now that equipment such as
Exhaust Gas Recirculation systems
is reducing the greenhouse gas that
is NOx, and new Diesel Particulate
Filters are capturing tiny flakes that
would otherwise float out of a
truck’s exhaust stacks, regulators are
about to introduce new sensors that
will tell drivers whether this equip-
ment is actually working.

The MIL and the diagnostic sys-
tems behind them will be phased 
in between 2010 and 2019, and 
they represent one of the newest
challenges to the makers of modern
truck engines.

The most popular engines will be
affected first. In 2010, the light will
need to be included on the dash-
boards of trucks that are equipped
with the best-selling engine in a
manufacturer’s most popular engine
family. By 2013, the entire engine
family will be included in the rules.
And by 2016,all engines will need to
be equipped with the lights and sen-
sors that come with them, explains
Kenworth’s Keith Doorenbos.
Warranties for these new warning
systems will also need to expand,
beginning at five years and 160,000
km, and eventually reaching 10
years and 700,000 km.

At first, the equipment will need
to spot failed components that cause
a five-fold increase in emissions, but
the tolerance levels will tighten with
each passing year.

“These rules are actually quite
complex for those of us who are
manufacturing and have to go
through the certification process,”
says Kevin Otto of Cummins.

Consider the different sensors
that will be needed to power such a
light. Sensors will need to watch
over exhaust-cleaning components
such as the EGR valves and any
NOx-reducing catalysts. (The latter
equipment could be required to
slash NOx to levels that are even
lower than those that exist today).
Engine makers, meanwhile, will

need to use these sensors to gener-
ate fault codes about specific prob-
lems, says Doorenbos. Some of the
monitors will run all the time, while
others will need to run once per
“drive cycle”– a period that includes
10 minutes of running time, 30 
seconds of idling,and five minutes of
operating time at a 15% load.

The sensors themselves will need
to work in a few different ways, adds
Tim Gundrum, who is responsible
for on-board diagnostic certification
and compliance at International
Truck and Engine.An “out of range”
sensor, for example will help to iden-
tify readings that don’t make sense –
such as an ambient temperature 
sensor that says it’s 200 F outside.
Rationality monitoring (also known
as “in-range diagnostics”) will com-
pare a sensor’s reading to other in-
formation that should come with it,
such as the increase in boost pres-
sure that should accompany higher
engine torque. If the voltage on a 
related sensor does not jump high
enough, the diagnostic system will

understand that there is a problem
with the sensor.

All of this data will be delivered
over a proven communications net-
work,such as the J1939 systems used
on today’s truck engines, or the
OBD-II systems on your family’s
car.

“(Exhaust Gas Recirculation) di-
agnostics are not new.Many of these
systems have had these in place,”
says Greg Gillham, manager of 
on-board diagnostics with Detroit
Diesel. Indeed, the sensors on a 2007
engine will monitor whether EGR
rates are too low or too high. But
there is a difference. In 2010, the 
sensors will need to identify specific
issues such as a stuck EGR valve
that will allow an engine to spew an 
excessive amount of particulate
matter, or the high intake tempera-
tures on an EGR cooler that can
lead to higher NOx levels.

The oxygen sensors found in to-
day’s passenger vehicles will also
have a heavy-duty diesel equivalent
in a future NOx sensor – something
that will be particularly important as
NOx levels drop from 2.5 to 2.0
grams per brake horsepower hour.

This is where things get really
tricky. The more sensitive the diag-
nostics become, the greater the
chance for a false reading, explains
Cummins’ Ben Zwissler. A simple
drop in pressure can identify 
a cracked or melting Diesel

Particulate Filter, but this condition
could also be caused by the simple
accumulation of soot or a change in
temperature.

“The OBD rules will really add a
significant amount of regulation to
the industry. That is going to affect
vehicle maintenance,” Otto warns.
“Understanding how these very,
very complex diagnostic systems
work will be critical if you’re going
to do a good job in troubleshooting.”

The good news for fleets is that
the pending rules require service
tools that can read fault codes on
any model of engine. Still, clearing
the fault codes may be easier said
than done. The lights will remain lit
for three driving cycles unless
they’re cleared by a service tool, says
Jim Roal, Caterpillar’s diagnostic
technical steward. Some monitors
will also require road tests to deter-
mine whether a troubled compo-
nent has actually been fixed.

Technicians will also need to rely
more on the sensors to identify relat-
ed faults, adds Zwissler. “(You) will
have to trust the engine to tell you
what’s going on.”

Drivers, meanwhile, will have to
trust the technicians. The perform-
ance of the truck may seem un-
changed.

The only sign of trouble will come
in the form of a glowing dashboard
light. ■■
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Get ready for a new warning light
when you buy engines in 2010

Refine and adapt: You can troubleshoot many VDA challenges on your own
By John G. Smith

Any modern-day mechanic should be forgiven if he
shakes his head at the thought of a new service tool. Just
ask him about the difficulties that have emerged when
connecting a PC to one of today’s Electronic Control
Modules.Technical support centres are flooded by calls
about Vehicle Datalink Adaptors (VDAs) that don’t
seem to work, even though everything promises to com-
ply with RP1210a – a common communications standard
developed through the Technology and Maintenance
Council of the American Trucking Associations.

Today’s adaptors are certainly better than those that
existed in the mid-1990s, when every Electronic Control
Module had its own proprietary connector. In those days,
shops needed a web of adaptors and cables to address the
various needs, says Ken DeGrant of the Dearborn
Group, which produces RP1210a adaptors.

But the remaining problems can still be frustrating to a
technician who is paid by the job, adds Lee Lackey of
Noregon Systems, which also provides the adaptors.
“They’re losing valuable time fixing the problem, and
spending time on hold to talk to one of us propeller
heads.”

And there’s nothing more frustrating than the news
that a supposedly “compliant” computer application will
only work with a specific type of adaptor.

The good news is that there are steps to troubleshoot
most VDA challenges:

1. Have a clear idea of the application you want to use
before buying an adaptor. Remember that some applica-
tions will only work with specific models of connectors.

2. Look to see if the application can even be config-
ured for your adaptor. Some applications require users
to select between a J1708 and J1939 communications
protocol.

3. Check the condition of the “ini” file on a shop’s
Windows 3.1 computers. “If you have an application, and

that application cannot see the adaptor you installed,you
might be dealing with a mangled .ini file,” DeGrant sug-
gests. The problem comes in the form of extra commas
and spaces that can sometimes appear between the
names of the various adaptors. Simply remove the extra
commas and spaces with Windows Notepad,or download
a program that will clean the file automatically.

4. Accept the installation wizards. If a USB adaptor is
plugged into a different port on a Windows computer, a
“hardware found” wizard will appear. Instead of choos-
ing “cancel”because you have installed the adaptor in the
past, keep selecting “Next” to allow the wizard to do its
job. Each port will require its own driver. Granted, this
step presents one significant challenge for fleets that use
Windows Vista operating systems, Lackey warns.
Technicians may not have the right to install the software.

5. Ensure the USB driver did not “flake out.” While this
is not exactly a technical term, it describes a situation that
can happen to some USB drivers, Degrant says. Unplug
everything, wait five seconds, and then reconnect the
adaptors to see if the connection is recovered.Then try to
reboot the computer before calling an adaptor supplier.

6. Close other applications. Some VDAs can only sup-
port a single application at a time, so ensure that other
computer applications are not simply minimized.

7. Be prepared to realize that this may be your comput-
er’s fault. The makers of VDAs can all refer to a specific
model of Compaq computer that had troublesome ports
in early 2000. “Windows was never built as an operating
system to do these kinds of things. It was really meant to
be an office,” Lackey adds.

8. Always use a hard-wired connection since the signal
from a Wi-Fi device can be affected by everything from a
fluorescent light to the cycling of a nearby air conditioner.
“We all have wireless versions of adaptors,” DeGrant
adds. “We recommend you don’t use it to flash the
(Electronic Control Unit). That’s an easy way to turn an
ECU into a toaster.” ■■
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By John G. Smith
Changes to the trucking industry’s
braking systems can happen in a
relatively short period of time. A
little more than a decade ago,
everybody was still wondering
whether a trailer’s anti-lock
brakes would require a second
power cord between tractors and
trailers. Some equipment configu-
rations have even emerged with
air disc brakes and stability con-
trol systems.

There are more changes on the
horizon.

Despite delays in its final ruling,
the US National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration is on the
verge of mandating a large cut 
in allowable stopping distances.
Under current rules, an empty
tractor-trailer that travels at 60
mph must be able to stop within
355 feet (108 metres). Regulators
are pondering whether that dis-
tance should be slashed by 20, 25
or 30%.

Most industry groups have 
recommended a 25% cut, which
could be met with changes that 
include larger brake linings and
drums, and air disc brakes on 
selected vehicles, says Dan
Philpott of MeritorWabco.

More torque

The shorter stopping distances
will still present some challenges,
however.

“Tire, suspension and chassis
structures will be affected by put-
ting more brake torque across the
wheel,” Philpott explains. If the
brakes on a steer axle become
more aggressive, there could be
an impact on a steering wheel’s
response during a braking event.
Parking brake performance could
also be affected because of the re-
duced burnishing of the brakes on
other axles.

Luckily, these issues can be ad-
dressed with today’s technology.
Anti-lock brakes could address
the potential of lock-ups caused
by higher brake torque, and 
stability control systems could 
address other response-related 
issues.

Regardless of the ruling, the
trucking industry will need to
comply with these changes within

two years.
That will hardly be the end to

the new regulations that involve
brake performance. Roadside 
inspectors, for example, can now
issue out-of-service violations 
because of the results from a
Performance-Based Brake Tester,
notes Accuride technical manager
Steve Howse. Rather than simply
measuring the travel of a push
rod, this equipment will be able to
determine if the brakes will actu-
ally stop a tractor-trailer within an
allowable distance.

A bigger issue may be the re-
cent addition of anti-lock brakes
into the Level 1 out-of-service 
criteria.

“One of the reasons is, the key
to all new electronic (stability)
technology is the ABS system,” he
explains, referring to the expand-
ed standards.

The increasing focus on the con-
dition of ABS components could
be a challenge since a lot of the
equipment is not working as 
it should be. A study of 1,000 
vehicles found a problem with 
the ABS warning lights on one 
in six tractors and one in three
trailers. That alone has led 
the Commercial Vehicle Safety
Alliance to ask the US govern-
ment to require trailer-mounted
warning lamps beyond next
March.

The light, originally designed as
a back-up for in-cab warning
lamps, was expected to fade away
by that date.

Despite everything that has
been put in place, there are 
bigger changes to come. In-
deed, Electronically Controlled
Braking Systems (ECBS) and air

disc brakes are already emerging
as the technology of the future.

Each option has a lot to offer.
The ECBS equipment, for 

example, offers a number of 
advantages over a traditional
pneumatic system.

“It’s actually a little simpler,”
explains Vince Lindley of Volvo
Trucks North America. A typical
ECBS system includes six pneu-
matic connections compared to
the 12 connections that are 
required on an ABS-equipped
tractor-trailer with Automatic
Traction Control. It also has four
electrical circuits instead of eight.

The advantages don’t end there.
These systems could electronical-
ly track lining wear, integrate
brakes into stability control 
systems, and include the load pro-
portioning capabilities that will
adjust brakes for a specific appli-
cation.

“It does appear to provide a
real good integrated solution for
applications on hybrids,” he adds,
referring to how the electronic
braking could maximize the
amount of power stored by such a
system.

Cost, however, is still a chal-
lenge. “There are fewer parts un-
der there, but the parts are more
expensive,” he admits. “It’s going
to be a lot more than a $40 relay
valve.”

In defence of discs

Air disc brakes may also be more
expensive than their S-cam coun-
terparts, but they have proven
their better stopping capabilities.

“They typically have much bet-
ter fade performance, they’re
more reliable through extreme
brake applications, (and) they
also have a better feel and have
less propensity for pulling,” says
Mark Melletat of MeritorWabco.

Today’s designs are far superior
to the versions that came before
them. Earlier disc designs faced
problems including linings that
wore out too quickly; pistons and
caliper slide mechanisms that
would bind because of vibration,
distortion and corrosion; and ro-
tor checking.

But engineers have found ways
to improve the related parts.
Changes to saddle mechanisms
have addressed the torque on
calipers and pins, and slide pins

have been sealed to protect them
from corrosion.

Weights and costs have also
been reduced thanks to single-pis-
ton designs, which even weigh less
than a high-performance drum.
New calipers and carriers can be
produced with 18 parts rather
than the previous 39 components.

The most apparent changes will
be seen whenever a mechanic
changes the friction material on a
disc brake. A common pad profile
has replaced the need to use sepa-
rate pads on the inboard and out-
board sides of the brakes. And the
pads can now be changed without
moving the calipers.

“We’re seeing significant im-
provement in lining and rotor
life,” Melletat adds. “The pad life
has improved significantly.”

The need to extend the life of
friction material of every sort is
even leading engineers to tackle
the common issue of rust jacking.
That problem – linked to a cor-
roding brake shoe table – can
cause a brake lining to crack and
pull apart.

Fleets can even contribute to
the issue by power washing equip-
ment, since that will drive de-icing
solutions into every crack and
crevice.

That will attract moisture to the
brake shoe table, lead to the un-
wanted oxidation, and eventually
shorten the life of the lining.

“We are not in a position to
eliminate rust jacking. There is no
magic wand,” says John Hawker,
senior engineer at Bendix Spicer.
But there are potential solutions
that could slow the process, he
suggests.

Engineers are considering the
possibility of friction material
with a higher density, although
that could be more expensive
than traditional formulas. Other
options have included new mate-
rials such as ceramics, different
coatings, new adhesives and
sealants.

“We’re not stopping,” Hawker
says of the engineering work.

Nobody is. ■■
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Better brakes
BETTER STOPPING: Changes in
stopping distance requirements for
heavy trucks could mean bigger drum
brakes, the switch to disc brakes, or 
a combination of solutions. Pictured
is MeritorWabco’s dual-piston disc
brake (left) and single-piston option
(right). The single-piston offering 
reduces weight and cost. 

The shield’s sacrifice
There has been a long debate about whether or not to use dust shields.
The equipment may keep dirt and grime out of the brakes, but it also
makes it harder to inspect the condition of linings.

Mark Melletat of MeritorWabco suggests that the shields might have
another purpose in these days of corrosive anti-icing solutions.

“It becomes your sacrificial anode,” he noted during a recent meeting
of the Technology and Maintenance Council.“Your dust shield ends up
catching the magnesium chloride, which absorbs the water. Then it
starts rusting the dust shield. And dust shields are a lot less expensive
than brake shoes.” ■■

Stopping distances are
shrinking, equipment is

becoming lighter. What does
the future hold for your brakes?
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By James Menzies
The laptop has become an essen-
tial tool for technicians and own-
er/operators alike. It’s estimated
that more than 60% of owner/
operators own a laptop, and
heavy-duty shops are trending
away from proprietary-based 
diagnostic systems in favour of
open architecture PC-based tools,
according to Bill Presler, senior
manager, market development
with Panasonic.

However, the challenge to date
has been the inability of most lap-
top computers to survive the
harsh working environment of a
maintenance shop or a truck cab.
That is changing, with an expand-
ing selection of rugged computers
becoming available, which have
been designed to perform in even
the most punishing environments.

Panasonic has recently pub-
lished a white paper exploring the
advantages of rugged computers
in the shop environment.

Entitled The role of rugged mo-
bile computing in overhaul, service
and maintenance operations, the
white paper contends that fleet
operators are turning to rugged
computers to improve efficiencies
in the shop and to enhance the
productivity of technicians.

“In recent years there have
been efforts to deploy laptop
computers into service bay envi-
ronments to improve productivity.
This has reduced foot traffic be-
tween productive workshop activ-
ities in the actual service bay and
centralized computers that are
shared by all the mechanics in the
facility,” the white paper reported.

But just how rugged are 
the latest generation of rugged
computers?

We caught up with Panasonic’s
Presler at this year’s Technology
and Maintenance Council meet-
ings. He demonstrated the dura-
bility of one of the company’s
Toughbooks by dropping it on the
cement floor from about three
feet off the ground.

It seemed none the worse 
for wear when he retrieved it.
Alternatively, Presler said you can
drop a 2-lb steel ball on its tem-
pered glass screen from the same
height without harming it.

“This is a tool designed for the
technician,” stressed Presler. “It’s
a tool, it’s rugged, it’s tough and
it’s highly durable.”

Panasonic’s Toughbooks are
protected by a magnesium alloy
case and feature shock-mounted
hard drives.

The screen comes with a re-
placeable film that protects it
from grease and grime.

Psion Teklogix also manufac-
tures rugged computers, both 
vehicle-mounted and handheld
systems. James Poulton, director
of product development for the
company told Truck News that the
durability of a computer is meas-
ured in various ways.

“The ability to withstand drops
to concrete is one measure 
of ruggedness,” he explained.
“Another is the IP (ingress pro-
tection) rating – the ability of the
device to withstand various forms
of matter ingression into the
housing.”

Poulton said new devices are
subjected to at least 26 drops on a
concrete surface from various an-
gles. The height ranges from four
feet for entry-level products right
up to six or seven feet for ultra-
rugged models.

“The processors, radios, anten-
nas, displays – they all have to
emerge in perfect working order,”
he said.

The IP measures resistance to
two forms of matter: dust and wa-
ter. An IP rating of 54 (five-four),
for instance, means the computer
scores a five out of seven for dust
exposure and a four out of eight
when it comes to water resistance.

To put it in perspective, a score
of seven in the dust category
means the device is “absolutely
sealed” explained Poulton, and a
best possible score of eight in the
water category means it can sur-
vive prolonged submersion in two
metres of water.

If you’re choosing a computer
for a shop environment, dust is
likely more of a concern than wa-
ter exposure,
Poulton not-
ed. For vehi-
cle-mounted
c o m p u t e r s,
which may be
attached to
forklifts or
service trucks,
l o n g - t e r m
shock and vi-
bration resist-
ance should
also be considered.

“Shock and vibrations are much
more ongoing,” Poulton pointed
out.

The durability of today’s rugged
computers is one reason for their
more widespread adoption into
maintenance operations. Another
is their increased capabilities.

“Handheld computers are
packing incredible amounts 
of processing power relative to
their size,” said Poulton, noting
even everyday devices such as a
Blackberry or PDA are becoming

more powerful.
Fleets and maintenance opera-

tions that are making the switch
to rugged mobile computing solu-
tions are generally achieving a
payback in under a year, Poulton
said.

However, there are many vari-
ables at play so it will vary from
operation to operation.

In addition to having the ability
to improve technician productivi-
ty, the computers boast a longer
life than their traditional non-
rugged counterparts.

Instead of a three-year life-cy-
cle, Poulton said most of Psion
Teklogic’s customers are achiev-
ing five- and seven-year life spans
from their rugged computers.

Panasonic’s white paper noted
that notebooks and PCs have an
annual failure rate of 15% in their
first year of use climbing to 22%
by year four. Problem areas gen-
erally include: motherboards;

hard drives;
l a t c h e s ;
hinges; key-
boards; and
screens –
each of
which are
protected on
rugged de-
vices.

When cho-
osing a sys-
tem, it’s also

important to consider the future
requirements of the device.

“Make sure you choose a plat-
form that meets your needs today,
but has some flexibility to meet
your unknown needs going for-
ward,” suggested Poulton. This is
especially important, given the
longer life-cycles of rugged com-
puters.

Technological advancements –
the emergence of RFID for 
instance – may require you to up-
grade your system before it has
reached the end of its useful life.

“The mobile market is so dy-
namic – changes can occur within
your business that you didn’t even
initiate, so you should future-
proof the solution, allow it to
evolve,” Poulton suggested.

That way, when an upgrade or a
new capability is launched, you
can simply download or install the
new module and keep your sys-
tem up-to-date.

Some well-known companies
have begun making the transition
from traditional computing sys-
tems to rugged mobile devices.
Navistar, for instance, has
equipped nearly 1,000 of its
International Truck dealerships
with Panasonic’s Toughbooks.The
computers are used on the shop
floor to diagnose mechanical
problems.

They have built-in wireless
Internet capabilities, so techni-
cians can access details such as 
vehicle history, warranty coverage
and parts availability.

In Panasonic’s white paper,
Gerry Beronja, director of 
global marketing with Snap-on
Diagnostics said Web accessibility
is one more reason fleets and
shops will continue to make the
switch.

“The trend is quickly moving
towards having access to a PC in
every service bay,” he said.“As ap-
plications and automotive repro-
gramming software move to the
Web, technicians need to have ac-
cess to the Web while at the fend-
er of the vehicle. Rugged note-
books provide a way to connect to
vehicles (via wireless and USB
connections) while getting infor-
mation from the Web. Service in-
formation is critical to techni-
cians. This is especially true as
manufacturer and aftermarket
equipment providers move away
from CD and DVD solutions to
Web solutions.” ■■

@ARTICLECATEGORY:847;
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Laptop computers
Are they tough enough for the shop?

DURABLE: Rugged computers feature a tough external shell and shock-mount-
ed components so they can survive being dropped on the shop floor.

‘Handheld computers
are packing incredible
amounts of processing

power relative to 
their size.’

James Poulton, Psion Teklogix
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6
Ontario and Quebec, but it’s not
necessary to wait until proposed
speed limiter legislation is effec-
tive before taking action.

All engines built since the mid-
90s have the capability – you sim-
ply need to plug into the engine’s
ECM and manually set the de-
sired top speed.

Slowing truck speeds from 113
km/h to 105 km/h improves
mileage by about half a mile per
gallon, according to Caterpillar.

The company claims fuel econ-
omy suffers about one-tenth of a
mile per gallon for every 1 mph
(1.6 km/h) over 55 mph (89 km/h)
that the truck runs.

Check for air leaks

Leaks in a tractor-trailer’s air sys-
tem can cause the air compressor
to overwork, resulting in an in-
creased horsepower draw.

A loaded tractor-trailer driven
at 1,500 RPM will require 4.5 hp
to operate the air compressor, ac-
cording to Cummins.

That’s fine, but reducing usage

of the compressor will noticeably
save fuel.

Cummins states in its MPG
guide that an air compressor
should run about 5% of the en-
gine run time with 10 to 12 min-
utes between cycles.

If it’s running more frequently
than that, there could be a costly
problem such as an air leak.
Excessive operation of the air
compressor can cause a 2% reduc-
tion in fuel mileage.

Gear fast, run slow

The gearing of a truck is particularly
important if you hope to maximize
fuel economy.Trucks spec’d for opti-
mum fuel mileage should be set up
to “gear fast, run slow.”

For instance, a Cummins ISX run-
ning line-haul with loads slightly less
than 80,000 lbs would normally be
geared to run at 1,450 RPM at nor-
mal highway speeds.

If geared for maximum fuel
mileage,however, it will be set to run
at 1,400 RPM in the top gears.
Keeping the RPMs down at high-
way speeds is a good way to save
fuel.

Transmission and rear axle ratios
and even tire size are all part of the
fuel mileage equation.

Unfortunately, trade-offs are
sometimes necessary when gearing
for fuel mileage.

Performance characteristics such
as startability, torque, gradeability
and cruise speed may be impacted
by setting the gearing for improved
fuel mileage. However, with the cost
of diesel now hovering at $1.20/litre,
those are trades that may be worth
considering. ■■

Fuel-saving maintenance tips from Kenworth
Kenworth has published a white paper on maximizing fuel mileage.
Included are the following maintenance tips:

• Maintain tire pressure and check tire wear;
• Replace air and fuel filters at proper intervals;
• Keep axles properly aligned;
• Repair any body damage.That front corner of the dinged-up bumper

hanging down hurts the vehicle’s aerodynamics and fuel economy;
• Use a good synthetic or semi-synthetic oil in the engine and drive

axles.Also use a good synthetic transmission fluid;
• Don’t use a higher viscosity oil than actually needed for the operating

conditions. ■■

Ways to
improve 
fuel mileage

SAVING FUEL FROM THE SHOP: While the driver is responsible for maximizing
fuel economy from behind the wheel, the maintenance staff also has a role to
play. Good maintenance practices can have a significant impact on the amount
of diesel burned by a fleet of trucks. Photo by Adam Ledlow
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By James Menzies

Diesel prices well in excess of a
buck a litre appear to be the new
reality for fleets and owner/opera-
tors in Canada. Survival in these
trying times will hinge on your
ability to recover fuel price in-
creases from your customers and
maximize fuel mileage as much as
possible.

Much of a fleet’s fuel economy
performance is ultimately in the
hands of the guy or gal behind the
wheel – but optimizing fuel
mileage begins in the shop.

Simply put, a well-maintained
vehicle performs better, and con-
sequently achieves better fuel
mileage, than a poorly-maintained
truck. Here are a few tips own-
er/operators or maintenance man-
agers can employ to improve their
MPG.

Maintain proper 
tire pressures

One of the simplest ways to maxi-
mize fuel mileage is to keep tires
inflated to the proper pressure.

“Tire pressure can significantly
affect fuel mileage, and requires a
closer inspection than a thump
with a baseball bat,” says Ed
Saxman,Volvo marketing product
manager, drivetrain. “The time it
takes to periodically air up all 18
tires to a recommended pressure
is well worth it.”

For every 10 psi a tire is under-
inflated, a driver is penalized with
a 1% drop in fuel economy.

Trailer tires have the biggest im-
pact on fuel mileage, and yet these
are often the most neglected tires
on a tractor-trailer combination.
Check tire pressures on tractors
and trailers whenever they visit
the shop and be sure to insist that
drivers perform daily pressure
checks to improve fuel mileage.

Check vehicle 
alignment

To get the best possible fuel
mileage, it’s crucial the tires are
pointed straight down the high-
way. “A tire that deviates only 1/4
degree from straight ahead will
try to travel 10-15 feet sideways
for each mile the vehicle travels

forward,” according to Secrets of
Better Fuel Economy a guide on
fuel mileage published by
Cummins.

Tests performed by Cummins
show a tractor-trailer with a steer
tire toe-in of 3/8” and a drive axle
that’s an inch out of alignment
will punish fuel mileage to the
tune of 2.2%.

It also causes premature tire
wear, another unnecessary ex-
pense.

Inspect the fan

It takes between 10 and 70 horse-
power to drive the fan on a heavy-
duty truck engine.

Typically, the fan will run 5-7%
of the time the engine is on (de-
pending on the time of year), but
a problematic fan will run much
more frequently.

Cummins Secrets of Better Fuel
Economy says common fan prob-
lems include: an inoperative fan
clutch; faulty thermostatic switch;
or low coolant levels. Each of
these can increase fan-on time
and consume fuel unnecessarily.

About 50% of fan-on time is at-
tributed to the freon compressor
operation, according to Cummins.
An overcharged system, defective
or incorrect head pressure switch-
es or a failed condenser can all
cause fuel mileage to suffer.

Limit vehicle speeds

Setting an engine’s speed limiter
is a simple process, and one that’s
already employed by many of 
the best-run Canadian trucking
companies. It soon may be law in
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By in-house tire preventive 
maintenance services such as fleet

inspection, flat checks, air pressure
maintenance

By a better product selection

By acquisition price

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

33%

16%

51%

Tire Cost Optimization Strategies

Synthetic HDEO

Premium mineral based HDEO

Conventional mineral based HDEO

Own Dealer

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

33%

48%

19%

Types of Motor Oils Used

More than 45,000 km

35,001 to 45,000 km

25,001 to 35,000 km

20,001 to 25,000 km

15,001 to 20,000 km

10,001 to 15,000 km

10,000 km or less

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%

10%

24%

23%

20%

20%

2%

1%

Oil Change Intervals

Not at all

Yearly

Quarterly

Monthly

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

45%

22%

25%

8%

Oil Analysis Frequency

Preference for in-house vs outsourced 
tire maintenance

Owner/Operators

Uneven tread wear

Nail/glass cuts and 
punctures

Sidewall damage

Tread/ply separation

Steer Tires

81%

10%

11%

4%

Drive Tires

28%

56%

20%

24%

Trailer Tires

31%

28%

31%

34%

Most Prevalent Problems at each tire position

41%

59%

Owner/operators:

Dare to compare?
How do your maintenance practices stack up? Transportation Media 
conducts an annual Buying Trends Survey which offers a glimpse into the
maintenance practices of fleets and owner/operators. The statistics on this
page reflect owner/operator responses to questions about their tire and
heavy-duty engine oil purchasing and maintenance procedures.

Tires

Most owner/operators (59%) prefer to outsource their tire maintenance to
a third-party such as a dealer, according to our research.

Our research also found that price will have an influence on tire purchas-
ing decisions 33% of the time among owner/ops. Fifty-one per cent will use
a strategy involving in-house tire preventive maintenance services such as
fleet inspection, flat checks and pressure maintenance as their top way to
control tire costs. Only 16% plan  to control tire costs by purchasing a better
product.

When it comes to tire failures, uneven tread wear is the biggest problem
on steer tires. Punctures are the biggest threat to owner/operator drive tires
and tread/ply separation poses the biggest risk on trailer tires.

Oils

Only 19% of owner/operators are using synthetic heavy-duty engine oils,
according to our research. Forty-eight per cent select a premium mineral-
based HDEO and 33% use a conventional mineral-based oil.

Oil analysis is important to 55% of owner/operators, with most opting for
quarterly analyses.

When it comes to oil change intervals, 24% of owner/operators have 
a 20,001-25,000-km interval while 23% change their oil slightly more 
frequently, between 15,001-20,000 km. Twenty per cent of respondents
change their oil between 10,001-15,000 km while another 20% change their
oil every 10,000 km or less. ■■
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OEM/DEALER NEWS

TOPS IN MEDIUM-DUTY SALES: Pictured from left to right are: Frank
Gallagher, commercial truck sales manager, Ontario region and Atlantic; Russ
White, Irvine truck sales representative; Mike Mintsopoulos, Irvine general man-
ager; Joe Aiello, national manager, GM commercial truck sales and field opera-
tions; and Manny Caruso, Irvine new truck sales manager. Photo by Adam Ledlow

By Adam Ledlow
MARKHAM, Ont. – Both Irvine Truck Centre of Markham, Ont. and Gold
Key’s commercial truck centre in Surrey, B.C., have once again been named
the top dealerships in their respective classes. Irvine generated the highest
sales of any medium-duty GM dealership in Canada for 2007, while Gold Key
accomplished the same feat for W-series low cab-forward trucks.

Irvine, which beat out 74 other medium-duty dealerships to claim top spot,
had the best sales numbers in 2006 as well, achieving an all-time high in that
year. Irvine sales representative Russ White was also able to defend his title as
top performing salesperson in the nation.

Gold Key delivered 124 units in 2007 and was a repeat winner, like Irvine.
“This impressive feat is due to Gold Key’s outstanding customer service and
overall business performance as well as the 110% effort and valuable work
contributions that are made by over 100 committed members of the Gold Key
Team,” officials said. ■■

Irvine, Gold Key repeat winners in GM sales

THE TRUCK STOPS HERE! ™

1-800-401-9138
Fax: 1-888-795-2258

info@statesideconsulting.com

Starting Your Own
Trucking Business?

Start with Stateside!
It normally takes 17 business days to complete the

process but if you need to be up and running sooner 
WE CAN MAKE IT HAPPEN 

IN JUST 72 HOURS!

With over 30 years experience in the Transportation & Insurance Industry!

6705 Tomken Rd., Suite 219
Mississauga, ON L5T 2J6Wayne Noftle

Call for a FREE consultation

We will provide all the original documents that must be kept in your vehicle 
to guarantee full Legal Compliance with FMCSA, USDOT, & MTO.

STATESIDE IS YOUR ONE STOP SHOP!

www.statesideconsulting.com

■ U.S. & CANADIAN AUTHORITIES 
(Full Compliance throughout 
North America)

■ ACE PROCESSING CENTRE
(24/7 & Lightning Fast)

■ C-TPAT 
(If you don't join you’ll be left behind!!)

■ INCORPORATIONS 
(No fees when applying for Full Authorities)

■ IRP & IFTA REGISTRATION
(Usually within 1 day)

■ FDA – FEDERAL DRUG ADMIN.
(Immediate registration)

■ BONDED CARRIER STATUS 
(Canada, U.S. & Post Audit) 

■ R-PERMITS – DIVISIBLE LOADS
(Gross 117,000 lbs.in New York State)

■ FACTORING
(No Set Up Fees & No Recourse)

■ FUEL TAX & LOG BOOK AUDITING
(Includes NY, KY, NM & OR Road Tax)

Something For The Entire Family

Show & Shine • Truck Pulls
Trade Shows • Country Music Festival

Show & Shine Registration – Thursday July 24, 10 am – 9pm (for pre-registered)
Trade Show – Set-up Wednesday & Thursday, 9am – 9pm

Music in the Park – Friday Night – April Wine, Kim Mitchell, David Wilcox
– Saturday Afternoon – The Dixie Flyers, Jessie Farrell
– Saturday Evening – Gord Bamford, Aaron Pritchett

– Sunday – Alex J. Robinson, Aaron Lines

Truckpulls – Canada’s Largest Truck & Tractor Pull – featuring North America’s greatest pullers
– Thursday July 24, 7pm, Great Lakes Truck & Tractor Pullers Association

– Friday July 25, 7pm, Pro Pulling League – Empire State Pullers
– Saturday July 26, 10am, Garden Tractor, single engine mods, mini rods & heavies

– Saturday July 26, 6pm, Pro Pulling League – Empire State Pullers
– Sunday July 27, 12noon Demolition Derby

Saturday night BBQ – 6 pm – 8 pm
Sunday Morning Breakfast – 8 am – 10:30 am

Show & Shine Awards – Sunday July 27

Family Area – Entertainment and activities for kids,
Sunday morning church service with “Transport for Christ”

If you got it, a truck brought it!
For information call

519 843-3412
1-866-526-7379    Fax 519-787-0692

Email: info@fergustruckshow.com • Web: www.fergustruckshow.com

This 150+ Million Dollar Weekend* is co-sponsored to date by:

*estimated value of equipment on display

Friday 
April Wine
David Wilcox 

Saturday
Dixie Flyers
Cathy Korpi
Dawson Reigns
Jessie Farrell
Gord Bamford
Aaron Pritchett

Sunday
Aaron Lines

Entertainment

Gates Open
Thursday July 24, 6 pm (Truck pulls only)

Friday July 25, noon
Saturday July 26, 9 am
Sunday July 27, 7:30 am
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Slow down. Don’t over-rev the 
engine. Cut your idling time.
There’s no shortage of advice
from fleet managers, driver-train-
ers, or even your own gut about
how to control the cost of fuel.

But what does your accountant
have to say? 

I don’t drive a truck for a living.
But I do see good ideas and deci-
sions reflected in the balance
sheets of owner/operators and
small fleet managers who are
finding ways to reduce the impact
of volatile fuel prices on their
business.

Talk to your accountant about
fuel-saving strategies off the road.
Here are four questions to ask:

What percentage of my 
operating cost is diesel fuel? 

Fuel traditionally represents 15%
to 30% of a carrier’s operating
cost. A recent report from the
Ontario Trucking Association says
that figure is closer to 45% today.
At many carriers in Canada and
the US, the cost of fuel outstrips
the cost of labour.

Because fuel is rising at a
greater rate than other operating
expenses (the price of diesel has
jumped 250% over the last five
years), it makes sense to monitor
fuel as a percentage of your over-
all operating cost. If you receive a
fuel surcharge, or are setting rates,
it gives you a more precise idea of
whether what you’re charging is
enough to recoup your cost.

Should taxes affect where 
I buy my fuel? 

When you buy diesel, various 
taxes are buried in the price. The
US and Canada both levy a feder-
al fuel tax; in Canada, you pay

GST or HST as well.
Then there are state and provin-

cial taxes which vary from juris-
diction to jurisdiction.

You don’t really know how much
fuel costs unless you take all the
taxes out. If you’re an owner/opera-
tor leased to a carrier that’s respon-
sible for fuel tax and reporting for
your vehicle, your only concern is
finding the lower pump price. But if
the carrier charges you when you
owe fuel taxes or pays you when
you’re due a refund, you may be
able to reduce costs by purchasing
fuel in jurisdictions with the best
net price (we post an up-to-date
fuel-price comparison chart at
www.tfsgroup.com/tfs/wheretobuy-
fuel.html).

Is my draw a fixed cost 
or a variable one? 

With fuel through the roof, insur-
ance premiums continuing to 
increase, and normal inflation,
one of the few expenses that is
probably not heading upward is
your salary.

If you’re an incorporated own-
er/operator, your labour costs are
the total of the T4 wage expense
and dividends you pay to yourself.
If you’re a sole proprietor, your
labour cost is your net profit – the
number at the bottom of your
P&L that you just paid tax on.

I know a lot of business owners
wrestle with whether to take
home less in order to pay for
unanticipated costs. Faced with
raising prices, cutting employees,
or simply eating the cost them-
selves, they choose the latter.
Maybe that’s a reality of being
self-employed.

Or perhaps, if you commit to
paying yourself $60,000 a year,
you draw that $5,000 a month no
matter what. In addition to paying
household expenses, you continue
investing a portion of that income
so each contribution compounds
and strengthens your personal
savings. And you find other ways

to save on the business.

What does my contract say 
about fuel surcharges? 

Among owner/operators and the
carriers they’re leased to, the de-
bate over fuel surcharges has
moved beyond how they are cal-
culated to how they are treated on
broker settlement statements.

Some carriers show fuel sur-
charges on their broker state-
ments with the revenue, others
show it as a reimbursement. A
surcharge is an additional, vari-
able cost that’s added to the basic
rate for the service. It’s separate
from the rate, fluctuates with the
price of fuel, and in theory will go
away once fuel prices decline.

In my opinion, it’s not income.
Reporting it as such creates addi-
tional, unwarranted expenses for
the owner/operator. For example,
the carrier may charge its own-
er/operators for insurance based
on their gross income. Factoring a
surcharge into this figure would
inflate the insurance fee and un-
fairly reduce the fuel surcharge’s
affect of compensating for higher
fuel costs.

Fair or not, some carriers will do
whatever they want. It’s hard to
pin them down to broker agree-
ments that they themselves wrote
and generally are able to change
at any time.

When it comes to comparing
carriers to work with, you can’t
only look at one number but must
consider the whole pay package.
If your carrier isn’t treating you
fairly with fuel surcharges, per-
haps it’s time for a change. There
is no point in staying loyal to
someone that’s not loyal to you.

Don’t believe the old trucker’s
tale that all carriers are the same.
But don’t get fooled by one part
of a pay package, either. Review
all the charges and paid-for items
to determine how much you’d
make at another carrier versus
where you are now. Your account-
ant should be able to help you
with this. ■■

– Scott Taylor is vice-president of
TFS Group, a Waterloo, Ont., com-
pany that provides accounting, fuel
tax reporting, and other business
services for truck fleets and
owner/operators. For information,
visit www.tfsgroup.com or call 
800-461-5970.

TAX TALK

Tax
Talk
Scott
Taylor

An accountant’s guide to cutting fuel costs

BLYTH ON. CANADA

Flatbed Experience an Asset
Also Hiring Company Drivers

◆ 80% with Company Trailer  ◆ 85% with Own Trailer 
◆ Home Weekends  ◆ Paid Weekly  ◆ Company Fuel Cards 

◆ No Administration Fees  ◆ No Hidden Costs

Now Hiring

OWNER OPERATORS
for our Flatbed Division to Haul to the U.S.A.

MAITLAND 
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS LTD.

1-888-720-7237

SUB LEASE 
PROGRAM AVAILABLE

on ’04, ’05 and ’06
379 Peterbilts 

O.A.C.

Call Steve 
519 513 1019

WANTED 
Flatbed AZ Drivers

Running the Road Since ’82
WE OFFER:
• Above Average Wages 
• Benefits
• No forced dispatch
• $450 Quarterly Fuel Bonus
• Pin-to-Pin
• 3,000 miles a week
• Well maintained equipment
• Great team atmosphere
• No slip seating
• Dedicated Runs Available
WE REQUIRE:
• Clean CVOR & Abstract
• 1 yr. AZ Experience
• Professional Attitude

For further information and application please call:

1-800-387-7113
jamie@truboy.com

Kitchener, Ontario

Experienced
Owner/Operators 

& Company Drivers
WE OFFER CHOICE OF:
✓ Flatbed or Van Runs
✓ Short & Longhaul
✓ Part or full time positions
✓ Truckload or peddle runs
✓ Our Trailer or Your Trailer
✓ Number of miles you want to run

WE PROVIDE:
✓ Excellent remuneration package
✓ Well maintained late model equipment
✓ Reliability & honesty
✓ Open door family atmosphere
✓ Dedicated equipment
✓ Lease programs 9 4 3-7 7 6 2

1-877-WIERSMA

For more information 
please contact 
Recruiting at:

Visit us on our web site: www.wiersmatrucking.comVisit us on our web site: www.wiersmatrucking.com

For more information 
please contact 
Recruiting at:

REACH US  
BY E-MAIL

SALES: 
kpenner@trucknews.com

EDITORIAL: 
jmenzies@trucknews.com
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The mess we’re in today didn’t
happen overnight. Some of the
complicating factors occurred sur-
prisingly quickly and took a lot of
us by surprise, but the signs were
there. The difficulty, as always,
comes in making the necessary 
adjustments. As I talk with the
folks on the road, it’s difficult to
ignore the anguish and total frus-
tration in their voices.

Yet, the suffering isn’t universal.
Some are doing surprisingly well
today – carriers and owner/opera-
tors alike. Maybe they saw it com-
ing and took steps sooner, or re-
acted differently. Who knows?
Whatever made the difference will
give rise to some interesting analy-
sis when all this is over, but I’d bet
those who weather the storm best
will be the smart operators who
value business relationships and
understand that you just can’t
truck for nothing.

For the benefit of those still
wondering what happened to
trucking over the past 18 months,
here’s how experts explain it.

Canadians got creamed when
the US dollar imploded last
spring. The exchange rate evapo-
rated in the space of about six
months, taking with it the premi-
um we enjoyed on freight rates.
The Yanks stopped buying
Canadian goods just as our ap-
petite for American stuff boomed.
Southbound loads were moving at
fire sale prices, and because of the
cost of deadheading south to get

freight destined for Canada, we
found ourselves at a competitive
disadvantage in the northbound
lanes.

Two years earlier, truck makers
had begun ramping up production
in response to the 07 pre-buy 
demand. While demand for truck-
ing service was dropping, roughly
100,000 more new trucks than usu-
al hit the street between 2005 and
2006.This caused a glut in capacity
that penny-pinching shippers were
eager to take advantage of.

It was not a pretty picture: banks
were tightening up on credit, the
US was heading into a recession,
and with US freight volumes
down, American truckers were
grabbing what had traditionally
been our freight.

And then the price of fuel went
through the roof.

Fuel prices had been climbing
steadily since 9/11, but the increas-
es have been more or less manage-
able until recently. You can deal
with steady, slow increases by ad-
justing rates and surcharges as you
go, but with the spikes we’ve expe-
rienced since the beginning of
2008, we’ve simply been unable to
adjust.

I heard some scary numbers 
last month at Truck World in
Toronto from Steve Russell, chair
and CEO of Celadon, the
Indianapolis-based truckload car-
rier with terminals and operations
in Mexico and Canada. In his
“State of the Industry” speech 
he pointed out that fuel costs 
on 120,000 miles a year have 
increased by $56,000 since 9/11.
That’s fifty-six-thousand dollars
more than it cost to run 120,000
miles in 2001.

Are you making $56,000 more
than you did in 2001/2002? 

Celadon’s fuel surcharge was 59
cents/mile in April when fuel 
was at $4.05/gallon ($1.07/litre).
That was on top of what he says
was the company’s average rate of
$1.55/mile. But in the last three
months of last year, Russell says
the average rate paid by a
Celadon customer went down by a
nickel a mile to $1.50. That may
not sound like much, but it cost his
company $3 million in the fourth
quarter of 2007.

Yet despite skyrocketing fuel
costs, I hear every day about one
carrier or another actually cutting
fuel surcharges. Unbelievable.
They’re cutting mileage rates, too,
and some are even trying to short-
en the distance between two
points on the map. But when I
state the obvious – don’t take the
cut if you can’t afford it – some
owner/ops argue it’s unreasonable
to expect 50- to 60-cent surcharges

from carriers and customers. Only
you can make that call because
you know your costs, but if the big
outfits are charging and getting 59
cents, why aren’t you? 

In his Truck World speech,
Russell also noted that historical-
ly, about 100 small fleets in the US
fail in a typical quarter. Compare
that with the first three months of
this year when 400 fleets went bel-
ly-up. He watches stuff like that.

Watching the signs is part or
knowing your market, one of 
the seven habits of successful 
owner/operators – or any business
operator for that matter.

And speaking of watching the
signs, lest you become one of the
statistics Russell cites in his next
speech, keep a sharp eye open for
clues that your business partners
might be experiencing difficulties.
If cheques are withheld or don’t
clear the bank, or if you’re seeing
unexplained deductions, there’s
probably a cash flow problem.

If your fuel cards are capped or
limited, be wary. You wouldn’t
want to be halfway across the
country when the fuel company –
or worse, the insurance company –
pulls the plug. Know the big 
picture. But, say the pundits, don’t
expect the view to change anytime
soon. ■■

– Joanne Ritchie is executive direc-
tor of OBAC. What’s your view? 
E-mail her at jritchie@obac.ca or
call toll-free 888-794-9990.

INDUSTRY

Voice of 
the O/O

Joanne
Ritchie

Perfect storm hit harder, faster than anyone expected
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Career Opportunities

Vandermarel Trucking is growing again.

Experienced Flat Bed & 
Van Drivers & Owner Operators

Reliable and professional, you have a valid AZ driver’s licence and a clean driver’s abstract and criminal record
check. We offer competitive pay rates and Flat Bed Drivers earn up to .44 cents per mile.

Our drivers enjoy excellent bonus, pension, and benefit plans and will be home weekly.
We pay for all picks, drops, and tarping! Interested?

Please contact:
Calvin, Vandermarel Trucking, Fergus
Phone: 1-800-263-0621 ext. 232
fax: 519-843-4111  e-mail: calvin@vandermareltrucking.ca

w w w . v a n d e r m a r e l t r u c k i n g . c a

BE ON THE TEAM THAT MAKES THE SHOW HAPPEN
Az Tractor-Trailer Drivers

Toll free 1.877.832.5546
potenzaent@on.aibn.com
www.potenzaenterprizesinc.com

W
e

understand
your

needs
• Clean abstract

• Able to cross-border

• Min. 5 yrs. verifiable exp.

• We have long distance

 touring positions available.

• We offer late model 

equipment and a benefits 

package.

For Toronto Based 
Entertainment
Transport Company

Apply by Fax:416.352.5939 e-mail:potenzaadmin@on.aibn.com 
or online at www.potenzaenterprizesinc.com 

Trustworthiness
is where our heart is...

We are looking for
male and female

drivers who have a
genuine interest

in trucking.

Also hiring
Owner Operators

We offer a 6 week paid Coaching Program for
New Drivers who meet our requirements.

“I look after all the drivers at 
Rosedale Transport who enter our 

6-week coaching program. I am proud 
of how successful the program has been; 
we have had some excellent drivers who

came out of it.”
– Lorne Myles

Head Driver Trainer
Rosedale Transport

(905) 670-0057
1-877-588-0057

recruiting@rosedale.ca

Mississauga, ON

O/O Retention Incentives, Great People, Steady Work

MULTI AXLE
ONTARIO
QUEBEC

MULTI AXLE
ONTARIO
QUEBEC

FUEL SURCHARGE PAID FOR EVERY RUNNING MILE

1-800-263-8383

HEATHER DEVINS
Safety & Compliance Manager

hdevins@laidlaw.ca

JOHN VANDYK
Driver Trainer

jvandyk@laidlaw.ca

FUEL SURCHARGE PAID FOR EVERY RUNNING MILE

(5) Tractors for dedicated U.S. lanes
(2) Tractors for open board • (2) 24' Straight Trucks

➤ Percentage Pay
➤ Best Pay Schedule in the Industry 

Please call 800-558-2540 ext 108
www.tesmith.com

Must be 
FAST 

approved

Hiring Owner Operators 
for our Expedite Division

PLEASE CALL TRACY

(905) 494-0354 ext. 21
Email: tracy@gbtrans.ca

Is Now Hiring

Owner Operators
★ Minimum 3 Years Steel Experience
★ 500 Mile Radius of Concord, Ontario 

We Offer:
• Steady Work 
• 73% of Gross Revenue
• No Chicago or New York

G&B TRANSPORTATION

Also hiring
Company Drivers
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Call us today and put your career on the path of your choice:

T 1 800 334 5142 F 1 888 876 0870   
E recruiting@challenger.com   W  www.challenger.com   We go the distance.

TRANSPORT CAM HILTZ TRUCKING MOTOR FREIGHT

Learn about other opportunities with the Challenger family.Winner of the 2007 Canadian Driver Retention Award

Do you know
where you’re

When you head out to the highway with Challenger,
you can bank on putting your career on the road to success.

heading?
We are currently recruiting experienced Company Drivers 
for our Single and Team Division.

If growth and stability are what you are looking for, 
contact us today for opportunities that 
are currently available.
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By Barry E. Prentice
Transportation policy changes can
affect everyone and have to be
weighed carefully in terms of safe-
ty, security, environmental impact
and economics. The lobby to im-
pose mandatory speed governors
on transport trucks in Ontario is
leading to legislation that could
have pervasive effects on the 
travelling public.

Speeding is dangerous driving be-
haviour, and transport trucks are 
involved in highway fatalities.
However the linkage is more tenu-
ous. Car drivers are more often re-
sponsible for accidents involving
trucks than the professional driver
in the cab.

For those who remember the fa-
mous TV show Cannonball, the star
was a careful and safe driver, who
did not speed or take unnecessary
chances. Not every driver is
Cannonball Mike Malone, but the
stereotype of careful, professional
truck operators is well-deserved.

The leading trucking companies in
Canada have already installed elec-
tronic speed governors on their
fleets and the trucks of owner/oper-
ators as a fuel-saving measure. The
argument that mandatory speed
governors increase safety is weak,
but some environmental savings
could be possible because lower fuel
consumption equates to reduced
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.

The net reduction in GHG emis-
sions attributable to speed limiters
assumes that the remainder of the
traffic flow is not affected. If speed
governors on trucks cause increased
traffic congestion or force more
speed adjustments by cars and light
trucks, GHG emissions could in-
crease. Accelerating and decelerat-
ing creates more emissions than
travelling at a constant speed.

Bottlenecks are created and con-
gestion results when vehicles travel
at different speeds over the same
network. The most acute problems
would occur on two-lane roads, but

four-lane divided highways would
be affected, too. The impact of vol-
untary truck governors is already
visible on busy corridors like
Ontario’s Hwy. 400.

Passenger cars and delivery vehi-
cles queue up behind tractor-trailers
that are slowly grinding past one an-
other. Movement around these mo-
bile bottlenecks creates acceleration
and deceleration of the non-truck
traffic flow.The GHG emissions sav-
ings of tractor-trailers might be ex-
ceeded easily by the increased emis-
sions of other vehicles on the road.

On two-lane roads, truck gover-
nors could pose increased safety
risks and more GHG emissions. If
trucks cannot achieve a safe passing
speed, vehicles moving at less than
the speed limit could force the
trucks to operate at their speed, too.
Imagine a conga line of transport
trucks following a family hauling an
RV on vacation. These impacts are
likely to be magnified if the terrain is
hilly or the road is winding where it

is more difficult for passenger cars to
overtake them.

If speed governors cannot be sup-
ported on safety or environmental
grounds, then the only remaining ar-
gument is economic.The creation of
a level playing field has intuitive 
appeal, but it depends on whether it
improves competition and efficien-
cy. If governors are mandated in
Ontario and perhaps Quebec, can
this regulation be extended to trucks
coming from the US and neighbour-
ing provinces? 

The US could view such regula-
tion as a non-tariff barrier to trade.
In Canada the federal government
has constitutional control over 
extra-provincial transport. If speed
limiter regulation cannot be im-
posed on trucks from other jurisdic-
tions, then regulated carriers could
suffer a competitive disadvantage
inside and outside their jurisdiction.

Individuals that own a highway
tractor and contract with a larger
trucking firm to haul loads on their
behalf (owner/operators) view
mandatory governors negatively.

A survey of 15,327 owner/opera-
tors in the US by the Owner-
Operator Independent Drivers
Association (OOIDA) found that
safety and congestion were four of
their top five concerns: lack of pass-
ing speed; increased congestion; fear
of being rear-ended; and more fre-
quent passing by automobiles. The
other major concern was income:
the need to drive longer to get miles.
The majority of the owner/operators
are paid by the mile, and the next
largest group is paid by the trip.
Owner/operator earnings fall if it
takes longer to complete the trip,un-
less their compensation is increased.

Large carriers that already have
speed limiters may offer better pay
or benefits, such that the economic
trade-off is less important, but the
OOIDA survey found that 81% of
the O/Os would choose the non-
governed carriers if everything else
was equal. The use of voluntary
speed governors is a competitive dis-
advantage in a labour market of
chronic driver shortage.This may ex-
plain the lack of unanimity on the is-
sue within the trucking industry.

Better speed enforcement is pos-
sible and need not be prohibitively
expensive.Programming a system to
measure and record speed, location
and distance could be devised, with
a requirement for periodic reporting
at weigh stations. Fines could be
levied if the driver exceeds the max-
imum speeds more than five or 10%
of the time. This would allow the
drivers to obtain a safe passing
speed without facilitating excess
speeding behaviour.

The public debate prompted by
the issue of mandatory governors on
trucks is beneficial because speeding
does cause accidents.The problem is
that dividing the traffic flow into two
distinct groups moving at different
speeds causes congestion, raises
safety issues and may increase GHG
emissions. If speed limiters on trucks
become mandatory, it is only a ques-
tion of time before pressure will
mount for mandatory speed gover-
nors on private automobiles and
light trucks. ■■

– Barry E. Prentice is a professor at
the Transport Institute at the
University of Manitoba.

OPINION

Guest column: The full story on speed limiters

$1.41 PER MILE
$300.00 PER MONTH FLAT RATE INSURANCE

EVERYTHING ELSE PAID

All runs leaving our terminal in Etobicoke return to our Terminal in Etobicoke.
If you possess a professional attitude and are driven by success...

give us a call and we’ll sit down and build a plan for you.

www.synergytransportation.com

HIT A HOME RUN 

Call SHANE CUTLER  416-676-1224
scutler@synergytransportation.com

Synergy Transportation Systems is currently recruiting 
Owner Operators for dedicated line haul and LTL runs 
to Massachusetts and North CarolinaHIT A HOME RUN 

225 Huron Road, Sebringville, ON  N0K 1X0

1-800-565-5557 or 519-393-6194 ext. 242

Fax: 519-393-5147  •  E mail: dianneb@woodcockbrothers.com
www.woodcockbrothers.com

Company Drivers 
Up to $ .50

to start

Our People are Our Success.
WE ARE HIRING

Company Drivers 
Up to $ .50 

to start 

Applicants must live within a 100 km. radius of our yardApplicants must live within a 100 km. radius of our yard

Owner Operators 
$1.44 to $1.57

including fuel surcharge

Owner Operators 
$1.44 to $1.57 

including fuel surcharge
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A couple of matters are nagging
me. The first thing is the speed
limiter debate: despite all the en-
ergy expended by the Ontario
Trucking Association (OTA) and
others to make truck speed lim-
iters mandatory in Ontario, the
exercise oozes irony. It’s really not
necessary anymore since we are
running at 105 km/h! Things have
changed in recent months: impal-
ing fuel prices for one thing, and
the fact that the large majority of
fleet owners (80% my guess) do
have their equipment electroni-
cally governed.

There’s still the odd cowboy
rolling at a buck twenty but this is
a rarity – and the rocket ship pilots
are pretty well gone (at least on
the stretch of 401 I drive between
Toronto and Montreal).

The perception among some
drivers that a 105 top end is going
to decrease road safety is plain
wrong. There are no studies to
suggest governed trucks will make
the roads less safe. However, ran-
dom checks of the electronic set-
tings in trucks coming across the
border will be sure to piss off a lot
of owner/operators. In my view,
privacy issues regarding black
boxes haven’t been addressed. A
ministry official will tell you plain-
ly that they won’t use any other in-
formation extracted from a truck’s
CPU, but I remain skeptical.

The issue is doubly ironic as the
OTA is on record as being allergic
to the Kyoto Protocol but touting
this as an environmental issue that
will save hundreds of kilotonnes
in greenhouse gas emissions.

If only the lobbyists would have
spent some of their vigour on a
subject that really is a scourge to
public safety. Handheld phone
blabbing is illegal while driving
motor vehicles in provinces like
Quebec and Newfoundland – why
not Ontario?

No shortage of studies to show a
correlation between accidents and
handheld phones, and truck driv-
ers are some of the worst offend-
ers. You see this at the truck docks
where some drivers think they can
blindside better with a flip phone
pressed against the side of their
face. These are often 20- and 30-
year-old somethings and I’m tired
of mentioning it to them. They
don’t care. It’s endemic to this
generation of truck drivers and
there ought to be a law.

Secondly, I was talking to my
friend Ross Mackie the other day,
patriarch of Mackie Moving
Systems in Oshawa, Ont., and he
was decrying the sorry state of the
North American economy, partic-
ularly the loss of good manufac-
turing jobs.

When was the last time that you
heard anyone say “Buy Canadian”
– 15 years ago? Is globalism so en-
trenched that we don’t even hear a
whimper about supporting our
homegrown industries?  As
Mackie mentioned, “Canadians
have a short memory.” And may I
add, little foresight. What we’re
doing is slowly choking ourselves
to death.

It doesn’t matter if a company’s
head office is in Bentonville, Ark.

or Brampton, Ont. If 90% of the
consumer goods sold at that de-
partment store are produced by an
Asian nation, that company is in
effect owned and controlled by
that offshore power.

Have we really just given up?
My opinion is that some measure
of dignity and jobs could be saved
if we were smarter about where
we spent our money and chose to
buy products still made on this
continent, before there aren’t any
left to buy.

Yep, things are changing fast in
this old world, just look at win-
nowing going on in the trucking
industry. Once again, carriers and

transport providers have to re-
group and surround the wagons.
Maybe we should all pull up
stakes and try growing ethanol.

Lastly, I want to ask our readers
for help with a book project I’ve
been working on called Stuck in
Wawa: A Generation on the Road.
It’s a collection of stories from
people that thumbed and/or of-
fered rides during the golden era
of hitchhiking, the 1960s and 70s. I
also have stories from other eras
and continents but the main body
is situated alongside the Trans-
Canada in those decades.

Those were different times.
Thousands of young people
(mostly males) stuck out their
thumbs and went wandering. It
was one of the rare times in histo-
ry when a social movement and
technology came together. A sys-
tem of youth hostels supported by
government LIP grants made it
possible to travel across the coun-

try for little or no money. I was
one of those kids on the road wor-
ried about my pimples trying to
catch a ride to Vancouver. Every
summer I would get the urge to hit
the road. Maybe that’s one reason
I’ve chosen trucking as a career.

I miss those days to some 
degree. Unfortunately, new
Canadians and young people
these days don’t have the same
urge to see their county and I
think that’s somewhat of a shame.
A lot of my contemporaries
shared this experience and it influ-
enced the way we see the world. I
think the time has come to tell
those stories. If you’ve got a hitch-
hiking story, I’d like to hear it.
Please contact me at
hrudolfs@rogers.com. ■■

– Harry Rudolfs is on-road editor
with Truck News and a full-time
professional driver. He can be
reached at hrudolfs@rogers.com.

On-road
Editor
Harry
Rudolfs

OPINION

On speed limiters, foreign powers and getting stuck in Wawa

Proud and Professional
for over 20 Years

Canada’s Best Carrier 
is looking for 

The Best Drivers… 

•  safety bonus & company
paid benefits

•  home on weekends

•  3 years’ experience, 
clean abstract and 
FAST card required

COMPANY DRIVERS
•  Base rate 44 cents per mile
•  Additional 2 cents per mile

conditional upon performance
•  $1000 sign on bonus

COMPANY DRIVERS
• Base rate 44 cents per mile
• Additional 2 cents per mile

conditional upon performance
• $1000 sign on bonus

• safety bonus & company
paid benefits

• home on weekends

• 3 years’ experience, 
clean abstract and 
FAST card required

so we are offering the best package:

Canada’s Best Carrier 
is looking for 

The Best Drivers… 

Call Kelly at 800-387-5148Call Kelly at 800-387-5148

Tired of crossing the border?  Want to stay closer to home?
Think there are no Monday – Friday jobs left in the 

Trucking Industry?

Hopefield Trucking is looking for 
Company Drivers based in the GTA  
We are a heavy-haul regional flatbed operation based in Mississauga.  The majority of our loads 
are within 200 miles of our terminal and you can be home most nights and EVERY week-end.

If you have a clean AZ license and a minimum of 2 years  verifiable OTR experience, we want to talk 
to you.  To speak with a Hopefield recruiter about the opportunities we can provide for you and your
family call Bill @ (800) 265-5430 or (289) 259-0484.

Hopefield Trucking is looking for 
Company Drivers based in the GTA  

Tired of crossing the border?  Want to stay closer to home?
Think there are no Monday – Friday jobs left in the 

Trucking Industry?
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Mushrooms have been popping up
in health discussions a lot lately.

Interestingly, mushrooms are 
neither plants nor animals.
Although they share some qualities
of both, they belong to the fungi
family, which are composed of sim-
ple organisms.

Over the past 50 years, much
medical advancement had hinged
on simple organisms, like: mould,
yeast and fungi. In fact, the first an-
tibiotics (penicillin, tetracycline
and auremycin) were created from
moulds and used as miracle cures
for infections and communicable
diseases. Recently, a drug derived
from fungus (Cyclosporin) has
been used to prevent rejection after
organ transplants.

You may be surprised at how
many common foods use simple or-
ganisms for their production, such
as: bread, beer, wine, cheese, organ-
ic acids, and even some vitamins.

Lately, mushrooms in particular

have been drawing attention be-
cause of their health-building 
qualities. Studies show that some
mushrooms have antiviral, antibac-
terial and anticancer features.
Mushrooms also have a number 
of nutrients: vegetable proteins,
fibre, pantothenic acid, vitamins
(thymine, riboflavin, niacin, biotin,
B complex and C), minerals (iron,
zinc, calcium, and copper) and 
antioxidants.

Interestingly, mushrooms are the
only natural fresh vegetable or fruit
with Vitamin D.

They are ideal for the weight-
conscious, since they are about
90% water and have only 100

cal/oz.They are very low in sodium
and fat, and very high in fibre.

Traditional Chinese medicine has
used mushrooms to promote good
health and vitality, believing they
make your body more resilient
when stressed. Current studies sup-
port this idea. Mushrooms are con-
sidered probiotic, meaning that
they help the body strengthen itself
and fight off disease by keeping the
body systems balanced. They con-
tain compounds called Host
Defense Potentiators (HDP) which
build your immune system. These
are included in cancer treatments
in Japan and China and are being
considered for use in North
America and Europe now.

Often mushrooms are ignored
when we plan our menus because
we focus on the brightly coloured
fruits and vegetables since we know
they are full of nutrition. However,
this narrow focus leaves mush-
rooms in the dark, even though
mushrooms share many of the
same important nutrients and are
just as healthy.

One particular nutrient that
stands out is selenium. Selenium is
a mineral that protects body cells
from the damage that leads to heart
disease, diabetes, obesity, some can-
cers (prostate, colorectal), and age-
related diseases. Selenium is also
critical for immune system health,
and improves male fertility. Even
though meats and grains are good
sources of selenium, mushrooms
are one of the richest sources, giv-
ing up to 22 mcg/serving (depend-
ing on the soil they were grown on).

To be sure to get these vital nutri-
ents, toss a few mushrooms in your
grocery cart. The produce depart-
ment has some different types to
choose from.

North America’s favourite is the
white button mushroom (Agaricus
bisporus). Two other kinds of
Agaricus bisporus are brown mush-
rooms (Crimini) which have an
earthier flavour and a firmer tex-
ture, and Portabella mushrooms
which have a meaty flavour along
with a large umbrella-shaped cap.
Notably, one medium portabella
mushroom has even more potassi-
um than a banana or a glass of 
orange juice.

Another popular type is the
Reishi mushroom.They contain in-
gredients that can reduce tumour
growth. They also work as
painkillers, anti-inflammatories, an-
tioxidants, antibacterials and antivi-
rals.They can lower blood pressure,
prevent lung congestion and main-
tain liver health.

Shiitake mushrooms contain
lentinan, which has been licensed in
Japan as an anti-cancer drug.These
have can be helpful for treating cer-
tain cancers: bowel, liver, stomach,
ovarian and lung.They contain sev-
eral anti-oxidants (selenium,
Vitamins A, E, and C) as well as
Vitamin D.

One strong point making mush-
rooms popular is their availability.
No matter the season, you can find
mushrooms in the grocery store:
canned, dried, frozen or fresh.

When shopping for mushrooms,
handle them with care. Bruises af-
fect their taste and decrease their
nutritional value. Look for small to
medium mushrooms that have
their caps closed around the stem.
As well, the top of their cap should
be white, creamy or light brown in
colour, with no dark spots. Over-
ripe mushrooms have wide open
caps and dark gills underneath.
Damaged mushrooms may have
caps with dents or dark blotches.

When you get your mushrooms
home, store them in the fridge in
the same package you bought them
in. The best idea is to put them in a
paper bag and leave them in it.
They need to breathe, so don’t pack
them too tightly. Don’t store them
in a plastic bag or in the crisper.The
crisper is moist, so they will rot
quickly there. Usually fresh mush-
rooms stored properly will stay
fresh for about a week.

Use mushrooms as a main course
or add them to soups and salads.
When on the road, centre on your
health and order mushrooms on
the side. ■■

HEALTH

Karen 
Bowen

Preventive 
Maintenance

– Karen Bowen is a professional
health and nutrition consultant and
she can be reached by e-mail at
karen_bowen@yahoo.com.

Mushrooms on the side

Drive
your goals
higher at

Celadon Canada

Call Recruiting Today!
1-800-332-0515

International strength, stability,
1,000 mile avg. length of haul,
quality freight, top equipment
and a focused team working
with you to achieve your goals.

Your success is our success!

Company Drivers, come kick off your
goals at Celadon Canada and join
a winning team!

www.celadoncanada.com • 280 Shoemaker Street  Ki tchener,  ON N2E 3E1

CCoommee jjooiinn oouurr ssuucccceessss!!
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By Scott Creighton
The ice and snow are melting
away after one of the worst win-
ters on record, but truck drivers
understand the threat of the other
Canadian season that is now upon
us. It’s called construction season.

Overnight, construction zones
can emerge as quickly as any
storm front ever could.

Within a few kilometres of the
first warning sign, well-travelled
lanes can disappear behind walls
of jersey barriers, flag people and
construction equipment.

All the traffic will slow down to
a crawl, and any hope of a Just-in-
Time delivery will evaporate like
the steam that rises from a freshly
applied layer of asphalt.

It can be a frustrating – and
dangerous – situation.

According to research con-
ducted by the American
Transportation Research Institute
(ATRI), work zones represent a
particular risk to commercial ve-
hicles.Trucks may account for just
over 10% of the traffic on the
highway, but they also account for
one-quarter of fatal construction
zone incidents.

And while commercial vehicles
usually account for 17% of the
collisions that involve at least two
vehicles, they are involved in 31%
of such collisions that occur in
work zones.

These numbers indicate only
part of the problem. After all, the
statistics may not reflect many of
the collisions that happen outside
an officially-marked work area,
even if the appearance of a con-
struction zone was responsible for
a sudden change in vehicle speeds.

Perhaps we shouldn’t be sur-
prised about the overall risk. As
the lanes begin to disappear, some
motorists refuse to merge with
other traffic until the last possible
minute.

Despite the visible markings
that exist, they appear determined
to squeeze into any space that re-
mains. (Assuming they are paying
attention in the first place). And
the most common form of colli-
sion involves one vehicle side-
swiping another.

The challenges will be particu-
larly apparent to those who haul
oversized loads and have trouble
fitting within a standard 12-foot
lane. In a construction zone, an ac-
tive lane might be as little as 10
feet wide, and that will force over-
sized vehicles to cross the all-im-
portant center line throughout the
work area.

The best defensive tool for any
truck driver will come in the form
of information that warns about
pending construction work. This
can require dispatchers to keep in
touch with government hotlines

that announce the timing of the
projects, and distribute any relat-
ed information over satellite units
as soon as possible. But, some-
times, we need to recognize that
this might not be enough. News of
last-minute road repairs may need
to come from local radio reports
and be shared by truckers over
the cell phone or CB.

Everybody plays a role in giving
fellow truckers a chance to alter
routes, inform customers about
potential delays, or avoid the last-
minute steering corrections that
can cause a rollover.

In terms of actions at the wheel,
drivers need to embrace all of
their well-honed defensive driving
techniques. Indeed, the appear-
ance of a work zone’s warning
sign indicates that it is time to
gear down and be prepared to
stop. Narrowing and disappearing
lanes will also require drivers to
leave a little extra space between
their bumper and the vehicle in
front of them.

Since a significant number of
work zone collisions involve rear-
end crashes, it is particularly im-
portant for drivers to keep a close
eye on the reflections in their
West Coast mirrors, while main-
taining the all-important escape
route in case another motorist be-
gins to squeeze into their lane.

Ignoring such defensive driving

practices will come at a cost –
both in the form of potential colli-
sions and steeper penalties. If
workers are on the job in an
Ontario construction zone, for ex-
ample, an extra 30 km/h of speed
could be met with a $420 fine and
four demerit points. By ignoring
the signals from a flag person, a
driver could face a $500 fine and
three points.

We all need to accept that the
challenges of construction zones
are hardly about to end anytime
soon. North America’s infrastruc-
ture will continue to crumble, and
that means last-minute repairs
will continue to be a reality.

We may not be able to predict
the amount of snow that will fall
next winter, but we can be certain
that the challenges of construc-
tion season will be with us from
one year to the next. ■■

@ARTICLECATEGORY:3361;

– This month’s expert is Scott
Creighton, advisor in the safety
and training services department.
Scott has more than 20 years of ex-
perience as a driver and a safety
supervisor including 18 years
working for an over-dimensional
carrier. Send your questions, feed-
back and comments about this col-
umn to info@markel.ca. Markel
Safety and Training Services, a di-
vision of Markel Insurance
Company of Canada, offers spe-
cialized courses, seminars and
consulting to fleet owners, safety
managers, trainers and drivers.

SAFETY

Welcome to construction season

Owner Operators
Tandem $1.14  • Quad-Axle $1.20
• Loading, Unloading, Border Crossing Time $30/hr after 1st hour

• Operating mainly within a 1200 mile radius of the Toronto area

• Home weekly   • Personalized dispatch - "No Satellites"

company drivers
41¢/mile

• Paid waiting time after 1hr - $14.00

• Dedicated 386 Peterbilts & 9200 Internationals

• Trucks allowed home

E-mail: kellacott@laidlaw.ca or ccampagnaro@laidlaw.ca
Fax: 519-766-0437

If you have a professional attitude and desire to succeed 
call KEN ELLACOTT or CHARLIE CAMPAGNARO

1•800•263•8267

TAKE THE TIME 
TO TALK TO OUR DRIVERS!

42¢ FUEL Best in the Industry!42¢ FUEL Best in the Industry!
Please call for more details
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This month I am going to briefly dis-
cuss an important condition for
truck drivers: athlete’s foot.

Athlete’s foot,also known as tinea
pedis, is a common fungal infection
of the foot that affects many people
at some point in their lives.

Athlete’s foot easily spreads in
public places such as communal
showers, locker rooms and gymnasi-
ums.As a result, this is very common
condition for truck drivers as many
shower at public truck stops or rest
areas.

In most cases,athlete’s foot affects
the spaces between the toes, but can
spread to the rest of the foot includ-
ing the toenails. This condition can
be caused by several different fungi
all of which thrive in warm, humid
conditions.

Due to this, athlete’s foot often 
affects people who wear enclosed
footwear such as work boots, for ex-
tended periods of time. Again, this
applies to many truck drivers who
must wear protective footwear dur-
ing their work day.

The signs and symptoms of ath-
lete’s foot can vary from person to
person but most people report itch-
ing, stinging and burning between
the toes, especially the fourth and
fifth. Other people experience
cracking and peeling skin most often
on the soles of the feet. In rarer cas-
es, the nails will become thick,
ragged and/or discoloured.

You should seek medical help if
you have a rash on your foot that
does not improve after attempting
self-care steps. In addition, you
should see your doctor if you notice
any major swelling or redness.

Once at your doctor’s office,
he/she will take a detailed medical
history to determine if your symp-
toms are being caused by athlete’s
foot or by another skin condition. If
necessary, your doctor may take a
skin scraping to be viewed under a
microscope.

If you do have athlete’s foot, your
doctor may advise you to use an an-
tifungal ointment, lotion, spray or
powder. It is important to continue
using these medications for a few
days after the symptoms have
cleared up to make sure that the in-
fection is completely eradicated.
Most cases respond very well to
these medications.

However, if your infection does
not clear up after using these topical
medications, your doctor may pre-
scribe an oral antibiotic.

Here are a few tips to prevent ath-
lete’s foot:wear light,well-ventilated
shoes/boots; wear sandals or shower
shoes in public showers; keep your
feet dry, especially between your
toes; do not share shoes; and change
socks regularly (up to twice a day
during summer). ■■
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Dr. Christopher
Singh

Back behind
the wheel

HEALTH

– Dr. Chris Singh, B. Kin., D.C.,
runs Trans-Canada Chiropractic at
230 Truck Stop in Woodstock, Ont.

Athlete’s foot
Career Opportunities

Give Us a Call Today!
Ask for Doug ext. 168  Randy ext. 169

1-800-263-1361
www.loadfti.com

Give Us a Call Today!
Ask for Doug ext. 168  Randy ext. 169

1-800-263-1361
www.loadfti.com

Now Hiring Over 
the Road Highway

Company Drivers in the GTA,
Hamilton, London, Chatham

and Windsor areas

OWNER OPERATORS WANTED
Lease Purchase Program Available

• Fuel cap
• No money down, full maintenance lease

• New freight means new opportunities

OWNER OPERATORS WANTED
Lease Purchase Program Available

Jim Harris 1-888-827-8521

A Little TLC Goes A Long Way
DUE TO RAPID GROWTH

WE ARE CURRENTLY RECRUITING

OWNER OPERATORS
for our Montreal & Toronto Terminals

3 years verifiable experience • Clear criminal search 

Fast card • Provide drivers abstract max 5 points

www.totallogistics.com

OWNER OPERATORS
for our Montreal & Toronto Terminals

LONG HAUL USA AND WESTERN CANADA
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A couple of significant and trouble-
some issues with Ontario’s system
of licensing commercial truck driv-
ers are well underway to being re-
solved – and while it took a while,
perhaps it was worth the wait.

In a letter dated Apr. 24, the
Ministry announced the introduc-
tion of a new restrictive licence
condition for Class A drivers.

The restriction will apply to
those who pass the Class A test
with a small truck-trailer configu-
ration, such as a pick-up truck and
a horse trailer, and will prohibit the
holder of the licence from operat-
ing larger, more complex tractor-
trailers.

This new restriction takes effect
June 16 and addresses a long-held
industry concern. That being that
people were opting to obtain a
Class A licence without having the
necessary skills to actually drive a
tractor-trailer. It was a gap in the
law, a rather large one, and some
people took full advantage of it.

The issue had been brought to
the attention of the Ministry on
countless occasions, dating all the
way back to a specific recommen-
dation in Target ’97, and perhaps
even earlier. That’s a long time to
get a very important issue resolved.

Among industry professionals
who kept hammering way at this
loophole was Wayne Campbell.
Wayne runs Adanac Truck Training
near Toronto and has been tireless
in his efforts to get the loophole
closed.

Many other industry profession-
als and associations have raised the
issue and received acknowledge-
ments from the Ministry that the
situation needed correcting, but
until now nothing had been done.
Until that is, the dreaded public 
exposure!

A short time ago Global
Television ran a three-part series
on its evening news broadcast ex-
posing some of the ills of the driver
training and licensing situation in
Ontario.

During this series, a female re-
porter, who confessed to not hav-
ing driven a tractor-trailer, received
her Class A licence. The outrage
that followed would have been hu-
morous if it wasn’t just downright
laughable to those in the industry.

After all the years of the industry
telling the Ministry about this par-
ticular concern and requesting that
it be corrected, it took a television
report to embarrass the Ministry
into action. Within only a few
months of the exposure, the
Ministry announced the change to
a new restrictive code.

Now the Ministry has embarked
on a review of another controver-
sial commercial driver licensing
policy. This is the one that compels
drivers who have reached the 
age of 65 to renew their licence 
on an annual basis, including the
need to complete the written and
road tests.

This particular policy has raised
the ire of many in the industry, and
not just the affected drivers.

It is hard to imagine why a per-
son who could have been a com-
mercial driver for many years
would need to pass a written test

just because they turned 65 years of
age.This resulted in drivers leaving
the industry or accepting a down-
grade in their licence.

The timing couldn’t have been
worse for the industry at a time
when experienced Class A drivers
are at a premium. With so many
drivers leaving the industry and so
few entering, it’s difficult to under-
stand the thinking behind such an
affront to the men and women who
keep the freight moving.

The requirement to renew annu-
ally wasn’t driven by an individ-
ual’s poor on-road experience vis-
a-vis collisions or points – which
would have been completely un-

derstandable – but was simply trig-
gered by a birthday.

There have been many articles
written on the subject and I have
yet to read one that supported the
Ministry’s position. In fact, I’m not
even clear on the rationale that led
to the policy.

In any event the policy is now un-
der review and the industry is being
consulted. We can all hope that the
review will lead to a policy that ad-
dresses the actual need for re-test-
ing, one based more on the driver’s
on-road and medical record and
less on an arbitrary number like 65.

So, it’s all good news and lots to
look forward to. But to paraphrase
the poet Bob Dylan, ‘I just wish we
didn’t have to try so hard.’ ■■
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INDUSTRY

Sometimes it’s worth the wait
Private
Links
Bruce 
Richards

– The Private Motor Truck Council
is the only national association 
dedicated to the private trucking
community. Your comments or
questions can be addressed to
trucks@pmtc.ca.

WORTH
REPEATING

“One of the biggest
problems that our 

industry has when it
comes to rate increases
is that we don’t do a

very good job of 
educating the customer
about our business.”

– STAN DUNFORD,
CEO

CONTRANS

WORTH
REPEATING
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Total Lubricants
enters Canadian
marketplace
TORONTO, Ont. –Total Lubricants
was at Truck World to announce 
its launch into the Canadian truck-
ing industry. Total, the world’s 
fourth  largest  oil company, ac-
quired Quebec-based Tribospec
Corporation in December, 2007.
Now the company is rolling out a full
line of lubricants for the heavy-duty
truck market, which the company
claims can improve fuel mileage by
as much as 3%.

Total’s FE (fuel economy) lubri-
cants are already widely used in
Europe, and the company says the
product line has been adapted for
the North American market. The
cornerstone of the product line is
Total’s Rubia 7900 FE 10W30 CJ-4
motor oil. Combined with Total’s
transmission and axle lubricants,
fleets and owner/operators can real-
ize significant fuel savings, the com-
pany claims.

Total also offers semi- and full-
synthetic lubricants, for applications
that demand improved extreme
weather performance.

While Total is a relatively new
player in the Canadian market, the
company is well-established in more
than 130 countries around the world
and is actively involved in the explo-
ration,refining and production of oil
and gas products, says Claude Van
Kessel, marketing director with
Total Lubricants. The company is
headquartered in Montreal and it
operates facilities in Pickering, Ont.
and Quebec City, Que.

For more information, visit
www.tribospec.com or www.total-
us.com. ■■

NEW PRODUCTS

Digital mud flaps
now available
TORONTO, Ont. – Toronto Digital
Imaging (TDI) has come up with a
new concept that allows for the eco-
nomical production of customized
mud flaps. Using digital imaging
technology, TDI has developed the
AdFlap – a fully-customizable plas-
tic mud flap which can be offered
for under $15 each with no mini-
mum order.

Traditionally, mud flaps had to be
screen printed, which involved a
costly set-up fee as well as high-vol-
ume minimum orders.

Mario Isgro of TDI said the com-
pany can now offer customized flaps
at a much lower cost thanks to the
advantages of digital imaging, which
requires no set-up.All that’s needed
is a digital image in an accepted 
format.

Owner/operators now will be able
to order mud flaps with personal
messages or pictures of their fami-
lies on them. Private fleets as well
have been jumping on-board, since
they can have their logo placed on
the mud flaps at a reasonable cost.

The mud flaps are made of plastic,
but Isgro said they have been tested
extensively and have proven to be
very durable. They are provided by
an industry-leading mud flap suppli-
er. For more information, visit
www.tdi-imaging.com or call 800-
550-9925. ■■

Career Opportunities

Company Drivers & 
Owner/Operators Required
Company Drivers & 
Owner/Operators Required

365  Lewis Rd. N., Stoney Creek, Ontario L8E 5N4

TRANSPORT LIMITED
Visit our web site: www.whiteoaktransport.com
e-mail: info@whiteoaktransport.com

Contact Dave at:
1-888-257-3136 Ext 226

U.S. Tandem Division
FOR DRIVERS
• Company Drivers Earn / Tandem up to .67 cpm / 

Heavy .69 cpm
• Home Every Weekend  
• Modern Dedicated Equipment  
• All Picks/Drops and Tarping Paid

Flat Bed/Rack & Tarp
FOR OWNER OPERATORS
• Top Revenue Package  • 100% FSC to the O/O  
• Paid Tolls and Bridges  • 90% Plus Loaded Miles 
• Dedicated Equipment

U.S. Tandem Division
FOR DRIVERS
• Company Drivers Earn / Tandem up to .67 cpm / 

Heavy .69 cpm
• Home Every Weekend  
• Modern Dedicated Equipment  
• All Picks/Drops and Tarping Paid

Flat Bed/Rack & Tarp
FOR OWNER OPERATORS
• Top Revenue Package  • 100% FSC to the O/O  
• Paid Tolls and Bridges  • 90% Plus Loaded Miles 
• Dedicated Equipment

365  Lewis Rd. N., Stoney Creek, Ontario L8E 5N4

TRANSPORT LIMITED
Visit our web site: www.whiteoaktransport.com

e-mail: info@whiteoaktransport.com

Flat Bed
Training 
Available

F.T.C. TRANSPORT
Requires

OWNER/OPERATORS & DRIVERS
Running Long Haul to the U.S.
UP TO 3000 MILES PER WEEK Lots of Texas runs

Safety Bonuses WE PAY INSURANCE AND PLATES

• A minimum of 4 years on the road U.S. experience required
• Must be 25 years of age or older   • Fuel Cards available  • Paid Plates

• U.S. Drivers always needed • 99% Full Truckload Carrier 
• Lease to Own Available

At F.T.C.
you’re not just an
Owner/Operator 

but you are a 
respected 
business 

associate and a
team player.

Signing
Bonus 

for all new
Owner 

Operators

For more information contact our recruiting department at:

(905) 945-5177 or 1-877-FTC-TRUX

EARN UP TO $1.28 PER MILE

1-800-895-8897
U.S./CANADA TOLL FREE43¢ • Minimum 2 years 

Cross Border
Experience 

• Full time/Part time

• Weekly pay
• Benefits 
• Direct Deposit

Available

PER
MI

LE

HIGHWAY
DRIVERS
WANTEDAZ
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Yeti snow removal
system showcased
at Truck World
TORONTO, Ont. – The age-old
problem of how to clear trailer
roofs of snow and ice without
risking life and limb appears to
have spawned another creative
solution.

The Yeti Trailer Snow
Removal System was showcased
for the first time at Truck World
in April. Michael Cyr, director of
marketing with Yeti, demon-
strated the system to Truck
News. It consists of an overhead,
triple-auger device with an inte-
grated snow blower. A driver
pulls up to the system and then
gets out of the cab to ensure the
system is lined up with the roof
of the trailer. He then drives
through slowly, allowing the Yeti
to direct snow and ice to the
snow blower, which then throws
it as much as 30 feet away from
the vehicle.

The Yeti features three augers:
the first breaks up snow and ice;
the second directs the snow to
the snow blower; and the third
sweeps up any leftover snow and
directs it back towards the snow
blower.

Cyr explained the addition of
the snow blower is what makes
the Yeti system unique, and ad-
vantageous over existing sys-
tems that simply scrape the snow
off the trailer roof, dumping it
alongside the vehicle.

“It gets the snow out of the
way and it gets your trucks on
the road,” said Cyr, noting it
takes about a minute and a 
half to run a truck through the
system.

So far, about a half dozen units
have been placed in service –
some with fleets, and others at
distribution centres.

They don’t come cheap. But
Cyr said the price tag (the
MSRP is less than $80,000) is
worth the investment when you
calculate the cost of snow re-
moval by other methods.

According to Yeti’s calcula-
tions, a 60-truck fleet will spend
$65,000 per year on snow re-
moval based on 20 snowfalls per
winter averaging 10 cm per
snowfall.

The system also reduces the
chance of incurring fines and in-
juries to drivers.

When choosing a snow re-
moval system, Cyr said cus-
tomers should calculate value
based on how many tractor-trail-
ers can be run through the sys-
tem per hour, rather than per
minute. Since the Yeti system
gets the snow well out of the
way, this is where the system
demonstrates value, Cyr 
explained.

If the price tag still seems too
steep, Cyr pointed out the com-
pany is planning to integrate
credit card swiping technology
so owners can offer a user-pay
system.

For more information on the
Yeti, call 877-347-5521. ■■

By James Menzies
CALGARY,Alta. – A new capabili-
ty available through Magtec’s M5K
truck security system now allows
fleets to remotely activate and deac-
tivate a truck’s speed limiter.

This new function offers fleets the
ability to comply with Ontario’s pro-
posed speed limiter legislation once
it becomes law, while allowing driv-
ers the ability to drive faster in other
jurisdictions where the speed limit is
higher, Bob Morisset, president of
Magtec confirmed to Truck News.

Magtec’s new Speed and Idle
Management (SIM) feature allows
carriers to set and control speed
thresholds as well as idle-time on all
trucks equipped with the company’s
M5K security system.

“While speed limiters are already
built into most engines, it requires
someone to service each truck to set
or adjust them,”said Morisset.“With

SIM, the dispatcher simply sends a
signal to the M5K on a vehicle to re-
motely and instantly set speed
thresholds or idle-time.”

Magtec, a Canadian company
with mostly US-based customers,
didn’t develop the latest capability
solely because of Ontario’s pending
speed limiter law, which, if passed,
will require all trucks operating in
the province to be mechanically lim-
ited to 105 km/h.

However, its latest capability does
allow its fleet customers to use geo-
fencing to automatically activate
speed limiters on all trucks operat-
ing within Ontario and then deacti-
vate the limiters once those trucks
leave the province. Alternatively, a
fleet manager or dispatcher can ad-
just the speed limiter remotely when
a truck enters or leaves Ontario.
Until now, there was no known way
to do this, Morisset said.

It’s also tamper-proof, another re-
quirement under Ontario’s pro-
posed law.“If anybody tampers with
the system, it automatically secures
the vehicle and sends an alert back
to dispatch,” Morisset said.

While SIM is included standard
on all new M5K systems, fleets must
first purchase the dash-mounted se-
curity system in order to take advan-
tage of its latest capability. The cost
varies depending on volume, but is
generally less than $2,000 per unit,
installed.

With over-the-air capabilities
through Magtec’s proprietary
FleetControl system, the cost climbs
to about $3,000 (plus a monthly fee),
but the system is also compatible
with communications systems from
suppliers such as Qualcomm, Shaw
Tracking and PeopleNet. For more
information on the company, visit
www.magtecproducts.com. ■■

Security system now allows for remote speed limiter control

New Trailers 
www.transporttrailersales.com

Jerry Collis, Steve Tweyman, Dave Eccles, Nick Lambevski or Steve Cooper

If what you want isn't here...
CALL...We can find it!

If what you want isn't here...
CALL...We can find it!

www.transporttrailersales.com

8085 Esquesing Line, Milton ON L9T 2X9
James Snow Parkway just north of 401

905-875-1203
Fax: 905-875-4336Your New & Used Trailer Connection

• MAC ALL ALUMINUM FLATBEDS 
• STEEL & ALUMINUM DUMPS

• TRANSFER TRAILERS

Call Steve Cooper
1-866-875-1203

(1) 48' Tridem Step Deck
(1) 53' Eagle II Tandem Slide-up Axle

w/Detachable Neck, Hook up for Flip Axle

(1) 53' Tri XL Tilt & Load
15º Dump Angle, 2 Stage Single Cylinder, 15,000 lb. Winch

w/Detachable Cheater
Gooseneck for 12"-44"
(x4") Kingpin Location

Dumps In Stock Now!
(1) 3 Axle Front Steer Vertical Smooth Wall

(2) 53' Tridem Stepdecks
(1) 51' T/A Stepdecks w/Container Locks
(4) 48' Tandem Stepdecks (2) w/10'1" A/R (2) w/sliding Axle
(1) 6 Axle SPIF Michigan/Ontario Spec

Dumps On Order!
(2) 4 Axle Front Steer Vertical Smooth Wall

(1) XL 55 Ton Hydraulic Tridem Float

XL 48' Tandem
Double Drop Truck Show Chassis

w/Special Options
(1) 40'-53' Tridem

(1) Heavy Duty B Train

Full line of H.D Container Chassis
& RTAC Reverse B Trains

In Stock

We buy good used vans & flats &
take Trade-ins. All at fair prices.

(6) 1999 STOUGHTON
53' x 102", T/A Plate Vans,
Logistics.

(3) 1999 STOUGHTON
53' x 102" x 110" Vans, 49" 
A/R, Logistics, Translucent or
Alum.  Roof.

(1) 2004 WILSON 48'x102"
Alum. 10'1" A/R, Winches &
Straps, 5' Rack Kit w/High Arch
Bows w/6' Extensions.

(1) 2006 WILSON ROAD BRUTE
w/2 Tool Boxes.

(1) 2005 TRANSCRAFT EAGLE

(1) 2006 MAC All Alum.

(8) 1995 MANAC 53' x 102" Vans, 72" A/R, As Is, $2500. EA.
(3) 1995 MANAC (3) 1998 MOND 48' x 102" Tri Axle Vans, 72" Spring Ride 100" Lift, 
Some with Full Frames.
(1) 1994 MANAC Quad Axle Open Top Transfer Trailer • BEST OFFER
(3) 1995 GREAT DANE 30'-33' Reefer Pups, c/w Carrier Dual Temps
(1) 1998 GREAT DANE 48' x 102" Reefer, 60" A/R Flat Floor, TKSB III, Very Clean
(3) 1997 STOUGHTON 53'x102"x110" Insulated Vans, 72" Tridem Air Ride, Full Frame, 
S/S Doors and Radius. Certified
(8) STORAGE VANS (3) CARTAGE VANS 45' & 48' & 53', Swing and Rollup Doors
(3) 1995 GREAT DANE 48' x 102" Vans, Thermocube, Rollup Doors 

Used Trailers CALL GARY GASPARINI

(1) 1999 TEMISKO 5 Axle RTAC Coil Hauler B Train, Super Singles $11,000.
(1) 1994 MANAC 48' x 102" Vans, 72" A/R
(1) 1995 MANAC 48'x102" Tridem Flatdeck, 72" A/R with Roll Kit
(1) 1999 UTILITY Black 53'x102" T/A Panel Van, 49" A/R, Logistic Posts
(1) 1993 TRAILMOBILE Tandem Overwidth Conestoga
(1) 1997 UTILITY 48'x102" Flatdeck w/Sliding Tarp System 10'1" A/R
(3) 1994 MOND 40'-53' Extendable Tridem Container Chassis, Refurbished
(1) 1999 MOND 40' Gooseneck Chassis, Convertable to Straight Frame
(1) 2000 MAX-ATLAS 20' - 48' Extendable Tridem Chassis
(1) 1998 GREAT DANE 53' Vans, 72" Spring Ride, Trans. Roof, w/Centre Run of Plywood

53' AIR RIDE VANS48' TANDEM FLATDECKS
(3) 2004 TITAN 
48'x102" 5 Axle Flatdecks,
Conestoga Sliding Tarp
System.

5 AXLE CONESTOGAS

IN STOCK
(10) New 2009 TF! 53' Vans, Plastic
Lined, 100.5" Inside Width, T/A A/R.

(25) New 2009 53' Vans, Plywood Lined,
100" Inside Width, T/A A/R.

Please Call for Production Van
Orders starting May 2008, Tridems,

Insulated & Automotive Drop Frames

HUGE INVENTORY •  HARD TO FIND SPECS
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Dear Editor:

Re: Regulation of truck training
schools.

The article by Mr. Rosen in the
May issue of Truck News was good
reading, and explains clearly a
piece of legislation that was long
overdue.

Too many ‘graduates’ of truck
training schools don’t have the
skills required by the industry, and
there have even been examples of
schools issuing accreditation to
people who hadn’t even taken
training. Now there is legislation to
protect those that may be consider-
ing truck driver training from those
types of schools, as well as other
users of the roads.

Consumer protection and high-
way safety are paramount. Those
who pay for training deserve to get

their money’s worth, and until now
students who felt under-serviced
had little recourse. The Private
Motor Truck Council of Canada
brought this to the attention of the
then Minister of Transportation for
Ontario years ago but received
only an acknowledgement that
there was a problem.

It is the other side of the training
business that gets little press and
deserves credit. Schools accredited
by the Canadian Trucking Human
Resources Council, the Truck
Training Schools Association of
Ontario, and other reputable train-
ing associations invest heavily in
providing legitimate training. They
fight a continuous and uphill battle
against unregulated, cut-rate
schools that under-deliver. We
need to protect the good guys for
the long-term good of the industry.

The trucking industry needs
qualified drivers and if this legisla-
tion puts some licensing mills out
of business, so much the better.
Let’s hope the initiative spreads to
other jurisdictions. ■■

Bruce J. Richards
President,
Private Motor Truck Council 
of Canada

MAIL

Please give new
drivers a chance
Dear Editor:

In regards to the ‘driver short-
age,’ the companies are bringing
it upon themselves. There are
drivers out there looking for a
chance, like myself. But, upon
contacting the recruiters, I get
told, ‘You need at least one year
of experience.’ 

Hmm, seems to me that if they
would put a little time into green
drivers, then after three months
probation, they would have their
drivers. No one wants to put any
time into new drivers, they all
just want to complain about a
“shortage” of drivers.

What’s wrong with this pic-
ture? Is it the fault of the new
drivers that companies just
won’t run them? I understand
many new drivers are also new
to driving altogether. There are
those of us who have driven over
a million kilometres in a past ca-
reer.We are not ‘new’ to driving.

It doesn’t mean I have no driv-
ing skills. Sure, I may not know
the procedure to cross the US
border in a big rig, or the proce-
dures at shippers and receivers.
Isn’t that what driver-trainers are
for? I know for a fact if I had two
weeks with a driver-trainer at
any of these companies, I would
prove my skills and abilities to be
hired. All in all, the driver short-
age isn’t really that. It’s a lack of
companies willing to take the
new drivers under their wing and
show them the ropes. ■■

Sean Jaatinen
Via e-mail

PMTC encouraged by legislation that
targets questionable training schools

DEPENDABLE
Truck&Tank

L I M I T E D
BRAMPTON, ONTARIO

Call our Watts Line 
from anywhere in Canada    1-800-268-0871

Ask for
Mike Trotter 

905-453-6724
MANUFACTURERS OF ALUMINUM AND STEEL TANKS
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2000 INTERNATIONAL c/w 13,000 litre four compartment aluminum tank,
dual pumpingand metering equipment, Midcom, DOT certified, tank 
CSA-B260. 2 Units Available. Stock #501 & 502

2003 INTERNATIONAL c/w 20,000 litre four compartment aluminum,
dual pumping, bottom loading, vapor recovery, MidCom, fully certified.

Stock #564

1997 FORD LS8000, 13,000 litre, four compartment, dual equipment, bot-
tom load, vapor recovery, Midcom, DOT Certified, CSA-B620. Stock #563

NEW PROPANE 2008 INTERNATIONAL, c/w 3499 USWG propane 
bobtail, rear delivery, side fill. Stock #541

1994 INTERNATIONAL, 20,000 liter four compartment, dual pumping and
metering equipment. Stock #545

WATER TRUCKS FOR SALE!

1996 GMC TOPKICK, c/w 2500 gallon aluminum tank, rear box for the 
install of mobile wash equipment, DOT certified. Stock #535

2001 FORD F550 4 x 4, 5000 liter two compartment aluminum tank, single
pumping and metering, Midcom, DOT & B620 certified. Stock #562

WE RENT TANKERS!

WATER TRUCKS FOR SALE!

trucknews.com
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Dear Editor:

In your May 2008 edition, in refer-
ence to speed limiters, Joanne
Ritchie, executive director of
OBAC,states that:“MTO is pander-
ing to a handful of carriers who are
either too cheap, too lazy or too
greedy to compete fairly. Rather
than pay their drivers a decent rate,
invest in training, and anti-idle tech-
nology,and implement internal safe-
ty and compliance regimes, these
carriers have bamboozled govern-
ment into taking these responsibili-
ties off their shoulders.”

Such insulting comments do noth-
ing to advance the pursuit of con-
structive debate on speed limiter ac-
tivation or any other issue,nor do we
believe they reflect the views of the
vast majority of the thousands of
employees and owner/operators
who collectively work for our com-
panies. It is obvious that Ms. Ritchie
is upset because she has failed to
convince most people that her argu-
ments against the mandatory activa-
tion of speed limiters hold water.

We are not asking MTO to take
responsibility off of our shoulders,as
Ms. Ritchie suggests. Rather, we are
asking them to help us to ensure that
everyone in the industry takes more
responsibility for highway safety and
the environment.For many years we
and other carriers have, under the
banner of OTA, carried the burden
of responsibility for the actions of
the entire industry.

Stooping to tactics that are better
left in the gutter is easy, but it is not
an effective or constructive way of
advancing one’s cause. We will not
stoop to that level. Instead, we will
continue to partner with those peo-
ple who are prepared to work with
us in building a better trucking in-
dustry for all. ■■

Written on behalf of:
Gary Babcock, Quik X
Transportation; Dave Belley,
Hyndman Transport; Jeff Bryan,Jeff
Bryan Transport; Mark Bylsma,
Spring Creek Carriers; Robert
Casarsa,RIMS Transportation;John
Caseley, Trendway Transportation
Services; Craig Cottrell, CSI
Logistics Canada; Dave Deshane,
HBC Logistics; Peter DiTecco,
Armbro Transport; Dan
Einwechter, Challenger Motor
Freight; Dennis Forsythe,
Transfreight; Gord Foss, G.A. Foss
Transport; Rick Gaetz, Vitran
Corporation; Gord Grant, Grant’s
Transport; Willie Hamel, Trimac
Transportation; Harold Heffernan,
Celadon Canada; David Hunniford,
Compass Rose International; Paul
Kingma, Empire Transportation;
Paul Leader, Atlas Van Lines;
Rodger Leslie, Canada Cartage;
Gerry Lodwick, Lodwick Transport;
Norm Mackie, Mackie Moving
Systems; Evan MacKinnon,
MacKinnon Transport; Ron Martin,
Bridgeland Terminals; Louisa
McAlpine,Snowbird Transportation
Systems; Michael McCarron, MSM
Transportation; Rob McDonald,
Apps Transport Group; John
McKevitt, McKevitt Trucking; Evan
Meyers, Meyers Transport; Robin
Miller, Ram Contract Carriers;
Doug Munro, Maritime-Ontario
Freight Lines; Jeff Odway, L.

Hansen’s Forwarding; Steve
Ondejko, Onfreight Logistics; Jason
Peers, Rapid Delivery; Rob Penner,
Bison Transport; David Pogue, EG
Gray Transport; Ellen Poll, Drumbo
Transport; Claude Robert, Robert
Transport; Mark Seymour, Kriska
Transportation; Bill Shannon,
Shandex; Gord Smith, Manitoulin
Transport; John Smith, Bruce R.
Smith; Scott Smith, J.D. Smith &
Sons; Norm Sneyd, Highland
Transport; James Steed, Steed
Standard Transport; Julie Tanguay,
L.E.Walker Transport;Brian Taylor,
Liberty Linehaul; Steve Thibert,
Tibbs Transport; Jim Thomson,
Thomson Terminals;Scott Tilley,The
Tandet Group; Rolly Uloth,
Rosedale Transport; Randy
Veinotte, Harland Veinotte; Kirk
Zavitz, Zavcor; Doug Coleman,
Doug Coleman Trucking; George
Ledson, Cavalier Transportation;
and Uwe Petroschke,Totalline.

OTA carriers take issue with comment 
Radiators Inc.

905-487-1209 • 1-877-950-0099
MON.-FRI.: 8 AM-7 PM • SAT.: 8 AM-3 PM

After hours call: 905-487-1209

110 Rutherford Rd. S., Bay #7, Brampton, ON L6W 3J5

4 HR. DRIVE-IN SERVICE

FOR MOST TRUCKS!

WE SHIP ACROSS
ONTARIO

Service & Repair For All Truck & Industrial
Radiators & Charge Air Coolers

Open 6 Days
A Week!
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Dear Editor:

I’d like to respond to comments
published on pg. 12 of your May
2008 edition of Truck News.

For one, I question how the
publishing of insults does any-
thing to better our industry or fur-
ther any legitimate cause. It is one
thing to allow editorial space to
fairly represent all sides of a busi-
ness issue…It is quite another 
to put name calling to print, at
least in a legitimate business 
publication.

The latest comments made by
(OBAC executive director)
Joanne Ritchie in the May edition
of Truck News are completely un-
called for, even under the “guise”
of free speech.

The comment I refer to, is:
“MTO is pandering to a handful
of carriers who are either too

cheap, too lazy or too greedy to
compete fairly. Rather than pay
their drivers a decent rate, invest
in training, and anti-idle technolo-
gy, and implement internal safety
and compliance regimes, these
carriers have bamboozled govern-
ment into taking these responsi-
bilities off their shoulders.”

When someone who is sup-
posed to be representing any part
of our industry goes on record to
say “as industry, we are cheap,
lazy and greedy,” they damage the
credibility of everyone, including
the vital group of owner/opera-
tors that she has been chosen to
represent.

Imagine what the shippers, who
themselves are desperately strug-
gling under the burden of high en-
ergy costs must think when read-
ing Ms. Ritchie’s comments.

They are aware that these same

large fleets “establish” the market
here in Ontario.

Are these carriers really under-
invested? Are they wasteful and
in a position of profit, at my 
expense? 

Am I being fed a line to justify
the fact that the fuel surcharge is
now almost a third of my trans-
portation spend and carriers are
greedily profiting at my expense? 

Thankfully, the industry has
done a remarkable job progress-
ing on all fronts, and if one both-
ered to do 15 minutes of legiti-
mate research they can see that
this industry, headed up by many
upstanding fleets who work tire-
lessly with OTA to make sure our
industry is secure, is neither
cheap, lazy or greedy.

This industry has never been
more invested than it is today and
collectively we have never

worked harder for such meager
returns.

These same fleets are investing
in fuel-efficient technology such
as tires, trailer belly fairings and
other advanced aerodynamics.
They are passing along the savings
of bulk purchasing for things 
such as APUs, fuel, tires and
maintenance.

They provide and share fuel op-
timization software to help mini-
mize off route miles and make
smart fuel purchases known.

And finally, as fleets research
and adopt fuel-saving technology
it becomes cheaper and more af-
fordable for all.

All of these things have a direct
benefit for any owner/operator
associated with them or this 
industry.

Our drivers and owner/opera-
tors are the most educated, well-
trained and safest in all of North
America. They are also among
the highest paid, to the point
where our competition to the
south now holds a considerable
advantage when competing for in-
ternational freight.

And if we are talking about
competition, we should be wor-
ried about modes of transporta-
tion and finding ways to support
our shippers and protect our very
industry.

I am not concerned about com-
peting with other truckers as
much as I am concerned about de-
veloping a sustainable transporta-
tion strategy that is affordable
and keeps my customers in busi-
ness so I have a chance to be prof-
itable long-term.

These policies make strong
safety and economic sense and
represent sound business prac-
tices which I am sure our cus-
tomers look at with genuine ap-
preciation. I understand both
sides of the speed limiter issue
and recognize the disappointment
in one’s perceived right to decide
how to run their own business, but
in this case the good outweighs
the bad.

I believe all of the relevant busi-
ness points have been debated
and for the sake of our entire in-
dustry, please feel free to publish
those over and over again.

Save Ms. Ritchie’s name-calling
excerpts for the National
Enquirer, as they only serve to
cast doubt on an industry that is
literally carrying our nation’s
economy on our backs. We have
earned the right to be treated fairly
and with respect. ■■

Robert Penner
Vice-president, operations
Bison Transport 

MAIL

Taking exception to comments from OBAC leader Ritchie

Letters to the editor
Have you got a complaint, com-
pliment, criticism or question? 

We’d like to hear about it.
Send your ‘letters to the edi-

tor’ to Truck News, 12 Concorde
Place, Toronto, Ontario, M3C
4J2. Or fax  your letter to 416-
510-5143. You can also e-mail
jmenzies@trucknews.com. ■■

CHANGE OF ADDRESS ONLY

Visa No
Mastercard No
Amex No
Expiry Date
Signature Date 

Serial # from code line on mailing label

1     1     4

DO YOU WISH
TO RECEIVE OR
(CONTINUE TO

RECEIVE)

■■ YES      ■■ NO

Signature

Date

CLIP and MAIL

With

Payment to

12 Concorde Place,

Suite 800,

Toronto, Ontario

M3C 4J2

TODAY!

Company ___________________________________________________________________________________________

Name ________________________________________________Title___________________________________________

Address ____________________________________________________________________________________________

City ________________________________________________________________________________________________

Province ______________________________________Postal Code___________________________________________

Telephone: (      ) __________________________________Fax: (      )___________________________________________

E-Mail ______________________________________________________________________________________________

2) How many vehicles are based at or controlled from 
this location? Please indicate quantities by type:

— No. of Straight Trucks _____ No. of Trailers
_____ No. of Buses

— No. of Truck-Tractors _____ No. of Off-Road Vehicles

3) Does this location operate, control or administer one
or more vehicles in any of the following Gross Vehicle
Weight (GVW) categories? Please check YES or NO:

14,969 kg. & over (33,001 lbs. & over)... ■■ YES ■■ NO
11,794-14,968 kg. (26.001-33,000 lbs.). ■■ YES ■■ NO
8,846-11,793 kg. (19,501-26,000 lbs.)... ■■ YES ■■ NO
4,536-8,845 kg. (10,000-19,500 lbs.)..... ■■ YES ■■ NO
Under 4,536 kg. (10,000 lbs.)................ ■■ YES ■■ NO

4) This location operates, controls or administers:
Diesel powered vehicles.......................... ■■ YES ■■ NO
Refrigerated vehicles............................... ■■ YES ■■ NO
Pickups or Utility Vans............................. ■■ YES ■■ NO
Propane powered vehicles...................... ■■ YES ■■ NO

5) Do you operate maintenance facilities
at this location? .................................... ■■ YES ■■ NO
IF YES, do you employ mechanics?........ ■■ YES ■■ NO

6) Indicate your PRIMARY type of business by checking
ONLY ONE of the following:
a) ■■ For Hire/Contract Trucking (hauling for others)
b) ■■ Lease/Rental
c) ■■ Food Production / Distribution / Beverages
d) ■■ Farming
e) ■■ Government (Fed., Prov., Local)
f) ■■ Public Utility (electric, gas, telephone)
g) ■■ Construction / Mining / Sand & Gravel
h) ■■ Petroleum / Dry Bulk / Chemicals / Tank
i) ■■ Manufacturing / Processing
ji) ■■ Retail
jii) ■■ Wholesale
k) ■■ Logging / Lumber
b) ■■ Bus Transportation
m) ■■ Other (Please specify) _______________________

7) Are you involved in the purchase of equipment or
replacement parts? . . . . . . . . . . . .  ■■ YES ■■ NO

8) Are you responsible either directly or indirectly
for equipment maintenance? . . . .  ■■ YES ■■ NO

PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS

Canada USA Foreign Charge Card Cheque Enclosed
$ $ $

1 Year 42.35 99.95 101.95
(39.95 + 2.40 GST)

2 Years 66.73
(62.95 + 3.78 GST)

NB, NS & NF Add 14% HST To Price / Quebec Residents Add QST (7.5%) To Total

SUBSCRIBE
NOW!

SUBSCRIBE
NOW!READING SOMEONE

ELSE’S COPY?
Have your own!

Canada’s National Trucking Newspaper and Equipment Buyer’s Guide

MOVING?
REQUALIFY!

Send us your new address
in writing on this form.

GET YOUR
PAPER
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Bring on the speed limiters
Dear Editor:

I read your magazine every month and I enjoy it very much. I have had a
Class 1 licence for 44 years and I have taught HET apprenticeship for 25
years. I think that speed limiters should be adopted Canada-wide. The
large carriers understand how many millions can be saved by dropping
speeds from 120 km/h to 105 km/h, and the resulting massive decrease in
tire wear.

Owner/operators need an education campaign so that they can help
their bottom line! I am tired of being passed by 20-year-olds with two
weeks’ training in a driving school and they are doing 140 km/h on the
QE2 in a loaded B-train between Calgary and Edmonton! ■■

Roy McMurren
Lethbridge, Alta.

This month’s 

CROSSWORD
SOLUTION

is brought to you by

TRY IT ONLINE AT WWW.TRUCKNEWS.COM

TRAILERS
The Best Always Outshines The Rest!!

®

Ontario Enquiries

John Martin

(416) 554-2078

2520 RENA ROAD, MISSISSAUGA, ON L4T 3C9 

(905) 673-3200
Quebec Enquiries

François St. Amour

(514) 355-6663

Haultec Trailers Ltd.
Manufacturer of Trailers

®

UNVEILING THE COBRA CLASSIC ...
NOW AVAILABLE WITH OPTIONAL POLISHING!! 

UNVEILING THE COBRA CLASSIC ...
NOW AVAILABLE WITH OPTIONAL POLISHING!!

“Have Our Strength Work for You!”

www.haultec.com

On-line Recruitment Centre

Enter your resume directly at www.trucknews.com
This information is entered on an online database which is viewed by companies looking for drivers. 
Finding the best carrier to work for isn’t easy but maybe we can help.

By Mail: 6660 Kennedy Road, Suite 205,
Mississauga, ON  L5T 2M9

By Phone:
800-263-6149

By Fax:
866-837-4837

POWERED BY

First Name Last Name

Address City Prov/State

Postal/Zip E-Mail

Home Tel Cell

Best way to contact me: ■■ Home Tel     ■■ Cell      ■■ E-Mail      ■■ Other
Work Preferences:  ■■ Owner Operator     ■■ Hwy Team     ■■ Hwy Single/Company Driver
■■ Local    ■■ Lease Purchase     ■■ Driver Trainer     ■■ Moving     ■■ Other

Owner Operator? Manufacturer Year/Model Engine/Size

Preferred Trailer Type (check all that apply):  Trailer Type Experience (check all that apply)
■■ Flatbed   ■■ Heavy Hauling/Specialized  ■■ Moving Van ■■ Flatbed   ■■ Heavy Hauling/Specialized  ■■ Moving Van
■■ Tanker   ■■ Straight Truck   ■■ Super 8   ■■ Reefer ■■ Tanker   ■■ Straight Truck   ■■ Super 8   ■■ Reefer
■■ Van   ■■ Other ■■ Van   ■■ Other

Current Drivers License:  Do you have a Commercial License? ■■ Yes  ■■ No

License # Exp. Date Prov/State Issued Type

Has your license ever been suspended? ■■ Yes  ■■ No     Total Truck Driving Experience /yrs

Last Employer

Name Company City Prov/State

Tel Start/End Date

Job Description Reason for Leaving

Certification/Training:  
■■ Doubles/Triples ■■ Air Brake Adjustment ■■ Over-Size Loads ■■ Hazmat ■■ Air Brake (Drive)  ■■ Tankers

Name of School Name of Course Completed

City Prov/State Start/End Date

Can you lift 50lbs? ■■ Yes  ■■ No
Cross Border Travel:  
I am able to cross the Canada/U.S. border to haul International loads ■■ Yes  ■■ No
I am willing to cross the border ■■ Yes  ■■ I am FAST approved ■■ Yes  ■■ No
Would you like to contacted by driver agencies? ■■ Yes  ■■ No

By filling out and signing this application, I agree to abide by Driverlinks’s terms and conditions and
consent to the use of personal information according to the Driverlink privacy policy.

Signature Date
Driverlink is proud to protect the privacy of your personal information as required under federal privacy laws. If you would like 
to see a copy of our privacy policy, please go to www.driverlink.com/privacy. If you would like a printed copy of our privacy 
policy, please call us at 1-800-263-6149 and we will be happy to mail one to you.

Careers On-Line www.trucknews.com
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Earth Hour, Earth Day, year,
decade, century…whatever the
time frame, there are a number of
“green” initiatives which raise
global warming awareness. For me,
and I’ve said it before, I’m all-in for
reducing our footprint.

This year, Earth Hour arrived at
8 p.m. Saturday March 29. Wanting
to be part of the solution, not the
problem, at 7:59 p.m. I did my part
and ran around the house turning
off the lights, furnace, computer,
stereo…anything that was using
electricity.

I was even on my way to power-
off the kitchen appliances until I
realized that turning them off
meant pulling each away from the
wall to gain access to their plugs. I
decided to pass since my back
wouldn’t appreciate it.

Also, turning them off meant
turning them back on. I wasn’t in
the mood to watch the blinking
‘12:00s’ for days.To make up for my
paranoia and lack of technical ex-
pertise, I promised myself I would-
n’t open the refrigerator door – on
a Saturday night, no less!

At 8:05 p.m. I looked out my
door and of the dozen or so houses
I could see, only two had their
lights blazing. Not bad, it felt good
knowing our street was part of the
program.

Sounds like we did a good job,
not perfect but good. (Okay, I ad-
mit it, the hockey game stayed on,
but I couldn’t find the converter in
the darkness…ya, that’s it).

To give you an example of how
green-conscious we have become,
during the recent Truck World
show I was asked why we were
handing out plastic bags? 

“They contain our publications
and will provide you with some-
thing to carry your show pickings
in,” was my response. Turns out, I
was way off track.

They didn’t care why we were
handing the bags out, only why
they were made of plastic. I believe
their response was “So you’re too
cheap to give us the re-usable cloth
ones?”Yikes!

Next, one of our staff was con-
cerned that we were serving coffee
in Styrofoam cups. She went out
the next day and out of her own
pocket, purchased the recyclable
cardboard kind.

It didn’t end there; yet another
asked if we really needed all the
booth lights turned on…he sug-
gested it wouldn’t hurt to turn a
few off and save on electricity.

Whoever is in charge of the
world’s ‘green’ awareness pro-
gram, congratulations. I think it’s
working. ■■

@ARTICLECATEGORY:862;

OPINION

Publisher’s
Comment
Rob
Wilkins

– Rob Wilkins is the publisher of
Truck News and he can be reached
at 416-510-5123.

‘Green’ message
is getting through

www.texisexhaust.com

OPEN SATURDAYS & WEEKNIGHTS

1850 GAGE CRT. MISSISSAUGA

905-795-2838
Fax (905) 678-3030

1-800-267-4740
Canada & U.S. Hotline

Pipes also available for Freightliner,
Peterbilt and Western Star

BUILT TO OUTLAST
OEM PIPES

Available in
Aluminized or
Stainless Steel

RAD COOLANT
PIPES

We have been supplying Parts, Service and Technical Support
to Truck Shops, Dealers and Fleets since the early '80’s.

8 AM - 8 PM FRI
8:30 AM - 3 PM SAT

8 AM - MIDNIGHT
MON - THURS
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ARE YOU HAVING
PROBLEMS

installing bodies on new chassis because 
of the exhaust system configuration? 

WE SOLVE
THOSE PROBLEMS!

CATALYTIC MUFFLERCUSTOM EXHAUST SYSTEMS DESIGN

SIDE FRAME SADDLE BOXES HEADACHE RACKS 
CAB GUARDS

UTILITY BOXES

Modifications done for new catalytic or 
EGR engines with no EPA Standard loss. INCLUDING 2008

ENGINES!

• MANUFACTURING

• SALES

• SERVICE/FLUSH

• MANUFACTURING

• SALES

• SERVICE/FLUSH

WIDE 

SELECTION

PROFESSIONAL

INSTALLATION

ALUMINUM ACCESSORIES
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7 Days a Week
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Copy only
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Lease To Own
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Garages, Workshops, Equipment Storage,
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BEFORE YOU BUILD CALL OR WRITE
25 Years in the Building Business 
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Phone (416) 626-1794

TOLL FREE 1-877-743-5888
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PRIVATE
SALE

(6) Temisko 
B-Train Flatdecks
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(1) 2005 Lode King
48' 6-axle flatdeck, Michigan

spreads, tarp system, certified.

ASK FOR MARIO

Fax: 705-647-7677
Cell: 705-648-5433
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it started. Mark got into his driving
clothes, tidied up his sleeper, then
climbed into the driver’s seat. The truck
stop he was at had a restaurant, but he
knew of this other stop down the high-
way that provided customers with free
Internet access while serving the best
chocolate chip pancakes on the Trans-
Canada. He turned the key, let the glow
plugs warm up, then scanned the
gauges to check that everything was in
order.

That’s when something strange
caught his eye.

“That can’t be right,” he muttered 
under his breath.

He leaned forward for a closer look
and tapped the glass, but the needle 
on his fuel gauge
didn’t move. It was
still all the way to
the left – Empty.

That was impossi-
ble. He’d filled his
tanks last night 
before turning in.
They’d been full
then, and empty
now.

How?
Mark turned off

the ignition and got
out of the truck.
Maybe the tank
was cracked or had
a leak, or a fuel line
was broken and the
fuel had drained 
out overnight. If that
were the case he’d
be able to smell the
fuel, nevermind see
evidence of it on the
ground, but there
was no sign of
spilled fuel anywhere on the pavement
beneath Mother Load. Mark got down
onto the ground and crawled under his
truck, but there was no sign of a leak or
any damage to his tanks. He got back
up and pulled the engine cowling 
forward to check all of his lines and
hoses. All of them were in tact and dry.

He closed and secured the cowling
then looked again at the tank, this time
checking the cap on top of it. Aha! The
cap was slightly askew and off-center.
Mark tried to turn it, but it was stuck.
Stuck as if someone had tried putting it
back in a hurry, but gave up when the
threads misaligned and the thing would-
n’t turn anymore.

For a moment Mark wondered if he’d
put the cap on that way himself and the
fuel had evaporated from the tank, but

if you paid nothing for fuel because you
stole it, then just about everything you
earned was profit. It was a brilliant busi-
ness strategy, but as dishonest as a
three-dollar bill. What made it worse
was that to do it, you had to steal from a
fellow trucker, a brother, one of your
own. 

Mark was furious. While he could un-
derstand, maybe even tolerate someone
stealing loose change and CDs from his
cab, stealing fuel out of his tanks was
like taking food out of his mouth, money
out of his pocket.

Mark didn’t know how, but he would
even the score…after breakfast.

•
The chocolate chip pancakes were like
comfort food for Mark, helping him for-
get how he’d been ripped off by a fel-

low trucker while he’d been sleeping in-
side his truck just a few feet away. After
breakfast, Mark logged onto the Internet
to check his e-mail. Like chocolate chip
pancakes, the Internet was quickly be-
coming one of his guilty pleasures. From
e-mail to Facebook, from Google to
Myspace, the Internet was a way for
him to visit friends, learn about the
world around him, or just to pass some
time during a reset. YouTube was
Mark’s favourite for that, and he logged
onto the video sharing site on a regular
basis, always finding something to
make him smile. He usually typed things
like “stupid people” or “silly 
animals” into the search engine, but 
today he tried “stupid truckers” and 

“idiot truckers.” 
What he saw were clips of truckers

driving the wrong way, getting caught
under low bridges, or stuck in the mud.
There were also semis in highway crash-
es and trucks that drove away without
anyone behind the wheel. It always
made Mark feel good to see other truck-
ers in worse shape than he was. It was
a good feeling, but today it was short-
lived. That’s because before getting 
underway, Mark had to top up his tanks
again, and as he did the anger he’d felt
earlier came over him all over again.

Sure, YouTube could make him laugh,
but paying for fuel twice made him
mad…in every sense of the word. ■■

- Mark Dalton returns next month in Part 2
of Dalton and the Bandit

Mark was headed west. At the
Salisbury Big Stop outside Moncton,
he’d nearly caught a thief who had bro-
ken into Mother Load. He’d chased the
guy through the parking lot and down
onto the Trans-Canada, and just when
he was starting to gain on the guy, a car
pulled up on them. The guy hopped in
and a second later they were gone...the
guy and Mark’s stuff.

After that Mark wanted nothing else
but to pick up loads, drive west, and
make money. But just because that’s
what Mark wanted didn’t mean things
would work out that way. Sure, Mark
was minding his own business, but trou-
ble always seemed to have a way of
finding him no matter how hard he tried
to hide from it.

That night Mark was at a truck stop
just outside Thunder Bay, preparing to
turn in for the night. The temperature out-
side was just above freezing and the
forecast was calling for a drop of five or
more degrees before sunrise. That was
colder than it had been the past few
nights and Mark would have to start up
his auxiliary power unit if he wanted to
stay warm through the night. 

There had been a time when Mark
laughed at drivers who’d spent thou-
sands of dollars on APUs when leaving
the engine idling kept the cab just as
warm without the use of any extra of
special equipment. But then someone
explained the numbers to him and he’d
been sold. For example, auxiliary
heaters use 5% the fuel of an idling en-
gine, so the fuel that an idling engine
uses in one hour can run an auxiliary
heater for 20 hours. If you left your en-
gine idling overnight for say, six hours,
you could run an auxiliary heater on the
same amount of fuel for 120 hours. It
didn’t take a genius to figure out that an
APU was a money saver, so Mark had
had one installed years ago. As a result
his idle time was down to less than 5%,
which meant nearly all of his fuel costs
went to hauling loads.

Mark turned on the heater and lis-
tened. It was a bit noisy, especially
when he first started it up, but it would
quiet down later on when it warmed up
and everything was running hot. It prob-
ably wouldn’t hurt to get the thing
looked at, but in the meantime the noise
was soft and comforting – white noise
that helped him to fall asleep.

•
Just after sunrise, Mark awoke re-
freshed. The cab was toasty and the
auxiliary heater was still running, softly
humming now as opposed to the hard
grinding it had done when he’d first got

By Edo van Belkom
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The continuing adventures of Mark Dalton: Owner/Operator
brought to you by

MICHELIN NORTH AMERICA (CANADA) INC.

that was silly. Hundreds of gallons 
of diesel didn’t dry up overnight.
Obviously he’d been robbed.

“Son of a...” he muttered under his
breath.

How could one trucker steal another
trucker’s fuel?

Mark let out a long sigh. He knew the
answer.

To make money in the trucking busi-
ness you had to either increase revenue
or decrease expenses. Increasing rev-
enue wasn’t easy because that meant
new customers, something that took time
and hard work. On the other hand, the
money saved by cutting fuel went direct-
ly into a driver’s pocket and there was
always some way to use less fuel. So, 
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SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. – The
Canadian Trucking Alliance has an-
nounced its executive committee
line-up for 2008-2010. The an-
nouncement was made at the CTA
annual spring meeting here.

“The new executive committee
reflects a restructuring of the CTA
governance model and contains a
number of fresh faces as well as sea-
soned veterans of the committee,”
said CTA officials in a release.

A new feature of the executive
committee composition is the inclu-
sion of the association managers of
all seven provincial trucking associ-
ations. Among the appointments
was Bruno Muller, CEO of Caron
Transportation Systems of
Sherwood Park, Alta., who was
named chairman of the CTA’s board
of directors.

CTA officials call Muller “a vi-
sionary leader” who built Caron

Transportation Systems, a specialty
hauler of bulk commodities, into one
of the most successful carriers in
Western Canada. Caron services
western, central and northern
Canada as well as the northwestern
US. Muller has been a fixture on the
CTA board of directors since its in-
ception 10 years ago and a member
of its executive committee for the
past six years.

“CTA has completed the most ef-
fective and productive period of its
history since it became an alliance of
the provincial associations in 1997,”
Muller said. “We have been blessed
by strong, progressive leadership
both at the carrier and the staff level;
we will continue to build on our
strengths and ensure CTA has the
resources it needs to do the job in
helping to shape our industry and
the regulatory environment it 
operates in.”

David Bradley, CEO of the
Alliance calls Muller “an ideal stew-
ard for CTA at this point in the
Alliance and the industry’s history.”

“Bruno is a dynamic and progres-
sive leader. He is well-known for his
trademark style in which he pro-
vides thoughtful strategic direction
while empowering those who work
on his team with great responsibility.
This will dovetail extremely well in
his role with CTA,” Bradley said.

The remainder of the new CTA
executive committee comprises:

Officers:

1st vice-chairman – Paul Easson,
Easson’s Transport, Berwick, N.S.;

2nd vice-chairman – Scott
Johnston, Siemens Group of
Companies, Saskatoon, Sask.;

Secretary – Mark Seymour,
Kriska Transportation, Prescott,
Ont.;

PEOPLE

CTA names executive committee members, chairman Treasurer – Don Streuber, Bison
Transportation,Winnipeg, Man.;

CEO – David Bradley, Canadian
Trucking Alliance.

At-Large:

Gord Peddle, D & D Transport,
Mount Pearl, Nfld.;

Gene Orlick, Orlick Transport,
Calgary,Alta.;

Eric Gignac, Transport Guilbault,
Boucherville, Que.;

Scott Smith, JD Smith & Sons,
Concord, Ont.

Past chairmen:

Immediate past chairman –
Claude Robert, Robert Transport,
Boucherville, Que.;

John Stollery, Transforce Income
Fund, Montreal, Que.;

Dan Einwechter, Challenger
Motor Freight, Cambridge, Ont.;

Allan Robison, Reimer Express
Lines,Winnipeg, Man.;

Evan MacKinnon, MacKinnon
Transport, Guelph, Ont. ■■
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BOWMANVILLE, Ont. – On
March 31,a truck driver made head-
lines after driving 20 km in the
wrong direction on Yellowhead Trail
in Edmonton before plunging to his
death over an overpass.The incident
was captured on camera by another
motorist and the resulting viral
video lead to speculation about the
25-year-old driver’s intent.

While some called it a malicious
plot or suicide attempt, his family
defended the victim, saying he had
Type 1 diabetes and sometimes suf-
fered hypoglycemic reactions which
caused seizures and blackouts.
Though the final toxicology reports
won’t be released for several more
weeks, the accident opened the de-
bate on the role of mandatory med-
icals drivers must undergo to be
deemed “safe” for the road.Was the
accident an isolated event or could it
have been prevented through med-
ical intervention? Truck News
stopped by the Fifth Wheel Truck
Stop in Bowmanville, Ont. to see if

drivers think medical examinations
for truck drivers are strict enough.

•
John Pell, an O/O with his own com-
pany, J&R Trucking, says that truck-
ers shouldn’t be permitted to oper-
ate while on most medications.

“With some medication, you get
dizzy, you hallucinate, and you lose
your coordination. I think truck
drivers shouldn’t take any medica-
tion other than an Aspirin,” he says.

“(The industry needs) new stan-
dards for medication (and) doctors
that follow rules, because it’s life or
death out there. And when a doctor

let’s an (unfit) patient go, he’s the
killer.”

•

Brian Reed, a driver with Kriska
Transportation out of Prescott,Ont.,
says the outcome of a driver’s med-
ical is based heavily on the individ-
ual conducting the exam.

“The medical itself is strict enough
but a lot of it is left up to the physi-
cian that’s doing the examination. It
all depends on whether the physi-
cian himself lets it slide,” he says.

•

Don Knight,drives for JP Transport,
based out of Aubigny, Man. He says
that while examinations are thor-
ough enough, there are still many
truckers driving in ill health.

“Those who can’t fit in the booth
at the restaurant or have trouble get-
ting behind the wheel, how those
people get passed at the doctor’s of-
fice is amazing,” Knight says.

•

Pat Bailey, a driver with Kriska
Transportation, based out of
Mississauga, Ont., says that while
truckers suffering from diseases like
diabetes shouldn’t be banned from
driving altogether, they should per-
haps get themselves to the doctor
more often than required.

“I think (the case of the
Edmonton driver) is just one that
slipped through the cracks (but) if
he was diabetic,he should have been
aware of what was going on with
himself, right?”

•

Michael O’Connor, who drives for
TST Truckload Express out of
Mississauga,Ont., says that while the
Edmonton crash, if caused by dia-
betes, was probably an isolated case,
it should be a combined effort be-
tween drivers and physicians to keep
roads safe.

That said, O’Connor believes that
a lack of decent medical coverage in
the industry may discourage drivers
from getting the treatment they
need – often to disastrous ends. ■■
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2008 REINKE ALL-ALUMINUM 48' FLATDECKS
A/R, Sliding Winches, Chain Tie Downs, 9,150 Lbs. 

Premium Product.

50 TON & 60 TON FLOATS
CALL NOW FOR

SPECIFICATIONS 
AND PRICING.

(20) 2001-2004 53' MANAC DRY VANS, A/R, Logistics,
Barn Doors, Aluminum and Trans. Roofs, Galvanized Rear
Frames, Excellent Shape. Lease Packages Available In-house.

2009 53' DRY VANS 
Stoughton and Wabash.

In Stock! Available for Sale / Lease.
CALL TODAY!

REVERSE-B TRAIN 
Maximize your Payload!

Moving Fast!

(50) 1994-1996 53' Dry Vans, Fleet Maintained,
Various Makes and Models. 
Lease  to Own for as low as $155.00. per month
OAC.

(20) 2003 Stoughton 53' Dry Vans, Aluminum post and
panel, Air-ride,  Logistics, Barn doors, Translucent
roof, Plywood runner throughout,  Clean, Units certi-
fied ready to work!! 
Lease to own @ $350 per month. OAC.

USED TRAILERS WANTED A/R Dry Vans Large Lots (100-200) • From 1999 to 2004 

(4) 2000-2003 Wabash & Utility 53' Reefer Vans,
Air-ride, E-Tracking, Carrier Ultra and TK Units,
Stainless Front & Rear, Barn Doors, Aluminum
Rims, LED Lights, Black or White Available.

(1)2008 Utility 53' Reefer Van w/ the New Carrier
X2 2100 Chrome unit, 53' High cube, e-track, alu-
minum 
polished Durabrite rims, LED light  package, stainless 
front & rear doors & rear door case, alum. duct floor.
Promo unit Priced to Sell!! 
Lease to own @ $1,100/mo. OAC.
(10) 2000 53' MANAC DRY VANS aluminum Post
& Panel,Air-ride, Logisitcs,Trans& alum roofs, Barn
doors, Certified clean units, Priced right!

(50) 2008 Composite 
Plate Van for Lease

Come and see our Demo!

Toronto Head Office Our New Concord Location

IN STOCK 2008 20'- 45' AND 40'- 53'
TANDEMS & TRIDEMS

EXTENDIBLE GOOSENECK CHASSIS 

New Stock 
Ready to Run!

• (5) 40-53' Extendble Tridems 
• (10) 20-40 Heavy Duty

Extendible Tridems
• (5) 20-45' Extendible Tandems
• (20) 20-45' Extendbile Tridems
• (5) Reverse-B Train Sets 

20'-40' HD Slider New Model

All units spec'd 
with 11 R 22.5 Tires,

Hub piloted rims 
& upgraded LED/Chrome 

light package!

BELLEVILLE      (613) 961-5020
DON McINROY (613) 921-3703

TORONTO HEAD OFFICE
1-800-806-7635
(905) 888-6060

KITCHENER    
(519) 895-0888

CONCORD    
(905) 760-7503

www.markhamequipment.com

OTHER EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE
(20) Various Storage Trailers 48' & 53', Clean, White & Dry, Side Doors & Drop Vans Available. We will deliver! 
(50) Container Boxes 20' and 40'. Weather tight for storage. We will deliver.
(2) 2005 40'- 53' Max-Atlas extendible chassis, tandem, excellent shape.
(20) 1998-2003 53' Wabash Dry Vans, Air-ride, logistics, Barn Doors, Fleet Maintained, Alum. Roofs, Some S/S Front & Rear.

Trailers sold with Integrity
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Put maintenance costs and 
insulation degradation on ice
with ThermoGuard, Great Dane’s 
exclusive, revolutionary glass-reinforced 
thermoplastic liner that adds years to the 
useful life of a trailer by helping maintain thermal 
efficiency as it ages. Less maintenance downtime and
extended performance that keeps its cool means more 
revenue for your operation. Reduced cooling unit run time 
means greater fuel efficiency — a solution that benefits you 
and the environment. 

To get the most out of your reefer,
freeze your assets with ThermoGuard.

Performance Without A Melting Point.

A Division of Great Dane Limited Partnership

www.greatdanetrailers.com

NOVA ENTERPRISES LTD.
Truro, NS
(902) 895-6381

LIONS GATE GREAT DANE
Coquitlam, BC
(604) 552-0155

PIERQUIP, INC.
Mirabel, PQ 
(450) 438-6400

Quebec, PQ  
(418) 836-6022

MAXIM TRAILERS
Calgary, AL
(403) 571-1275

Edmonton, AL
(780) 448-3830

Winnipeg, MB
(204) 925-6500

Saskatoon, SK
(306) 657-5600

GLASVAN GREAT DANE
Mississauga, ON
(905) 625-8441

Whitby, ON
(905) 430-1262

Etobicoke, ON
(416) 231-7262
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No other retread can boast the use of Michelin’s new tire technology and rigorous quality control. 

Each tire endures a grueling 9-step process before it earns the right to be called a Michelin® Retread. 

From the casing’s arrival to its final hand inspection, each retreaded tire must conform to our 

demanding quality requirements before it earns the Michelin stamp of approval. 

Michelin Retread Technologies. Improving your bottom line through innovation. 

Visit www.michelintruck.com for more information.

It’s more than a retread.
It’s a MICHELIN®.
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